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The present study, though from one standpoint long in
preparation, cam~ nonetheless forth quite unlooked for. I had long
felt that although there had been, and continued to be, much learned
talk concerning al-Ghazali's adaptation and adoption ofelements of
Aristotelian philosophy-the logic in particular-in such a way as to
update and in modest measure to rectify some of the earlier logical,
conceptual, and theoretical shortcomings of traditional Muslim the
ology, there had been all too little thorough and systematic study of
the texts with regard to the most significant issues involved. Sugges
tions and assertions concerning the matter were made with greater
assurance than seemed warranted by the foundations on which they
rested. The primary focus of my own work was, however, concen
trated in classical kalam; al-Ghazali was therefore of only marginal
interest and I had little inclination to take up the question of their
relationship. That the relation of his theology to that of traditional
Ashcarism was at least ambiguous and required serious investigation
was, however, brought acutely to my attention when, in preparing a
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rather general lecture on predestination in Islam for a nearby com
munity college in the spring of 1985, I reread Book XXXV of IJ,yii?
culum at-din for the first time in many years. A short time later then,
on reading at-Maq~ad at-asnii for the first time, it became altogether
dear to me that his formal commitment to AshCarite orthodoxy was
tenuous in the extreme. Accordingly"for the Paris-Penn-Dumbarton
Oaks Colloquium on inheritance and borrowing in the middle ages
(Heritage et emprunts culturels au Moyen Age) held in Morigny
in the fall of 1986, I prepared a paper entitled "Al-Ghazali's use of
Avicenna's Philosophy" as a kind of preliminary study of one major
aspect of the question. That was a beginning. Subsequently, in 1988,

in the course ofpreparing a paper entitled "al-Ghazali on Taqlid," my
attention was drawn to further aspects of the problem of the status
and location ofal-Ghazali's theology relative to traditional Ashcarism
and I decided that the somewhat tentative study done in two years
earlier, the likelihood of whose eventual appearance seemed ever
more remote,1 had to be more fully elaborated. With the publication
of Creation and the Cosmic System in 1992, my interest in al-Ghazali
was waning rapidly. The apparent inconsistency of the things he says
explicitly concerning kalam continued, however, to trouble me and,
not having examined the data of the texts with this question spe
cifically in mind, I fancied that by making a few appropriate distinc
tions the matter could be laid quietly to rest on the basis of material
already assembled. Alas, things are seldom so simple as they appear at
a distance. Al-Ghazali's explicit statements concerning kalam and his
allusions to the AshCarite school proved inevitably to be imbedded
in contexts that precluded a simple analysis within the formally re
stricted framework originally projected. Though the aim ofthe study
remained essentially the same, the questions to be addressed multi
plied and the web of their interrelationships became more difficult
to map as they spread more widely through the fabric of al-Ghazali's
works. Beneath the surface ofan originally rather simple question lay
something more serious, and more interesting.

Al-Ghazali shows himself in his writing to be a very complex and
problematic personality, intellectually pompous, yet beset by inner
uncertainties and often conspicuously superficial in his treatment of
important questions. Unable to achieve complete confidence in the
truth of his speculative theories, he turned to sufi asceticism and
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there found the means of confirming his belief and filling in the
gaps through the achievement of non-rational states of mind whose
validity as a foundation and verification ofconceptual and theoretical
propositions he rationalized on the basis ofa Neoplatonic paradigm.
He was first and ever remained a leading master of Shaficite law and,
though for himself he rejected the traditional AshCarite theology, his
bond to the Shaficite school continued to be of profound personal
importance to him throughout his life. Thus it is that the tension
which arose from the ambivalence of his relation to the school mani
fests itself in the variety of ways in which he attempts to mute or
to reconcile, to rationalize or to override, the resultant conflict with
some of his fellows in most of his major writings.

What we have sought to do in the present study is to trace out .
and present to view the primary orientation and consistent sense
of al-GhazalI's basic attitude towards the traditional theology of the
AshCarite school and its adherents, as in a variety ofways and in vari
ous places it rises clearly to view or remains to a greater or lesser
extent obscured beneath the surface of his writing. The track offered
by the texts is difficult to follow, often circuitous and ambivalent and
seldom clear and straightforward. Theological theses that are enunci
ated are often, and sometimes in very significant respects, presented
only in an incomplete or elementary form and from one work or pas
sage to another appear in some instances, on first reading at least, to
be irreconcilably opposed. The exact sense and the implications are,
in many cases, neither expressly presented nor unambivalently sug
gested. Whether this is because in a given context he was unwilling
to express himselfmore fully and clearly or because he had not really
thought the matter through and was not altogether aware ofthe im
portance ofsome aspects ofa particular issue remains unclear, though
regarding some questions one suspects that the latter is most likely
the case. Founded on a superficial reading of the texts or, in a few
instances, simply on the secondary literature, the image ofal-Ghazali
that has been presented by some scholars is manifestly idealized, not
to say romanticized. However this may be, one thing at least would
seem clear beyond doubt: for all his brilliance, al-Ghazali was not, as
a speculative or systematic thinker, in the same league as Avicenna or
Aquinas. His primary preoccupations lay elsewhere.

Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to those who directly or
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indirectly contributed to the completion ofthis little book, especially
to my colleague Therese-Anne Druart, who read the manuscript very
carefully and made a number of helpful suggestions, and also to a
number ofothers who, on various occasions, had the patience to lis
ten as I rehearsed the problems and difficulties I was having in trying
to map a coherent and consistent path through the thickets of rhe
torical undergrowth that tend so often to obstruct and obscure the
uneven terrain ofal-GhazaIrs writing, and who commented and in a
few cases exclaimed or protested as they remarked on the conspicu
ously revisionist track of my conclusions. I have also to express my
gratitude to Professor Edward Mahoney for his encouragement and
support and to the Duke University Press, particularly to the edito
rial stafffor their patience with my sometimes untidy habits and their
help in the preparation ofthe text for publication. Too, I must thank
my wife, Jane, for putting up with me through the whole process.

1. Introduction

The Problem

Abu I:Iamid Mul}ammad ibn Mul}ammad al-GhazaJI
(4So/IOs8-sos/nn) was one of the most renowned and influential
writers in the history of Muslim religious thought. He was born in
Khorasan, and his eady studies were pursued chiefly in Tus, the cityof
his birth. Later, he studied in Nishapur under abu I-Macarr <Abdallah
al-Juwayni (4I9!Io28-478!Io8S), who held the chair of Shaficite law
in the college that had been founded expressly for him by the vizier,
Ni~ al-Mulk (d. 48S!Io92), who was perhaps the most powerful
man of his day. Al-Juwayni is still esteemed as one of the great
est masters of Shaficite law, but he was also the leading master of
Ashcarite kalam. His ai-Shiimilft ~ul ai-din was one of the most de
tailed and comprehensive summae ofAshcarite theology ever written
and was sufficiently popular that after his death several abridgements
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were produced, two ofwhich have survived.! Two of al-Ghazili's fel
low students under al-Juwayni-abii I-Qasim al-An~ari (d: 504/mo)
and al-Kiya' al-Harasi (d. 5I2/m8)-also wrote major compendia of
AshCarite theology. Though the curriculum of the colleges was for
mally restricted to the religious sciences (and there concentrated pri
marilyon law), intellectual life in the centers of learning was rich
and varied and, as was inevitable within the context ofthe times, the
works of the logicians and the falasifa were, even though rejected or
condemned, generally known and read by the leading religious schol
ars. After the death of al-Juwayni, al-Ghazali, an ambitious man, at
tracted the attention ofN~ al-Mulk, and in 1091 was named to
the chair ofShafi'ite law in theN~yyacollege of Baghdad. It was
while he held this position that he undertook a systematic study ofthe
works and doctrines ofthe falasifa, chiefly Avicenna as it would seem,
and wrote first a summary oftheir teaching, Maqi4id alfaliisifah, and
then a refutation ofthe theses which he found most seriously in con
flict with the tenets oforthodox Islam, Tahiifut alfaliisifah, together
with several other works on logic and ethics. In 1095, however, al
Ghazali suffered a nervous collapse and, unable to continue teaching,
resigned his position and left Baghdad. It is impossible to determine,
given the complexity ofthe situation, exactly what may have precipi
tated al-Ghazalfs breakdown, if indeed there was a single primary
factor, whether it involved the contests for power that characterized
the political turmoil of the time or tensions within the religious and
academic communities, or was perhaps his inability to resolve certain
interior conflicts or doubts, religious and intellectual, within himself.
The latter is stressed in his autobiography, but the evidence remains
nonetheless ambivalent.

Al-Ghazali spent the next few years mostly in solitude, cultivat
ing sufi asceticism. He stayed for a time in Damascus and then in
Jerusalem, made the pilgrimage to Mecca in 1096, and subsequently
traveled widely, visiting Baghdad, Egypt, and Tus as well as other
places. It was during this period that he wrote his most important
work,Ilr,yii' 'utum al-din (The Revivification of the Religious Sci
ences), which immediately achieved great notoriety and popularity,
even though it was condemned in some circles. In 1106, at the be
hest of Fakhr al-Mulk, the vizier of the Seljuk ruler of Khorasan,
al-Ghazali took a position at the Ni~amiyyaCollege ofTus, where he
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wrote his autobiography, al-Munqidh min al-4aliil,2 and completed
his last major work, al-Mustasfii min citm al-~ut. Some time later he
gave up teaching and retired to Tus, where he died in Jumada II, 505/
December, 1111.

Al-Ghazalfs opinion concerning the value of kalam and his rela
tion to the traditional AshCarite theology have been the subject of
a good deal of discussion amongst scholars. The most widely held
opinion has been that expressed by Gardet and Anawati, namely,
that "he retains the central theses ofthe Ashcarites completely," even
though he has made certain emendations in the way they are set forth
and reasoned.3 More recent studies have shown that this is certainly
not the case,4 though the exact nature and configuration of his rela
tion to the AshCarite school remains problematic. Al-Ghazali is an ex
tremely complex figure. His writings differ greatly from one another
in form and rhetoric as well as in topic and focus and in trying to
trace the course ofhis thought and discern his commitments, one has
sometimes the impression ofattempting to follow the movements of
a chameleon, so varied are the hues and postures he assumes from
one place to another.

The general problem ofal-Ghazalfs relation to the traditional the
ology presents itself in two distinct, even if not everywhere sepa
rable, facets of his writing. The one, whose evidence is somewhat
straightforward, is the diverse and in a few places apparently con
flicting statements he makes when speaking explicitly of kalam as the
traditional speculative· theology ofthe schools. In virtually every case
the kalam with which he is concerned in these passages is that of the
AshCarite school, which he shared with his fellows in the ShafiCite
tradition. The other is one whose evidence is more difficult to bring
forward and analyze and to interpret; it is that of the relationship
between the theology of al-Ghazali and that of the AshCarite school.
One, if not the principal source of the difficulty is that al-Ghazali
wrote a number of very complex works that differ greatly both for
mallyand materially, but never composed a clear, expository sum
mary of his own dogmatic theology. In reflecting on the complexity
ofthe evidence, Marie Bernand speaks ofa "fusion ofsystems," 5 and
one may suggest that it is precisely because al-Ghazali sought, in his
own way, to harmonize a number of very different (and, we should
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add, in some cases incompatible) trends and schools ofMuslim theo
logical thought that he refrained from setting forth the systematic
foundation ofthis "fusion" plainly and unambivalently.

The problem of the relation between al-Ghazali's theology and
that ofthe AshCarite school is manifested in two quite distinct places,
the one being his two manuals of ostensibly Ashcarite theology,
al-Iqti4iid ft l-iCtiqiid and R. al-QudsiyyahJ the other, the doctrinal
statements, direct and indirect, concerning fundamental questions of
Muslim theology scattered through his other writings. Al-Ghazali's
own basic theology, his psychology, cosmology, and metaphysics, we
cannot and need not take up as such in the present study. We have
shown in Creation and the Cosmic System: al-Ghazali and Avicenna
that, contrary to common opinion, al-GhazalI holds (I) that the cre
ated universe is a closed, deterministic system of secondary causes
whose operation is governed by the first created being, an "angel"
(or "intellect") associated with the outermost sphere, (2) that God
cannot intervene in the operation of secondary causes, celestial or
sublunary, and (3) that it is impossible that God have willed to cre
ate a universe in any respect different from this one which He has
created. A number of the texts cited and examined in the course of
the present study will confirm the various elements ofthis interpreta
tion of his thought clearly enough as well as Davidson's conclusions
concerning his psychology. Taking this as given, theil, what we shall
do here is first to examine what al-Ghazili has to say explicitly con
cerning kalam and its status as one of the religious sciences. Next we
shall examine the form and the content of a number of passages of
al-Iqti4iidft l-i<tiqiid and ofR. al-Qudsiyyah against the background
of classical Ashcarite doctrine and of what al-GhazalI has to say in
other works so as to get a reasonably clear view of what exactly al
GhazalI says and does not say and what he does and does not commit
himself to, either explicitly or implicitly, in these two works. In the
case ofone or two passages, the discussion is quite extended because
of the need to examine a number of other texts in order to supply
an adequate context for the understanding of how the topic is pre
sented and treated in variously differing contexts. Following this, we
shall examine the evidence supplied by Fay~al al-tafriqah and Iljam
al-cawiimm Can cilm al-kaliim regarding·al-Ghazali's alienation from
the Ashcarite school. The question of al-Ghazali's relationship to the
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Ashcarite school may appear to have only secondary importance, but
when the evidence is gathered and examined it proves, as we shall
see, to be a key to certain basic characteristics of the method and
language of his writing and thereby to shed light on what might be
called the program that governs much ofthe corpus of his work.

Kalam in the Traditional View

Kalam was commonly termed "the science of the fun
damental doctrines of Islam" (Cum ~iil al-din) and was also referred
to as "the speculative science" (Cilm al-na~). The AshCarite muta
kallimiin held that their science, though ultimately guided by the
revelation, is formally conceptual, logical, and critical and that it
proves the truth ofthe basic articles of Muslim religious beliefwith
out formal appeal to any premise or thesis that is taken from religious
belief as such. (A corollary to this thesis is that once it has been
rationally demonstrated that Mu1}.ammad was a prophet, assent to
what is presented for belief only in the revelation is also rationally
justified.) Kalam, in short, is looked on as a rational metaphysics,
and the larger compendia are, in fact, topically ordered like works
on metaphysics. The distinction between "science" and "opinion"
(MrurriJIL'Y/ and M~a) is made, but theology is not distinguished
from philosophy.6 Consistently with the theses that simple acquies
cence to the views of others is not a valid basis for religious belief
and that the basic tenets of Islam can be justified by autonomous rea
son, then, most ofthe AshCarites hold that rational speculation-i.e.,
some minimal level of rational reflection on the basic truths of the
revelation-is required as a foundation of valid religious assent and
under the religious law is therefore obligatory for all, though some
allow for a conditioned exception in the case of simple, uneducated
people. The manuals range from very short, catechetical works meant
for elementary religious instruction to extremely long and complex
summae in which a panoply of theoretical problems and questions
are dealt with in detail. Although a number of religious scholars, in
cluding almost all the I:Ianbalites, strongly disapproved of any form
of rational or systematic theology as such, the AshCarite kalam was
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in fact the school theology for both Shafieites and Malikites. Among
al-Ghazali's immediate predecessors, thus, some ofthe foremost mas
ters of Shafieite law (e.g., abfi Isbaq al-Shirazi [d. 476!I083] and abfi
I-Maeali al-Juwayni [d. 478!I08s]), held, against the l:Ianbalites, that
taqlid is not a sound basis for assent to the basic articles of the. creed
(al-'~ul), and that "rational speculation" concerning the. be~ng of
God is therefore obligatory, and that, in fact, the first obhgatIon of
individuals who have reached the age of reason and are of sound
mind is the intention to undertake such inquiry.? It is within this gen
eral context and against this background, then, that we must examine
the diverse statements that al-Ghazali makes concerning kalam and
rational theology and the evidences of his conflictwith the school.

2. AI-Ghazali OH the Place of

Kalam AmoHgst the Religious

ScieHces

Kala", According to the Traditional
Classification

Al-Ghazali insists that those who cling to the truth and
follow the Sunna have succeeded in uniting the things entailed by
the revealed laws and the things that are demanded by reason (al
talftqu bayna muqtat/ayiiti l-sharii';ci wa-wiijibiiti l-'uqul); there is no
inconsistency between strict adherence to the Sunna and the study
of rational theology. Against the literalists and those whom he dubs
"al-Itashwiyya," he insists that there is no conflict between the reve
lation that is handed down in the Muslim community and the truth
that is given to reason: aI-shareu l-manqul wal-Itaqqu l-maequl. I There
can be, that is to say, no conflict between the mind's critical, specu
lative grasp of and assent to what is truly presented in the texts
of revelation and taught by the authorities of the first generations
of Muslims on the one side and what has been or may be conclu-
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sively demonstrated by purely theoretical reasoning concerning the
being of God and his attributes and the nature of man and of the
world on the other.2 Those who deny this do so simply because they
have weak minds and lack intellectual insight (min 4u<ji l-<uquli wa
qillati l-basji,>ir) (IqtifadJ p. I, II). The reports which are cited by
the l:Ianbalites and others from authorities of the first generations
condemning rational theology are valid only with regard to simple
minded believers who, for whatever reason, are incapable of formal
reasoning. It is "inconceivable that anyone disagree" with the logical
rules set out inQist;as once he has understood them (Fa~alJ p. +S, and
MunqidbJ pp. 123, 13f. and 126, lIfE). Again, the use ofthe formal ter
minology coined by the mutakallimiin, albeit condemned by some,
is necessary for conceptual precision and clarity, just as is that of the
jurists (I1?yii'> I, p. 95, 17f[, and Ib'iim, p. 95, 13f.). Accordingly, al
Ghazalj speaks of haviQ.g insight into the truth "by means ofspecula
tive reasoning, rational inquiry and the correct elaboration of logical
demonstrations" (kashfU dhiilika ... bil-~ariwal-ba/1thi wa-ta/rriri 1
Jadillah) (I1?yiiJ I, p. IS, 12f.). It is possible to achieve a comprehensive
and certain rational knowledge of God and of the truth contained
in the revelation "through demonstration that has been fully carried
out, whose conditions are completely fulfilled, and whose founda
tions and premises have been reviewed step by step and term by
term until there remain no room for ambiguity and no opening for
confusion" (IbamJ p. lI2, 2ff.).

ClassifYing the religious sciences in MustasfiiJ al-Ghazalj says that
kalam is the one that is universal (al-eilmu l-kuUiyyu mina l-eulumi 1
diniyyah) (p. 5,9). It begins with the inquiry into that which is most
universal, viz., being (al-maWJ"ud); considers the two kinds of beings,
sc., God, the eternal being, and contingent beings (ibid., pp. sf.), and
then distinguishes the basic classes of the latter, the jawhar and acci
dents,3 and ultimately demonstrates the basic truths ofthe revelation
and establishes the principles ofth~therreligious sciences (pp. 6f.).
The truth ofwhat is taught by the prophets is made known by ratio
nal demonstration (burhiin al-eaql) (Iqtifiid, p. 2, 2). As such, there
fore, kalam is primary (al-J~l) with respect to the other religious
sciences and they are secondary or derivative (fUme), even though
some of them, jurisprudence (fiqh), for example, may be more uni
versally useful and, consequently, more essential to the life of the
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Muslims individually and collectively (e.g.,Mustasfii I, pp. 6f.,IqtifadJ
p. IS, I; 11?yiiJI, p. 17,26, and p. IS, sff.; and]awiihirJp. 22). The formal
conception of kalam here, like that of the earlier mutakallimiin, ap
pears to be that of an extended metaphysics. Kalam is the universal
religious science, whereas the other religious sciences are particular.
Jurisprudence (al-fiqh) assumes the truth of the revelation; it begins
with the investigation ofjuridical demonstrations and so depends for
its foundation on kalam (Mustasfii I, pp. 5f.).4 There are two things
here which should be noted, since they will prove later to be ofsome
importance. Formally speaking, the jurist, whether simple faqili or
expert in the foundations of the law ('~Uli), will, in principle, have
no authority as such to judge the truth or error of theological state
ments or of the correctness of theological interpretations (taJwil) of
Koran verses or prophetic Traditions, since such judgments have to
be made on theological grounds and their validity has to be justified
logically. One notes also that whereas in earlier writings (e.g., 11?yiiJI,

p. 23, Sf.) al-Ghazalj says that kalam studies the being of God, His
attributes, and His actions, he says in Mustasfii (I, p. 6, 2ff.) that it
explains that "God must be one and that He is distinguished from
contingent beings by attributes that belong to Him necessarily and by
things that are impossible with respect to His being (I,aqquhu) and
characteristics that may possibly belong to him, being neither nec
essary nor impossible and distinguishes between what is necessary,
impossible, and possible respecting God's being." Though in this he
follows a fairly common formulation,S one notes that here al-Ghazalj
does not speak explicitly ofGod's actions. This may be significant,·as
we shall see. Elsewhere he speaks of kalam and classifies it somewhat
differently.

Understood as the science of God's being and His attributes and
His actions, kalam is formally a metaphysics. It is thus that al-Ghazalj
describes it, for example, in 11?yiiJ (e.g., I, 23, sf.). More broadly
viewed, however, there are, included within kalam, a number ofdis
tinct sciences or disciplines, and accordingly al-Ghazali says (I1?yiiJ I,

p. 9S, 3f.) that in Iqtifad he had taken up only the basic elements
of the Muslim creed (qawiieid al-eaqiiJid) without looking into "the
other matters that are studied by the mutakallimiin" (ghayruhii min
mabiil,ithi l-mutakallimin). The study ofthe fundamental doctrines of
Islam is the rational investigation ofGod's essence and His attributes
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and His actions. It studies the classes ofcreated beings and the vari
ous subclasses and orders of accidents and their relation to animate
and inanimate beings. This part of kalam corresponds to the meta
physics (al-Jiliihiyyiit) ofthe faHisifa (IhyiiJ I, p. 23, 8f.). Again, in IhyiiJ

(I, p. 23, 7f.) he says that logic (al-mantiq) is an element of kalam;
it is the tool of kalam (Jawiihir, p. 21). The discussion of the infer
ence forms and the conditions of their application in the traditional
manuaIs of kalam is commonly placed under a heading of specula
tive reasoning (al-na~ar) or speculative science (Cum al-~ar), and
accordingly al-Ghazali says in Tahiifut (pp. I5f.) that what the falasifa
call logic (al-man#q) is what "in kalam we call the book on specula
tive reasoning" (kitiib al-~ar).

The rules and procedures offormal reasoning, are, he says, in fact,
illustrated and taught by the prophets and in the Koran (e.g., Q~as,
pp. 8f. and 27, 5ff., and Fay~al, pp. +9f., with which cpo ibid., pp. 1M.
andJawiihir, p. IS, 21, where he mentions disputation, al-mujiidalah).
He cites, moreover, a Tradition according to which the Prophet said,
"When men draw near to God by means of various kinds of devo
tions, then draw you near with your mind (bu-caql)," and he goes
on to note that "drawing near is not possible either by one's native
instincts (bil-gharizati l-jitriyyah) or by such knowledge as is given im
mediately (bu-Culumi l-tlarnriyyah) , but rather by that which is gained
through rational inference (bal bil-muktasabah)" (IhyiiJ 3, p. 16, 3-5).6
The failure offormal theological reasoning to benefit some people
many, indeed--eannot be taken as evidence that conceptual under
standing (al-caql) and rational demonstration (al-burhiin) have little
value in theology, because God does not give "the light of the mind"
(nural-Caql) to all, but only to certain individuals (Iqt4iid, p. 10, 12f.;
cp.lhyiiJ I, p. 1+, 17fT.).

Consistently with this, then, al-Ghazili says that the truth or
falsity oftheological propositions may be ascertained by purely specu
lative reasoning (e.g., Iqt4iid, p. 2+7, 2f.,Q~as, p. 8, +ff.; and Iljiim,
p. 112). He says, furthermore, that logic, i.e., rigorous, systematic
reasoning, is required in order to clarify the texts of the Koran and
the prophetic Traditions, that is, in order to know what is and what
is not to be taken literally and, in the case ofthe latter, what proposed
interpretations may be valid or true and which must be false (e.g.,
Fay~al, pp. +3ff. and +6ff.). Indeed, it is through theoretical reason-
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ing that one knows the truth of the revelation (Iqt4iid, p. 2, 2f.), for
logic is a measure ofthe truth ofany and all theological propositions
(jamicu I-maciirifi l-Jiliihiyyah: Qistas, p. 66, I+ff.),7 "ofthe knowledge
ofGod (the exalted) and the knowledge of His angels and His scrip
tures, and His apostles, and of His kingdom and His royal domain"
(Q~as, p. 9, I3f.). Here, the first three terms (God, His angels, and
His scriptures) and their order follow a famous Tradition according
to which the Prophet said that Belief (al-Jimiin) is "that you believe
in God and in His angels, and in His scriptures, the encounter with
Him, and His apostles"; the last two ("His kingdom" and "His royal
domain") are, in al-Ghazalfs usage, standard expressions for the ma
terial or sublunary world and the immaterial or celestial world, re
spectively. (In the immediate context, this remark is made against the
Batiniyya and their claim of the necessity of an infallible imam, but
the statement is universally true for al-Ghazali.) Logic, thus, is said to
be a means for the knowledge of God's being, of the celestial intelli
gences that govern the universe and so mediate between God and the
sublunary world, ofthe nature ofthe rational soul, and ofthe truth of
the revelation and of its correct interpretation. Reference to the res
urrection and judgment is omitted, since this is a future contingent
and cannot be known through speculative reasoning. Logic, he says
in another context, is the measure for the knowledge of everything
that is not simply a matter of legislative enactment (wa4ci) (Qistas,
p. 68, +ff. ).8

It is a delusion, however, to think that reason can alone and by
itself attain to the fullness of truth, for the guidance of revelation is
required.9 For this, one needs reason and revelation together; the one
cannot do without the other (e.g., Iqt4iid, p. 2, Iff.; IhyiiJ 3, p. 16,
27ff.;Q~as, p. 56; andMishkiih, p. +9). One has the impression that
al-Ghazalfs intention here is what we should consider formally to
be theology. His understanding of the soul's need for revelation in
order to achieve its perfection and ultimate good has several distinct
aspects, however. Al-Ghazali holds that it is possible, in principle,
to demonstrate the basic truth of the Muslim revelation concerning
God's essence, His attributes, and His acts (i.e., the taw!?id: God's
governance of the universe and that His action alone determines the
existence ofcontingent beings and the occurrence oftemporal events
within the universe) without formal appeal to any axiom or prin-
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ciple that derives from religious belief as such. Attempts to follow
autonomous reason exclusively, however, inevitably go astray, even
with regard to the elementary truths, as is witnessed in the errors of
the fahisifa regarding the eternity ofthe world and God's knowledge
of particulars. Moreover, it is impossible by the sole means of ratio
nal speculation to know a number of things knowledge of which is
of the greatest importance to the soul's achievement of its highest
good. Some ofthese have to do with future contingents; one cannot
know by reasoning exactly what happens to the soul after death or
what is to the soul's benefit or harm in the next life (Iljam, p. 87).
Most important to al-Ghazali's mind, perhaps, is that prophetic reve
lation is necessary in order to know what actions and activities must
be pursued or avoided in order to purify the soul and bring it to
perfection (e.g., Ihya' 3, p. 16, 23ff., andMunqidh, pp. ISIf. and I6If.).

Where he speaks specifically of kalam as a science that is required
within the Muslim community, al-Ghazali's· perspective is not ab
stract, but situated within the concrete social, intellectual, and reli
gious context of his own time. Adherence to Islam is assumed as the
rule; most people are brought up in Islam and have consequently
some level of adherence to it as a norm and some degree of belief,
even if by the most naive attachment to the beliefs of others. There
is need for and justification of rational inquiry into the truth of the
revelation or the significance or meaning ofsome element of it when
ever it appears to be doubtful or unclear. It is for this reason that in
a number of important contexts in which al-Ghazali discusses kalam
explicitly he speaks of it primarily as apologetic. Thus he says in one
place that "the one benefit of kalam is to protect the faith (hirtisatu
l-Caqidah) ... and to preserve it by means of all sorts of arguments
against the confusions sown by. heretics." 10 It serves to confirm and
to reinforce belief (ta'kid al~iCtiqtid) (Ihya' 4, pp. 24If.). Where there
is little heresy kalam is not much needed and it is adequate to teach
a manual such as his own Qudsiyya to young people (Ihya' I, p. 98,
34f.). Against the assertion of some who cite the authorities of the
first generations in order to condemn the practice of kalam as itself
heretical, he replies that in the early period of Islam, when heresies
were neither many nor strong, there waS scant need for kalam, but in
view of the wide diffusion of serious heresy it subsequently became,
and remains, a necessity for the community so that its cultivation
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by scholars who are specialists is an obligation of the community
(fart/u kifiiyah).ll God caused the rise of kalam for the good of the
community (Munqidh, p. 92). Here, kalam is portrayed as a formal
religious science or discipline in the public role by filling which i;
ser:~s the religious community as such, not as the private, speculative
actIVity carried out by individuals in quest ofgreater religious insight
and understanding. It is in this public aspect that al-Ghazali views

kal~ in conte~s~~ere he speaks of it ~xplicitlyby this designation,
that IS, as the disclplme commonly taught in the schools as the basic
theological scien~e. That some aspects of the way it is taught in the
schools may not, m al-GhazaIi's opinion, well serve the valid and nec

ess.:tr.Y func~ion of kalam does not vitiate its legitimacy as one of the
rehglous SCiences needed by the community.

To s~me classes of people kalam is normally harmful. Questions
concer~g the ~ruth of the revelation and the meaning of the vari
~us articles o~ faith do not naturally arise for simple people; they are
mtellec~allymcapable of forming, understanding, and dealing with
theoretICal concepts and therefore should under no circumstances be
exposed to theological problems of any kind (e.g., Iljam, pp. II4f.).
For such people, kalam, the "demon of dialectic," is an evil, since it
can o~y_result in confusion and doubt (Ihya' I, pp. 97L, Iqt4tid, pp.
9f., Qtstns, pp. "':7L andFa~al, pp. 69f.). Where there are no genuine
doubts or questions, kalam is forbidden (Fa~al, p. 79, Iff.).

So also the theological disputation practiced in the schools is most
lil~ely to have a del~terious effect on people who are solidly com
ffiltted to some partICular form ofunbeliefor heresy, since under the
pressure of counterarguments they are more likely to become even
more obstinate in their position than to alter it (e.g., Ihya' I, p. 41,
4ff.~ and p. 97, 3f. and I8ff.; Iqt4tid, p. 10; and Fay~al, p. 70, 2fI). In
Ihya'Y, pp. 40f. and 4, pp. 24If.) he cites his own Iqt4tid as a com
pendium. (mukh~R.far) in which there is an appropriate amoUJ.1t and
level ofdisputation against heretics and ofcounterargument to their
heresy (muna~aratuI-mubtadiCi wa-mucarat/atu bidCatihi).

The~e are other people, however, whose questions have to be
~e~t.With and resolved by formal theological reasoning. These are
mdivlduals who are endowed with superior mental and intellectual
abilities (al-dhaka'u wal-j#nah) and "to whom questions and doubts
(shubah and shukuk) occur, either from things that others say or by
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nature," that is, because they are naturally disposed to have inquiring
minds (e.g., Ihyii' I, p. 16, sff., and p. 9S, 26f. andlqt~iid, p. II). Their
pursuit oftheoretically grounded knowledge and understanding (al
baJ,th) must be carried as far as is required in order to resolve their
questions (e.g., Iqt4iid, p. II, and FaYfal, p. 48, 3-6). The higher the
individual's intellectual insight, the greater need he has for formal
analysis and understanding and the further he will have, therefore, to
pursue his course in speculative theology. This is important, for when
al-Ghazali speaks of individuals to whom doubts and questions occur
"by nature" (bil-ta!:Je) as well as because ofthings they have heard (bil
samiiC) (Iltyii' I, p. 16, I2f.), there can be little doubt that he includes
himself among them and it is thus that he speaks of the benefit he
gained from kalam. at the outset (Munqidh, p. 77,9, and p. 91), even
though he would later go beyond it to a higher theology. When he
says (M~hiri, p. S7, If.) that one cannot acquire the discipline of
rigorous theological reasoning by himself but must have a teacher, al
Ghazali explicitly recognizes the importance ofthe schools. He views
the matter consistently within the social context.

Following the tradition ofthe AshCarites, al-Ghazali insists on the
rightness of taking a middle path between the rational reduction
ism of the fal:isifa and the MUCtazila on the one extreme, and on the
other of the simpletons (al-hashwiyyah) who think that one is for
mally obliged to hold rigidly to an uncritical acceptance oftraditional
authority and to adhere to a strictly literalist reading of all the theo
logical statements of the Koran and the Sunna (Iq~iid, pp. 1-3 and
2S0£ ).12 He states explicitly, in fact, that the Ashcarite school adheres
to this middle path with regard to the rational interpretation ofprob
lematic descriptions of God (Ihyii' I, pp. I03f.; cpo Fay~al, pp. 44f.),
though he carefully avoids identifying his own doctrine with that of
anyschool,13

Regarding the kalam ofthe schools, whichhe frequently identifies,
and not altogether unreasonably, with the formal disputations that
were a central element of the scholars' academic activity, al-Ghazali
has, however, a number of very negative things to say. His polemic
against the schoolmen is, in fact, often quite harsh. Most of this cen
ters upon the kind ofdisputation that was favored in the schools and
the cultivation of which Was considered by many to be the highest
scientific religious activity (c£, e.g., Iltyii' I, p. So, 13£ and Fay~al,
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p. 70, 2ff.). Only individuals of genuinely superior intelligence are
capable of serious theological reasoning. The fact is, however, that
the schoolmen are largely unable to distinguish between skill in dis
putation and true knowledge and insight.14 The kind of disputation
(mun~arah, mujiidalah, jidiil) normally carried on in the schools al
Ghazali condemns as rude, unseemly, and detrimental to individuals
of lesser intelligence (e.g., Qistiis, pp. sff.) and also as raising for less
intelligent individuals questions that they cannot deal with (ibid.,
pp. 79ff.). Though there is a good form ofdialectical argumentation
~e.g., Ihyii' I, pp. 9sf., Jawiihir, p. 21, and Iljiim, p. 9S), disputation
IS generally bad (Iltyii' I, pp. 43ff.). Thus, he says, that disputation
which goes beyond what is in the Koran and the Traditions is to be
regarded as blameworthy (Iltyii' I, pp. 22, 29f., 96£, and Iljiim, p. 9S,

7f). Much of it is concerned with searching out inconsistencies in
particular school doctrines (Iltyii' I, p. 20, 30ff., andMunqidh, p. 92,
II£) and has the effect of producing irrationally partisan attachment
to the doctrines ofone's own school or master (Ihyii' I, p. 97, 3, and
Fay~al, pp. IIff.), with the result that even scholars who have some
what superior minds are corrupted by a commitment to the tradition
of their schools and an uncritical attachment to the teaching of their
masters (Ihyii' I, pp. 79-So, and Qisttis, p. So). Furthermore, dialec
tical argumentation, however well accomplished, has little efficacy in
bringing an erring or heretical opponent to alter his views; quite the
contrary, in fact (e.g., Ihyii' I, p. 41, 3£ and pp. 96£). For his con
demnation of dialectical disputation there are precedents in the sufi
tradition. MaCruf al-Karkhi (d. 200/SIS), for example, is reported to
have said, "When God wishes good to a man He opens to him the
g~te ofaction (al-camal); when God wishes ill to a man He opens to
hlffi the gate ofdialectic (al1iu11:d)." 15

Essential Naturesf Logicf and the Lawfulness
of Secondary Causes

Because of what he regards as the intellectual short
comings of most of the professional theologians, al-Ghazali is con
sistently at pains to set himself above the theology of the schools.
Though some think that insight into the true natures ofthings (kashfU
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l1aqii/iqi l-'umur) may be sought in the kalam of the, schools, it con
tains nothing beyond the elementary teachings of the Koran, the
Traditions, and the religious authorities ofthe first generations which
it is meant to defend (Ihyii' I, p. 40f. and cpo p. 22, 2sff.). Again,
although the schoolmen believe that "true intellectual insight into
essential realities and knowledge of them as they really are" (kashfu
1-l1aqii'iqi wa-macrifatuhii caJii mii hiya calayhi) are to be achieved by
means of the dialectic of the mutakallimiin, it proves more often to
be, in fact, misleading because of the way they employ it in purely
partisan disputation. This is not to say that kalam offers no genu
ine intellectual insight, knowledge, and clarity (kashfun wa-tacrifun
wa-'i4iiJ?) at all, but it does so rarely and then only with regard to
things that are immediately clear and virtually self-evident (Il1yii' I,

p. 97, 8-14). In order to gain "true intellectual insight into the essen
tial natures of things and to know beings as they really are and to
grasp the real truths that are presented in the Muslim creed" (kashfu
1-l1aqii'iqi wa-macrifatu l-'ashyii'i wa-darku l-'asriiri l-lati yatarjimuhii
hiidhihi l-<aqidah), one has to stay clear of academic disputation (al
mujiidalah) (Il1yii' I, p. 99, 3tf.). Al-Ghazali's reiterated insistence on
"al-l1aqiqah, al-l1aqii'iq," here and elsewhere, is both conspicuous and
significant. In this we have a characteristic instance ofal-GhazalI's use
of language, for while the expression is common in sufi usage to refer
to the intimate presence ofGod which one seeks to perceive beyond
the manifest surface of the material appearances of things and events
(cf., e.g., Tawiisin, §II, I, p. 194; Sulami, pp. 430, 1£., 436, sf., and
484, 5; Latii'ij 6, p. 194, IOf., ad QIS,21), in al-GhazalI's usage one
inevitably hears with this the essences or essential natures of things
as integral elements in the lawful and systematic operation of the
universe.

Even apart from the vices ofthe schools' concentration on dispu
tation, however, al-Ghazali considers the reasoning of kalam as such
to be merely dialectical ('adillatun jadaliyyatun kaliimiyyah) (Maq~ad,

p. 43, 6). It is based on impressions acquired in ordinary experi
ence and founded on things that are granted and assented to be
cause they are well known amongst the leading scholars (al-'adillatu
l-wahmiyyatu l-kaJiimiyyatu l-mabniyyatu calii 'umurin musallamatin
m~addaqin bihii li-shtihiirihii bayna 'akabiri l-culamii') (Iljiim, p. 112,
sf. ) .16 Those demonstrations found in kalam that are really useful are,
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he says, basically contained in the Koran and the Traditions (Il1yii' I,

p. 22, 2sff.); they are simple and immediately understood without re
course to formal analysis (ibid., p. 9S, 3Iff). The arguments, in effect,
rest upon premises that are granted either as given in the school tra
dition or by the consensus of the Muslim community or are simply
accepted on the authority ofthe Koran and the Traditions (Munqidh,
p. 92,9-11). It is for this reason, according to al-Ghazali, sc., because
it employs mere endoxa (mashhUriit) as premises (e.g., Mil1akk, pp.
66f. and 71), that the reasoning of kalam is formally dialectical and
that it cannot yield true intellectual insight or knowledge ofthe essen
tial natures of things as they really are in themselvesP Such knowl
edge, he holds, is achieved not through dialectical reasoning and dis
putation but through logical demonstration all the formal conditions
ofwhose validity have been fulfilled (Iljiim, p. 112, 3ff.; translated on
p. S above). Such demonstration is carried out on premises which
are founded in one offive sources ('~ul) whose truth is known con
clusively: "(I) sense perception, (2) experience, (3) universal report,
(4) immediate intuition, or (5) as a conclusion drawn on the basis
of principles (1)-(4) ('immii bil-llissi wa-'immii bil-tajribati wa-'immii
bil-tawiituri l-kiimili 'aw-bi-'awwali l-'aqli 'aw-bil-istintiiji min hiidhihi
11"umlah) <Qistiis, p. 60). These five sources are mentioned in Mun
qidh (p. 123, citingQistiis) where, also followingQistiis (p. 6S), he says
that the five are presented as such in the Koran. One notes that the
list given here seems to follow Avicenna.18 Consistently with this, in
the preface to Maq~ad al-Ghazall vehemently rejects the conceptual
and analytic tradition of kalam in favor ofthat ofthe falasifa. 19

The question has been raised as to how al-Ghazali can claim ad
herence to the Aristotelian logic and how he can hold that the ex
perience of the consistent sequential relationships between entities
and events can be said to constitute a valid basis for justified prem
ises in demonstrative syllogisms if he follows the Ashcarite doctrine
according to which efficient causality is not attributed to things in
virtue of their natures as such. His constant insistence on the im
portance of knowing the true natures or essences of things (l1aqii'iq
al-'ashyii' ) is conspicuous enough. But does he follow the tradition of
the AshCarite school regarding natures and causation? The matter is
discussed in Mi<yiir in a passage (pp. 109f.) which may be taken as an
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example of the rhetorical maneuvers al-GhazalI sometimes performs
when, for one reason or another, he feels obliged to address this issue
explicitly.20 To illustrate the kind of certain knowledge which may
be gained by experience, al-GhazalI, like Avicenna, often offers the
example of medicine, that is, of the consistent effects of the specific
properties (khawtl¥.) of herbs, drugs, and the like.21 These are things
that happen in most cases ('atal-'akthar) but not always and under all
circumstances (Mihakk, p. 61). InMihakk (pp. 59ff.) and in Mustasfii
(I, pp. 45f.) he lists a number of causal effects that are known by
experience, among them a fire's causing combustion, its rising up
wards, eating's causing satiety, the inebriating effects of wine, the
laxative effects of scammony, and the magnet's attraction of iron,
things knowledge ofwhich has to be founded in experience, since the
judgment is general (qa4iyyatun'iimmah) and what is given to sense
as such is merely the particular instance of an eventP In this context
he says (Mihakk, p. 80, 6-'7=Mustasfii I, p. 54, 14) that causes and
effects ('iUab and ma'lul, sabab and musabbab, and mujib and mujab)
are concomitant one to the other (yatalazamiin).23 When, however,
the question is raised in Mi<yiir (p. 109, 21ff.) concerning the denial
of efficient causality by the mutakallimiin, he does not take up the
example ofthe properties ofdrugs and herbs, but gives several other
examples ofmanifestly causal sequences (decapitation and death, eat
ing and satiety, fire and burning) for discussion ofwhich the reader
is referred to Tahiifut. Here, in Mi'yiir, he limits himself to noting
that the relation between decapitation and death is an instance of
an event in which the invariant relationship between the antecedent
and the consequent is universally known through experience; and
he goes on to say that the question of whether the connection be
tween the two events is something necessary and whose alteration,
therefore, is impossible absolutely (q,arnriyyun wa-Iaysa ft l-'imkiini
taghyirohu), or whether the connection between the two is simply
"the normal course ofGod's custom (jarayiinu sunnati lliih) through
the efficacy of His eternal will, which is not subject to substitution
and alteration" (Iii tahtamilu I-tabdila wal-taghyir), does not concern
the consistency ofthe connection between the two events, but rather
the way in which they are connected. The invariance of the relation
ship in the example and the causal relationship when, in other cases,
the effect usually, but not always, follows the antecedent event are not
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in question here. For al-GhazalI, possibility as "to be in possibility"
(ftl-'imkiin) is absolute possibility and so has to do with the possibles
as essential natures and with what is necessary, possible, and impos
sible with regard to their instances.24 The statement concerning God's
"custom" alludes to Q35,4,: Ian tajida li-sunnati lliihi tabdilan fa-Ian
tajida li-sunnati lliihi tal,wilii. God's invariant "custom" involves what,
absolutely speaking, could be otherwise: what hypothetically God
could have willed to be otherwise but which, being in fact so willed, is
necessarily invariant or, depending on other factors, happens for the
most part as is lawfully determined by the particular circumstances.
In either case, the invariance ofthe connection between decapitation
and death is inevitable, and the empirically founded judgment that
this is always (and necessarily) the case, is fully justified. Here, in
Mi<yiir, al-GhazalI does not give any clear explanation ofwhat exactly
is meant by "the normal course of God's custom," and he gives no
indication of what it means to say that it is not subject to substitu
tion or alteration (al-tabdilu wal-taghyir); nor, finally, does he say on
which of the two alternatives the observed invariance of the connec
tion is based. Rhetorically, he addresses the reader in the traditional
Ash'arite language about the consistency of events in accord with
God's custom while saying that, given the fact of the invariability
of the relationship, there is no need to pursue the matter further in
this context. The relation of the head to the living body, however,
is something that has a special interest for al-GhazalI. There is noth
ing in the sublunary world, he says (Jawiihir, p. 28), that does not
have its analogue in the celestial world. It is thus according to al
GhazalI that the soul governs the body as God governs the universe
(cf. Mihakk, p. 1,6, 5, translated on p. 60 below; and cpo Mishkiih,
p. #, IOff.). So in Iljiim (p. 68f.) he offers the relationship between
the brain and the rest of the body as an analogue to the relation of
the outermost sphere to the rest of the created universe,25 and there
states his position clearly and unambiguously: the soul governs the
body through the brain and although it is possible absolutely that
man have been created such that it govern the body in some other
way, what God wills He wills eternally and necessarily. It is de facto
impossible that God have willed that the soul be related to the body
in any other way, wherefore man is, in effect, so constituted that it
is impossible that the soul govern the body other than through the
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instrumentality of the brain. Here (Iljiim, p. 69, 6), al-GhazalI cites
Fii#r (v. 43) verbatim in confirmation of his thesis: "you shall never
find any substitution in the custom of God." Returning to Micyiir,
then, not only is it al-GhazalI's position that decapitation necessarily
results in the separation of the soul from the body, but also that it is
not possible that God have willed that this not be the case, wherefore
it is not possible either that He intervene in the natural order so as to
interrupt this sequence of events. That al-GhazalI should choose to
focus on the example ofdecapitation is interesting, since, ofthe three
examples of causal connections that are mentioned here in Micyiir,
it is the only one in which, according to both al-GhazalI and the
falasifa, the effect must inevitably follow the cause. In the language
of "conditions" which al-Ghazm sometimes employs in speaking of
causes and causation, one would say that with the separation of the
head from the body one of the necessary conditions for the soul's
continued governance of the body is no longer present.26 Note that
where traditional AshCarite language will speak of the miracle as a
break or an interruption of God's habit or custom (kharqu l-ctidah:
e.g., Tamhid, p. 157, II, and Shiimil [81], pp. 96f.; inkhiriiqu l-ctidah:
e.g., al-Isfar:PInI, Fr. 103, and Irshiid, p. 314, II; naqq.u l-ctidah: e.g.,
Mujarrad, p. 134, 8, and Shiimil [69], p. 134, 8), al-GhazalI does not.
He says, rather, that the custom is invariant, without alteration or
change, since, following Avicenna, he conceives the miracle as the re
sult of an unusual, a unique or anomalous conjunction of secondary
causes. Cause and effect are related as concomittants and this is re
ferred to in terms of the consistency of customs (irririid al-<iidiit)P
In Micyiir (p. 109, 6) the phrase "is not subject to substitution or
alteration" explicitly qualifies "God's eternal will," but through the
manifest allusion to Q35,43 the qualification is plainly extended to the
"custom" which necessarily ensues from God's "eternal and necessary
will" (Iljiim, p. 69,7). Though al-Ghazm nowhere says outright that
God cannot intervene in the operation of secondary causes, this is
plainly implied by his asserting, for example, that there is "in pos
sibility" no better and more perfect universe (IJ,yii' 4, p. 252, 29ff.),
and that if its order (tartw) were altered, then the whole system
would be vitiated (Maqs.ad, p. 81, 17f.), wherefore if any given evil
that occurs were to be removed, "then the good that it entails would
be done away with ... and far worse evil would occur" (ibid., p. 68,
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7tI., on which see Creation and the Cosmic System, pp. 60f.). What are
commonly spoken ofas "causes" ('asbiib) al-GhazalI occasionally de
scribes as the "conditions" of the effect (e.g., IJ,yii' 4, pp. 86f. and
249) and he states that God cannot create anything the conditions of
whose existence are not fulfilled (ibid. andMaqs.ad, p. 125). It is for
this reason that there can be "no substitution in God's custom " no,
interruption, that is, in the lawful operation ofsecondary causes.

. The formal lexicon of al-GhazalI's writing is very fluid, as for any
~IVen term ~r concept he commonly employs a number of expres
Sions, often m order to avoid associating a given assertion, thesis,
or argument with the particular school or tradition with which par
ticular expressions may be closely identified. So for logic and for
formal, systematic or speculative reasoning, there are a number of
terms which he commonly prefers to use in lieu of Cman#q,' particu
larly in more formally religious contexts, in order to avoid associ
ating his own teaching explicitly with that of pagan antiquity and
of the falasifa. In some places he uses expressions commonly found
in traditional kalam, such as "the method of drawing inferences":
'~ariq al-istidltiJ' (IJ,yii' 3, p. 17, 28) and 'tariq al-iktisiib' (ibid., line
29).28 Elsewhere, he employs "the (right) balance": "al-qis~iis (al
mustaqim)" (e.g., Mi'yiir, p. 24, 6; Munqidh, p. 123, 10; and Q~iis

and Fays.al, passim), and "al-miziin" (ibid.),29 or simply "the ways/
means of systematic reflection": "turuq al-iCtibiir" (IJ,yii' 3, p. 13, 23,
and 4, p. 478, I), "minhiij al-i'tibiir" (Fays.al, p. 488, 3-4) and "mana
hiju l-baJ,thi wal-~r" (Iqtis.iid, p. 2, I). Whatever the expression
employed, when al-GhazalI speaks of formal, speculative reasoning
(al-~r, al-iCtibiir, etc.), he means what Avicenna and the falasifa
call "demonstrative reasoning"; he assumes the Aristotelian logic
together with Avicenna's epistemology and the primary elements of
the ontology which are associated with it.30 Though his language may
vary according to context, al-GhazalI's intention remains constant.
Kalam, that is, the common theology as taught in the schools, is
essentially dialectical in its reasoning, and its arguments are founded
on .those of the Koran, which are directed towards simple people,
:htle .the. "~alan~e" of truly demonstrative reasoning, which gives
genume mSlght mto the true realities of things," is for the intellec

tual elite (Qistiis, pp. 79f.) 31 who are capable of a higher theology
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which he refers to consistently as "cum al-muktishafah," i.e., that in
which true insight into the essential natures of things and the uni
verse and into God's being as creator of every contingent entity and
event, Le., true tawJ,id, is attained.

KalaHf iH the ClassificatioH of the Religious
ScieHus iH Ibya' 'uliim al-din

Inlhyii/, al-Ghazali presents two distinctly different clas
sifications of the sciences, the first in Book I (K. al-<Jlm) and the
second in Book XXI (K. c.Ajii.'ib al-qalb). In neither, however, does
his account of the place and role of kalam among the religious sci
ences correspond to what we find in al-Mustasfii. In K. al-<Jlm, under
the heading ofsciences which are necessary for the community ([art!
kifiiyah) but not for each individual (pp. 17ff.), he distinguishes non
religious sciences from the religious sciences and, within the latter
class, those whose aim is the good of this life from those whose aim
is the good of the next life. Fiqh he places in the former category,
and in the latter he mentions "the science of the states of the soul
and its moral characteristics, good and bad" (Cilmu 'alrwiili l-qalbi
wa-'akhlaqihii 1-maJ,mutiati wal-madhmumah), which, he notes (p. 17,
27ff.), forms the topic of the second half ofIhyii'. 32 Though dealing
in part with moral actions, the science ofthe soul does not fall under
the direction of the faqih (p. 19, 3ff.). Subsequently, in offering a
more detailed account of the sciences whose aim is the good of the
next life, he names two (p. 20, 18f), sc., cilm al-muktishafah and cilmu
l-muciimalah. The latter he identifies with the science of the states of
the soul (p. 21, 19ff.); it is the higher ethical science through which the
soul seeks its ultimate perfection.33 The former is the higher theology
which embraces the knowledge of the celestial realm, its governance
of the material, sublunary world and its role in accomplishing the
perfection of the human soul; he says (p. 20, 19) that it is "the sci
ence ofwhat is hidden and this is the ultimate ofthe sciences" (Cilmu
l-bii#n, wa-huwaghiiyatu l-'ulum), and goes on (pp. 20f.) to say that

it is

1
;I
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an expression which refers to a light that appears in the soul when it is
cleansed and purified of its bad characteristics (~ifiituha l-madhmumah)

and from this light many things are revealed (yankashif) ... to the point
that one achieves the true knowledge (macrifah) of God's being and of
His enduring and perfect attributes and His judgement in creating this
world and the next world and the way that He ordered the next world
to this world and the knowledge (macrifah) of the word 'angels' ... and
how the angel becomes manifest to prophets and how revelation reaches
them and the knowledge (macrifah) of the kingdom of the heavens and
the earth and how the hosts ofangels and devils meet there in conflict ...
and what it means to encounter God (the Mighty, the Glorious) and to
look at His gracious face and what it means to be near Him and to stop in
his proximity and what it means to attain blessedness (J,~ulu l-saciidah)

through the companionship of the High Council and the company of
the angels and the prophets (bi-muriifaqati l-mala'i l-'acla wa-muqaranti

l-mata'ikati wal-'anbiya') .... 34

To have this science is to have the authentic knowledge of God's
uniqueness as creator, the highest tawJ,id, which is the foundation of
authentic trust in God (tawakkul) (Ihyii' 4, pp. 241£).

In his classification of the sciences in K. al-<Jlm it is only after he
has described this higher metaphysics with its integrated psychology
and cosmology that al-GhazaIi raises the question ofkalam, and then
rhetorically as if in a kind of appendix to the primary topic. Why, he
asks, have kalam and falsafa been omitted from this classification of
the sciences and distinction of those that are good from those that
are bad ([a'in qulta lima . .. ?) (p. 22, 18f.)? In response, he says
(pp. 22£) that though it is one of the things which are necessary to
the community, kalam has only restricted value and legitimacy, some
thing which he will discuss later. Falsafa is set aside (p. 23, 3ff.) as
a mix of disparate sciences, the most important of which, sc., logic
and metaphysics, are also elements of kalam.35 The true metaphysi
cal science, Cum al-muktishafah, cannot be attained through kalam
(p. 21, 19f.). And al-GhazaIi goes on then to say (p. 23, 29ff.) that even
though the religious scholars, the mutakallimiin and the fuqahiP, may
be famous for their learning and are considered by some to be the
most excellent of mankind ('a[4alu l-khalq), the Companions, who
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pursued not law and kaliim, but "the science of the next life and of
the way to get there" (Cumu l-'tikhirati wa-suliiki fariqiha), are uni
versally recognized as being superior. What he does, in effect, is to
claim the authority of the Companions for the superiority of his
own higher ethics and metaphysics and concomitantly, by implica
tion, their greater authority and their intrinsic priority with respect
to the principal sciences ofthe religious scholars.36 It is important to
note that within this scheme fiqh falls outside (and below) the cilm
al-mucamalah, even though it is essential to the life of the individual
and the community and is also propaedeutic to the soul's achieve
ment of higher perfection. Similarly, kaliim falls outside and below
the cilm al-mukiishafah, but though it may be one of the disciplines
that are necessary to the community (min jumlati l-s.inaCati l-wajibati
cala l-kifiiyah) (p. 23, I6f.), its utility is restricted and its intrinsic value
somewhat questionable.

In cAja'w al-qalb, then, al-Ghazm presents another classification
of the sciences, this time on the basis of their relation to the states
of the soul. Here (IJrya' 3, pp. I5ff.), he classes the sciences gener
ally as rational (al-culiim al-caqliyyah), i.e., those which cannot be ac
quired on the sole basis of authority or transmitted report (bu-taqlid
wal-samaC) (pp. IS, 31, and 16, I7ff.), and the specifically religious
sciences, i.e., those which have their source and foundation in the
revelation (al-culiim al-sharciyyah, al-culiim al-diniyyah). In_th!s_~()n

text al-GhazaIi classes the science of the states of the soul and "the
science ofGod and of his attributes and actions" as rational sciences
(c.i1mun caqli), and as scien~~s which are, moreover, concerned with
the next world (Cilmun 'ukhrawi) (p. 17, 10). The latter is clearly to be
identified with higher metaphysics (Cum al-mukiishafah).

In cAja'w al-qalb logic and formal reasoning are discussed in a
fundamentally theological context that is larded with Koran verses
and Traditions and are placed within a significantly broader horizon
than in Mieyar, MiJ,akk, Qist;iis, and Fays.al. Here, having taken some
time to explain how, according to one acception, 'heart' (al-qalb),
'spirit' (al-mJ,), 'soul' (al-nafi), and 'intellect/mind' (al-caql) are em
ployed synonymously (p. 3, 1Off.; cpo ibid. I, p. 88, 28ff., andMishkah,
p. 43, Isf.), he goes on to take up how the "heart", sc., the soul, is the
locus of cognition (maJ,all al-cum), and states that every intelligible
(kullu macliim) has an essence (J,aqiqah) and that this essence has a
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form (s.iirah) which is impressed in the soul (p. 12, 15£; cpo Maqs.ad,
p. 18, 10£, Fays.al, pp. 36£,Mishkah, p. 77, 6ff.;Munqidh, p. 151, 6f.,
and Iljam, p. no, 9f.). He goes on to give an account of the nature
of intellectual cognition in terms of the presence of an image in a
mirror which by its nature is ready to have manifested in it "the essen
tial truth in all things" (J,aqiqatu l-J,aqqi ft l-'umiiri kulliha) (p. 12,
30f.). The conception ofthe nature and operation ofthe mind lsliin~

damentally that of the falasifa, though al-GhazalI here assiduously
avoids the use of their language.37 He goes on then to list and to
explain (pp. I2f.) five impediments to the acquisition of knowledge:
(I) inadequacy of mind, e.g., immaturity, (2) impurity of heart due
to immoderate appetites, (3) failure to seek knowledge, (4) attach
ment to false opinions, and (5) ignorance ofhow to go about seeking
knowledge. Concerning (5) he says that one who seeks to know can
not achieve knowledge of what is unknown "save by reflection on
the things he does know which are directly related (tuniisib) to that
which he seeks to know," so that when he follows the ways of sys
tematic reflection (fUruq al-ictibar), sc., the rules of logical inference,
"the essential reality ofthat which he seeks to know is revealed to his
mind" (injala J,aqiqatu l-mafliibi li-qalbihi) (p. 13, 2Iff.).38 Because of
their attachment to' the teaching of their masters and the dialectical
foundations oftheir discipline, the mutakallimiin ofthe schools tend,
then, at the very least, to be afflicted by two ofthese impediments to
the acquisition of higher knowledge.

Al-GhazaIi then describes the importance and nature of "the ways
of systematic reflection," pleading his case for the essential role of
formal logic in an extended image:

The things one seeks to know are not given innately (fifriyyah) and can

not be caught save in the net oftruths that are already achieved (al-culumu
l-J!iifi.lah). Indeed, no truth (Cilm) is achieved (yaJ,fulu) save through two

prior truths that are combined and coupled in a particular way and from

whose coupling (izdiwiij) a third truth is achieved, just as birth comes

about through the coupling ofa stallion and a mare.39 No one who wants

to bring about the birth ofa thoroughbred can do this with a donkey or a

wild ass or a man, but only from the male and female ofa particular breed

ofhorse and when there occurs a particular coupling between them. Thus

every true cognition (kullu <ilm) has two particular foundations ('as.1iin)
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and there is a way of coupling them, from which coupling of them the

acquired knowledge which was sought comes about (yaJ,~ulu ... al-'ilmu
l-mustafadu l-ma#ub).1t is ignorance of these foundations and the man

ner of their coupling that precludes the knowledge. (p. 13, 22-29; note
the use of 'al-mustafad' here)

The failure to understand how to draw fully justified inferences,
thus, is

one ofthe causes ('ashiib) which prevents minds from knowing the essen

tial realities ofthings, for of its nature (bil-j#rah) every mind is capable of

knowing the essential realities (ma'rifatu l-J,aqa8q), because it is some
thing divine and noble which is distinct from all other created beings

by this particular characteristic (ftiraqa sa.>ira jawiihiri 1_'tilami hi-hiidhihi
l-kh~iyyah). (p. 14-, 1-4-)

The expression here reflects again the usage ofAvicenna.
Al-GhazalI distinguishes two ways of acquiring knowledge, that

of the sufis and that of "those who employ speculative reasoning"
(al-nu~ar). Referring to the former, he speaks (IJ,ya' 3, pp. dE) of
attaining knowledge by inspiration ('ilhiim), that is, "by direct appre
hension ofthe angel which bestows knowledge on the mind" (musha
hadatu l-malaki l-mulqift l-qalb) (IJ,ya' 3, p. 17, 31). This is achieved
by purification through ascetic exercises and belongs to the saints,
while the acquisition of knowledge by means of rational inference is
special to the scholars (al-'ulama') (ibid.) pp. 17£.).40 It remains, in
either case, that

the fact is that the mind is ready to have the essential reality of the Truth

in all beings revealed to it ('an yanjaliya jibi J,aqiqatu .l-J,aqqifi 1-'ashyii'i
k;!l!:ihii) and something interferes only on account of the five causes we
mentioned; they are, so to speak, a veil which comes between the mirror

of the mind and the Well Guarded Tablet on which is engraved every

thing which God has enacted until the day of the resurrection. (3, p. 18,
1-5; cpo ibid., p. 12,30£).41

The "Well Guarded Tablet" here designates the angel (separated
intelligence) that is associated with the outermost celestial sphere.
"The essential realities ofall things are spread upon the Well Guarded
Tablet" (IJ,ya' 3, p. 19, 28), which is also referred to as "the hearts
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of the angels that stand nearest" (qulubu l-maJa'ikati l-muqarrabin)

(ibid.) .4: God is the; Irut~.{al-kaqq)aI1~ ..~!le.I?-a.l~<:iha:?:gtt~.~f !~e
intellect's receiving "the essence of the Truth in all things" (3, p. 12,
31, and p. 18,2), he means that in addition to the knowledge of the
essential natures ofthings, this higher knowledge includes (or comes
to include) insight into the presence of God as the primary cause of
the events that take place in the world (ef., e.g. IJ,ya' 4, pp. 249f.)
and so into the cosmic system as the manifestation ofHis originating
"Determination" (al-khalq = al-taqdir) and His "Accomplishment"
(al-qa4ii').43 When he speaks, then, of God's giving "the light of
the mind" to certain individuals (Iqt4iid, p. 10, I2f., cited on p. 10

above), what he means is that it is given immediately by a secondary
cause, namely, the agent intellect, upon the fulfillment of the condi
tions of its reception by the individual soul (sc., isticdiid al-qalb). If
the conditions of its reception are not fulfilled, its reception is im
possible; even God cannot intervene so as to give it, since he has the
power to create only that the conditions ofwhose coming to be are
~lled (e.g., IJ,ya' 4, pp. 249f. and Maq.fad, p. 125, 9f.). The prox
imate conditions of the reception of this higher knowledge cannot
be achieved through the science kalam.



3. Two ~~Ash~arite" Tracts:

al-Iqti~ad fi I-rtiqad and

al-Qudsiyyah

Al-Iqt4ad

If the primary purpose of kalam is, as al-Ghazali sug
gests, to defend the basic doctrines of Sunni Islam, then one should
regard Tahafut al-.falasifah, al-Must~hiri, and Fay~al al-Tafriqah as, in
one sense at least, kalam works. The first two, in fact, are cited in]awa
hir (p. 21) as being such. And so too, if logic is an element of kalam,
then Mi'yar al-<ilm and Mi1?akk al-~r might also be considered
kalam works, particularly as al-Ghazali says that the logic ofthe fala
sifa differs from that ofthe mutakallimiin only in its terminology (al
cwarat wal-irrilal1at) and in the greater detail in which it is explained
(Maqa.rid I, p. 3, andMunqidh, p. 104; cpo I1?yir I, p. 23). The precise
significance of these remarks of al-Ghazali concerning logic are not
altogether clear, however, since one cannot be sure that they are to
be taken simply at face value. Again, Maq~ad, since it is a theological
work involving one of the topics commonlydealt with by the muta
kallimiin, might perhaps be viewed as a kalam work. While mani-
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festly consistent with I1?yii> andMishkah, for example, these works do
not, however, seem to be consistent with traditional AshCarite kalam
either in language and conception or in theoretical assumptions and
constructs that underlie and govern much, not to say most, of what
they assert. They are, moreover, conspicuously different in these re
spects from Iqt~iid and Qudsiyyah, which are expressly put forward
as summary manuals of kalam theology, whose general pattern they
follow. Where these latter works fit formally within the corpus of al
Ghazali's work is therefore not immediately clear. Questions, indeed,
have been raised concerning their consistency with the plainly Aris
totelian cast ofMicyar and other works. Impressions tend to confirm
expectations, and so Iqtis,iid has commonly been read as an orthodox
AshCarite manual-and as one, moreover, in which al-Ghazali sets
forth his own basic teaching, including the exposition of an essen
tially occasionalistic account of the occurrence ofall events that take
place within the sublunary world.! That in Iqti.riid he should deny,
for example, the efficient causation ofsecondary causes which he as
serted earlier in Mi'yar and Mi1?akk and subsequently (even if not
everywhere forthrightly and unambiguously) in I1?yir, Maq~ad, ]awa
hir, Mishkah, Arbacin, Qistas, Must., and I/jiim would prima facie
seem unlikely, however, unless one is willing to take it that al-Ghazali
is egregiously inconsistent either in what he believed or in what he
chose to say. We have, therefore, to look briefly at several aspects of
I~iid and also ofQudsiyya which may help to clarify their relation
ship to the common AshCarite tradition and their place in the work
ofal-Ghazali.

No one who is well acquainted with the traditional AshCarite
manuals can fail to find Iqt~iid a very peculiar and, in places, per
plexing book. Al-Juwayni's R. al-Ni2;;amiyyah, to be sure, departs
significantly from certain elements of the common school tradition
and from the traditional language as well, but it is quite straight
forward in what it asserts and in its language and in its reasoning.
Like al-Juwayni's Shiimil, the long surnmae composed by his students
(al-Ghazali's fellow students), abo I-Qasim al-An~ari and al-Kiya> al
Harasi, on the other hand, adhere closely to the classical tradition.2

In Iq~iid, however, even though the traditional theses are formally
stated and ostensibly upheld and defended against the MuCtazila and
others, the arguments and explanations al-Ghazali presents for them
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are, in several important instances at least, significantly different from
those almost universally found in the common manuals. In a few cases
the reasoning put forth to defend the thesis explicitly rejects tradi
tional AshCarite doctrine. In others the reasoning offered in support
of the thesis, though not so clearly contrary to traditional doctrine,
is by no means straightforward in presenting al-GhazaIi's intention
and seems to be governed often by unstated presuppositions and
to intend constructs and theses that, with few exceptions, are never
plainly indicated. The frequent, though irregular, use of Avicenna's
vocabulary is itself curious enough to give one pause. Were it not
that al-Ghazali presents his doctrine with a somewhat greater de
gree of clarity in earlier and in later works, the problem of what he
means to say and what he does not mean to say (or means not to say)
and of what he avoids saying might be nigh insoluble. The charac
ter and purpose ofIqtifiidJ in any case, remain problematic. Some of
al-GhazaIi's reservations concerning the theology of the schools are
indicated already in the second preface to the work (pp. 9ff.).

At the beginning ofthe fourth preface to Iqtifiid (p. IS) al-Ghazali
states that in MiJ,akk aJ-naz;ar and Mi<yiir a/Aim he had set out the
rules and principles of formal reasoning in some detail, but that here
he will restrict the forms of argumentation employed and avoid the
discussion of more abstruse matters for the sake of brevity. At the
very end ofthe book (p. 2S7) he reiterates the point, saying that he has
restricted his arguments ('adillah) to those that are obvious enough
that they can be understood by the majority of people ('aktharu
I-Jafhiim)J meaning, no doubt, what he takes to be the mind of the
average religious scholar. Not only does this indicate that there is a
more detailed and intellectually more profound level at which· the
questions he will treat may be studied and understood, but the ref
erence to two works on Aristotelian logic indicates to the reader in
what direction this more advanced understanding is to be pursued.
Again, when al-Ghazali presents and describes the grounds of the
premises that are to be employed in the arguments he will set forth,
he lists (I) the data ofthe senses (aJ-l1issiyyiit), (2) immediate intuition
(al-caql al-maJ,4), (3) universal report (aJ-tawiitur), and (4) conclu
sions drawn on the basis of (I)-(3). The most conspicuous difference
between this list and those given earlier in Mi'yiir (pp. 108ff.) and
Mihakk (p. s7fT.) and subsequently in Qisf/is (p. 60) and Mustasfii
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(I, pp. 44ff.) is that "experience" is absent. The significance of this
omission, however, is not immediately dear. It is very likely that he
wishes to give a fundamentally traditional list and so understands
this to be included somehow under sense data, though it may be
also-and perhaps more likely-that he wishes to avoid the superflu
ous introduction of the issue of the causal connection of events that
are perceived to occur with universal consistency. The present list
differs also from the others by the addition of two further sources,
(S) the data of revelation (al-samciyyiit) and (6) propositions believed
or conceded by one's opponent. Here (S) would seem quite plainly to
indicate that what he has to say here is written for the average reli
gious scholar and so on that elementary or lower intellectual level that
he says elsewhere is characteristic of the theology ofthe schools; and
this is confirmed by (6) with its unequivocal allusion to disputational
dialectic. It is thus that in IJ,yii' (I, pp. 91£.) he describes Qudsiyya as a
manual which is quite adequate for young people whose faith might
be undermined by the disputation of heretics and speaks ofIqtifiid
as a manual which, though somewhat more detailed, similarly does
not go beyond the basic tenets of Muslim belief (qawii'id aJ-<aqii'id)
and says (p. 41, 2f.) that in it he has held disputation against the here
tics within moderate limits. A statement made inArbacin sheds some
further light on the problem. There (p. 24) he says that Iqtifiid "con
tains the core ofthe science of the mutakallimiin but goes further in
precise argumentation (al-taJ,qiq) and comes closer to knocking on
the gates of true cognitive insight (aJ-macrifah) than does the super
ficial discourse (aJ-kaJiim al-rasmi) which one finds in the books of
the mutakallimiin." In other words, though Iqtifiid goes somewhat
beyond the limits ofthe traditional manuals in its reasoning and argu
mentation, it is by no means a work ofhigher speculative theology
ofcilm al-muktisha.fah-and one should not expect that al-Ghazali will
present here his whole theological doctrine-the metaphysical and
psychological theories that underlie and order some of what he will
say or suggest-or that he will make clear his fuller understanding
even ofthe basic theses he does treat.
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Moral Obligation, Against the Mu'tazila

In the First Introduction, al-Ghazali says, following tra
ditional Ash<arite teaching, that formal inquiry into the question of
whether God exists or not is first provoked by the claims of the
prophets (pp. 6f.), but then, instead ofgoing on to take up the ques
tion of the obligation to undertake such speculative inquiry (wujub
al-nm;ar) here in its usual place, he postpones it (p. 8) for later
treatment. Even here, however, the interlocutor's question indicates
the direction of his thinking, as he says (p. 8), "I do not object to
the notion that this being aroused to inquire is from my self (al
inbicii:thu lil-falabi min nafti), but I don't know whether it is the prod
uct of natural disposition and nature (thamaratu I-jibillati wal-fabC)
or is something required by the intellect (muqta,4a l-<aql) or is de
manded by the revealed law." Here, we have a characteristic example
ofthe ambivalence which al-GhazaIi manifests toward the traditional
school theology throughout Iqt4tid. The last two alternatives mean
to present the MuCtazilite 3 and the Ashcarite positions respectively.
According to the former, every adult ofsound mind knows intuitively
that some actions are blameworthy as such and in themselves and that
anyone who voluntarily performs them deserves blame, while others
are morally obligatory and that one who performs them deserves
praise. Furthermore, we know, also by immediate intuition, that it
is ethically necessary that one do that which is best for his ultimate
good. Recognizing, then, that it is possible that the world may be
created by a higher being who punishes men and rewards them in ac
cord with the good and bad they have done, one is obliged on purely
rational grounds to seek to determine whether or not in fact such a
being exists. That such rational inquiry is a universal obligation is an
inference based on premises that are purely rational and fully justi
fied; and the obligation, therefore, is in principle antecedent to and
altogether independent of any prophetic revelation. By contrast, the
traditional Ash<arite thesis is that there is no moral obligation ofany
kind prior to and apart from the giving of the revealed law; what
is good or is bad to do is determined solely by the command and
prohibition ofthe law and is unrelated either to anything intrinsic to
the act or its effects or to any benefit or harm that may ensue upon
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obedience or disobedience. The obligation to seek to know whether
or not God exists derives from the law's command that men know
God and worship Him; the obligation cannot be known as some
thing obligatory prior to the recognition of the divine authority of
the law. Al-Ghazali's first alternative, however, sc., that the obligation
may be <the product ofnatural disposition and nature', is peculiar in
that it does not fit within the traditional problematic of the manuals
and, if one supposes that al-GhazaIi adheres to traditional Ash<arite
doctrine, may be surprising, especially when taken together with the
preceding phrase. Read, however, within the broader context of al
Ghazali's theology as set out in Ihyi¥ and elsewhere, both the expres
sion and the implied conception are not surprising in the least,4 as one
sees immediately how he will validate all three alternatives, bringing
them together as elements of his own, higher understanding of the
matter. Within this context, one hears <naft? not as a somewhat am
bivalent <my self' but formally as <my soul' in the sense in which 'soul'
is employed by the falasifa, by al-Kindi or Avicenna. And, such a
reading is hardly implausible given the frequent occurrence in Iqtirtid
ofterms dra\.Vl1 from the lexicon ofAvicenna and the falasifa.

Later, then (pp. 189ff.), al-GhazaIi takes up the traditional ques
tion of the obligation to seek to know that God exists and that men
are rewarded or punished according to their actions and whether this
obligation obtains prior to the coming of prophetic revelation. His
reasoning here is founded in an earlier analysis (pp. 16Iff.) of 'nec
essary'; 'good', and <bad' as ethical terms. He defines the ethically
necessary as that which must be done rather than omitted in order
to avoid some harm, real or imagined, to one's self, so that what is
most properly called 'necessary' is "that in whose omission there is
some manifest harm" (maft tarkihi tiararun 2;lihir) (p. 162, 2; cf. also
p. 192). When he comes to apply this to the question of the ethical
necessity of the speculative inquiry into God's existence, al-Ghazali's
application ofthe definition to the problem is interesting. He begins
with the traditional thesis, "Had the revelation not come, men would
not have to know God and to thank Him for his benefits (la-ma kana
yajibu cala l-cibtid . .. )" (p. 189, 6). His argument (pp. 192ff.), then, is
that the Prophet announces dire threats against those who do not ac
cept his message as being from God and as requiring obedience, and
that under the circumstances the prudent man has to look seriously
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into the possibility that the prophet's claim may be true, since to
neglect doing so might entail untold harm. Of the alternative possi
bilities, performance and omission, the performance ofthe act is nec
essary (tarajjaha facluhu cala tarkihi) (p. 192, 7; cpo Mustasfi I, p. 62,
9ff.). Theological speculation therefore becomes morally necessary
(wiijib) only when the revelation is delivered, and God, who sends
the Prophet and determines the message, is the one who makes it
necessary (al-mujib). In conclusion, then, al-Ghazali says (p. 195, 5ff.):

The correct formulation is to say that [moral] necessity is the necessity of

a given alternative (ai-wujubu huwa l-ruj!?iin) and the one who makes it

necessary is God; the one who makes it known is the Apostle and what

makes the nature of the threat and the veracity of the Apostle known is

the intellect and what impels one to embark on the path ofdeliverance is

nature (ai-fabC
). It is thus that one has to understand the truth regarding

this question and to pay no attention to the usual statements (ai-kaliim

ai-muCtiid) which can neither cure thirst nor eliminate ambiguity.

Again here al-Ghazali speaks ofnature 5 and, within the context as
it is formulated, apparendy conceives it as an operative element in a
series of secondary causes, not, to be sure, a series that must occur
invariandy in all subjects whenever the first element is given, but a
sequence ofsecondary efficient causes, nevertheless, which are effec
tive generally and in most cases (cala l->akthar). One may, thus, hear
"al-kaliim al-muCtiid" as meaning the traditional school theology, and
that it is so to be read is made clear enough by the remarks made
earlier in the same section (pp. 169f.) on the intellectual incompe
tence of the average theologian. More significantly for our present
context, ethical obligation, the moral "necessity" ofone act with re
spect to another or of its omission, is conceived and expressed after
the pattern of efficient causes in the coming to be of contingent
possibles. Moreover, he employs here, as throughout the book, an
expressionwhich is characteristic ofAvicenna's metaphysics: the effi
cient cause is the murajji!?> i.e., it is that which necessarily determines
an outcome with respect to alternative possibilities.

In all of this, al-Ghazali has very successfully upheld the tradi
tional thesis set forth at the beginning of the section, sc., that the
obligation to basic theological inquiry comes about only because of
the revelation, and that it is God who causes it to be an obliga-
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tion. The question ofwhether this inquiry is obligatory, even ifonly
on the most elementary level, for every Muslim or only for some
within the community (discussed on pp. 9ff.) is not raised in the
present context but is implicitly taken care of: those individuals who,
because of taqlid to the religious tradition of the social group, have
no doubts or questions concerning the religious belief that is pro
posed to them within the community have no obligation to seek any
level of theoretical justification, confirmation, or understanding of
their belief (Note that, though the two are closely associated, this is
a quite different question from that ofthe status ofkalam as a science
which is necessary for the community-wiijibu kifiiyah-but not for
every individual.) The analysis, moreover, is fully consistent with al
Ghazali's conception of taqlid and with the statements made in IJ,yii>
and elsewhere concerning those for whom kalam is beneficial. Read
within the broader context ofhis theology, however, al-Ghazali's con
ception of the nature of ethical obligation basically does away also
with the traditional understanding that ethical good and bad origi
nate in and are determined by God's command alone and, having no
intrinsic relationship to the beings and events they concern, cannot
as such be rationalized.6 His rejection ofthe traditional ethical theory
of the AshCarite school as based on a failure to grasp the true nature
of things is explicitly signaled when he tells the reader to pay no at
tention to what is usually said in explanation of this thesis since it
can neither cure the soul's thirst for perfection nor the mind's desire
for true knowledge and insight. At the same time, he has presented a
carefully reasoned rejection of the MUCtazilite theses that the obliga
tion to theological speculation is not only universal but also obtains
independently of, and so prior to, the coming of prophetic revela
tion. Al-Ghazali's statement (p. 191) that the origin ofthe MuCtazilite
thesis concerning the necessity oftheological speculation and oftheir
conception of God's justice with which it is allied lies in associative
impressions in which God is conceived after the image of an earthly
ruler is interesting (though the operation ofsuch impressions may be
more conspicuous in some Ashcarite writing; cf, e.g., Lumac, §§54-ff.,
and al-Isfara>ini, Fr. 56£., p. 157). Here, once again, the formulation
is to be noted, as al-Ghazali says, "the sources from which they are
taken are impressions that through the normal course ofevents have
become firmly set in their minds as similar ones are set alongside
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them and which there is no way to avoid (>awhiimun rusikhat fthim
mina l-'iidiiti tu'iiritjuhii 'amthiiluhii wa-lii mailifa minhii) (p. 191, IOf.).
In his conception of the nature of associative impressions (>awhiim)
and the way they function in the formation of judgments, which he
outlined earlier (pp. I6'7ff.), al-Ghazali follows Avicenna? In some
respects, moreover, the position he sets out is much closer to that of
the MuCtazila than to that of the AshCarites in that (a) he holds that
ethical imperatives can be fully rationalized, and (b) holds that ethi
cal necessity in the present case is a kind of natural necessity, being
founded on the obligation to avoid harm to one's sel£

Al-Ghazali uses the same conception ofthe nature and ground of
ethical necessity (pp. I6Sff.; cpo QudsiyyahJ p. 91, sff. = II!Jii> I, p. II2,

ISff.) to refute the MuCtazilite thesis that God is morally obliged to
benefit his creatures by sending prophets, etc., if not to do what is
absolutely best for them, on the principle that it is impossible that
God suffer harm or obtain benefit from the existence or nonexistence
ofany creature. The argument is essentially dialectical, however, since
al-Ghazali in fact holds that God necessarily creates what he creates
and can have created no other universe. This is indicated in the state
ment (Iqt4iidJ p. 43, 3), "'al-qadim' [the eternal, a description unique
to God] is an expression for that which exists necessarily in all its
aspects" (mii huwa wiijibu l-wujudiftjami'i jihiitihi).8

Creation and Secondary Causes

At the very beginning ofIqt4iid al-Ghazali makes a point
oftelling the reader that, in view ofthe restricted focus ofthe work,
he will not "consider the world as it is world and body and sky and
earth, but on the contrary only as it is God's making (~an'u 11iih)"
(p. 4, 2f.). It would seem plain that when he speaks of the world
as "body and sky and earth" al-Ghazali is referring to what he will
describe elsewhere as "the universal, fundamental, permanent, and
stable causes, which are constant and unchanging."9 What he is say
ing, in effect, is that he will not discuss cosmology and the question of
the determinate operation ofsecondary causes in the order ofthe uni
verse, but rather will view all entities and events as they are created by
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God. The efficient operation ofsecondary causes is, as we have seen,
implied and alluded to in several places in Iqt4iidJ but the matter is
never formally thematized and discussed. God is the one who created
the system, ordered its parts, and set it into motion. His "Accomplish
ment" (aJ-qa4ii' ) was the initial creation (aJ-ikhtirii') ofthe "universal
causes" (aJ-'asbiibu l-ku11iyyah), and therein the creation of the more
proximate, transitory causes and the conditions of the coming to be
ofevery being and event that, following the program set down in the
Well Guarded Tablet (II!Jii> 3, p. IS; translated on p. 26 above), would
necessarily flow from them to the end of time. Al-Ghazali some
times will distinguish 'khalaqaJyakhluqu' from 'ikhtara'aJyakhtari'u',
using the former as a synonym of 'qatidJlraJyuqaddiru' (to determine)
and the latter as a synonym of "awjada, yitjidu' (to cause to exist),l0
though he frequently employs them equivalently as 'to create'. The
assertion of God's uniqueness (al-tawl,id) is the assertion that He
alone determines what shall come to be and is uniquely the origi
nating cause of its coming to be. According to al-Ghazali's usage, to
create (aJ-khalqJ al-ikhtirii') is to determine the existence ofan entity
or event out of the indeterminate possibility of its coming to be or
not coming to be, and" since every event that occurs in the sublunary
world results necessarily from the antecedent operation of the celes
tial and universal causes as originally created and ordered by God,
not even the highest of the "universal and enduring causes" (sc., the
Throne or outermost heaven) can be said of itself to "create", i.e.,
of itself, autonomously to initiate the action of any series of causes
and effects or the existence of any element in any given series. God
is the one who makes the causes to function as causes (musabbibu
l-'asbiib).H Viewed in the original determination of the contingent
necessity of its coming to be as against the abstract possibility of its
either coming to be or not coming to be, the existence ofevery being
and event that comes to be within the world is effectively determined
and so "created" in the initial creation (ikhtirii'J 'ijiid) ofthe universe,
even though it actually takes place through the subsequent opera
tion ofvarious intermediate causes, proximate and remote. Given this
understanding of the terms, the thesis that God "creates" a particu
lar event-is uniquely the cause of its existence-<ioes not formally
deny the efficacy ofsecondary causes. "The omnipotent master ofthe
heavens alone has absolute dominion" (tRfarrada bil1"abaritti jabbiiru
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l-samawiit) (p. 90, 3).12 The consistency of language and intention is
conspicuous. InMunqidh (p. 106), al-GhazalI says, "Nature is forced
to operate by God (al-t;abiCatu musakhkharatun li-lliih); it does not
operate (Iii tacmal) of itself but is used (mustacmalah) by its creator;
the sun and the moon and the stars and the elemental natures (al
t;abiri<) are forced to operate by His command; none of them has
of itself any autonomous activity (Iii facta li-shay'in minhii bi-dhiitihi
Can dhiitihf)." 13 Here "the sun and the moon and the stars and the
elemental natures" refers to the universal and permanent causes, "the
world as body and sky and earth" (discussion of which is explicitly
excluded fromlqt4iid, as we have seen). These things do not exist by
emanation each from a higher being in the hierarchy, but rather each
one with its particular nature and properties was created directly by
God and its eventual operation determined by the place He assigned
to it within the system which constitutes the whole.

It is thus that al-Ghazali will insist throughout the Iqt~iid that
existence comes from God alone, since He alone creates (ikhtaracaJ

khalaqa). In accord, then, with the restriction that he will not con
sider the world as a system, but only as it is "God's making," he says
(pp.172£):14

The powers ofthe soul were created obedient to mental impressions and

imaginings (aJ-'awhiim waJ-takhayyuliit) according to the operations of
[God's] customs (bi-!?ukmi'ijrii>i l-ciidat), so that when a man has an
imaginative image of something nice to eat, either through recollection
or through vision, his saliva immediately flows and the corners of his
mouth drool and this takes place through the power which God has
compelled (sakhkharahii) to secrete saliva which aids in mastication be
cause of imagination and impressions, for its nature is to be aroused by
imagination (sha'nuhii 'an tanbacitha bi-J,asabi l-takhayyul).

The conception of the "powers of the soul" and of the role of imagi
nation and of aestimatio is essentially that of Avicenna, as is the
vocabulary, and has no place in traditional Ashcarite thought. The
characteristically religious expressions 'sakhkhara' and "ijrii>u l-ciidiit'
al-GhazalI commonly employs in speaking of the operation of sec
ondary causes. That is to say, 'God's custom' (al-'iidabJ 'iidat Allah),
which the Ash'arite school tradition employs to speak of the nor
mal and sometimes invariant sequences ofevents in an occasionalistic
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universe, is employed by al-Ghazali to describe the lawful operation
of secondary causes in a deterministic universe willed and created
by God.IS Having hinted at a complex causal rationalization of the
meaning ofethical terms and the origin ofethical necessity, he doses
the section by saying (p. 174,7) that this is "as much explanation of
the truth concerning these matters (>asriiru hiidhii 11~1) as befits this
short handbook." 16

Exegesis of Prophetic Texts Concerning
the Cosmic System

The seventh and eighth theses in the section on God's
existence are devoted to the denial of His being spatially located
with respect to any point within the created universe. That al-Ghazali
should feel the need to take up this matter separately and at consider
able length following thesis 4 (pp. 38f.), that God is not ajawhar, and
thesis 5 (pp. 39f.) that He is not a body, may at first seem curious,17
but it is formally required in order to counter the contrary doctrines
ofthe Karramiyya. The two theses are also dealt with at some length
in Qudsiyya (§I, 1£., pp. 82f. = Ib.yiP I, pp. 106£.).

Thesis 7 is that "God is not in anyone ofthe six directions." Here,
in replying to an objection based on a Tradition according to which
the Prophet approved a gesture by a slave girl indicating that she be
lieved God to be in the sky, al-Ghazali explains his exegesis of the
Tradition in part by saying that petition to God is directed upwards
as a sign ofsubmissiveness and that "submissiveness and giving glory
are the act of the heart [sc. the soul] and the intellect is its instru
ment ... , for the heart was created with a nature (khuliqat khilqatan)
such that it is influenced by the repeated actions of the bodily mem
bers, just as the bodily members are influenced by the beliefs of the
soul" (p. 45, 3ff.). He then explains at some length that one has to do
here with a metaphor in which what is referred to is height of rank
(rutbah), not height of place. This interpretation is found in earlier
Ash'ariteworks (e.g.,MushkuJ pp. 60£ andIshiirahJ p. 34). One notes
that the assertion that the soul is influenced or affected (muta'aththir)
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by events that take place outside it implies that one contingent event
has an effect (ta'thir) on another, something consistently denied in
traditional AshCarite works. According to al-GhazalI, devotional acts
commanded by the Prophet have "properties" (khawiif.f) which act
on the soul in a way analogous to the way that the properties of
medicines act on the body (Munqidh, pp. 151f. and 162).18 When he
speaks about the bodily members' being influenced by the beliefs
(muCtaqadat) ofthe soul, what he has in mind are cognitive acts (acts
ofknowing, opinion, impression, imagination, etc.) which constitute
motivations and as such are the causes ofvoluntary actions (cf. Cre
ation and the Cosmic System, pp. 23ff.) or of their arousing one or
another kind of involuntary response, as in the example presented in
Iqt4iid (p. 172; translated on p. 38 above).

Al-GhazalI goes on to offer a second interpretation of the meta
phor, which is that "the storehouses of [God's] blessings are the
heavens and the wardens of his gifts are the angels; their residence
is the celestial realm (malakut al-samawiit) and it is they who are
entrusted with His gifts,"19 wherefore, nature demands (al-fabcu
yataqiitf.ii) that in praying, one turn his face in that direction, and he
concludes by saying, "this then moves (muJ,arrik) the faces of those
who are leaders in religious matters in the direction of the sky in
conformity both to nature and the revelation (fab'an wa-sharcan)."20
Al-GhazalI refrains, however, from informing the reader of exactly
how he understands the place and function of these celestial inter
mediaries in the transmission ofGod's blessings to terrestrial beings
or exactly what it means to say "by nature." Finally, he takes the thesis
as an opportunity to set forth the difference between what makes
sense (is majhum) and is intelligible (i.e., what the mind must assent
to) and conceivable and what cannot be imagined (pp. 4-9, 8ff.).

Thesis 8 (pp. 50ff.) is concerned with descriptions of God's as
cending the Throne (al-istiwii'u calii l-'arsh: Q20,5 & alibi) and of His
nightly "descent" (al-nuzul) to the lowest heaven. Having stated that
it would take too long to deal with the expressions employed, al
GhazalI makes a point (pp. 5If.) of noting that it is inappropriate to
introduce simple people (cawiimmu l-khalq) to the exegesis of such
things and cites a famous Tradition according to which Malik b. Anas,
in response to a question concerning God's ascending the Throne,
replied by saying, "The ascent is known; how it takes place (kay-
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fiyyatuhu) is not known; to ask about it is heresy (bid-Cab); to believe
it is obligatory."21 Here, says al-GhazalI, Malik was speaking only
with regard to simple people, "because their minds are not capable
of receiving the things of the intellect (al-maCquliit) and of compre
hending lexicographical matters (al-lughiit), nor are they capable of
understanding the Arabs' extended use of linguistic expressions in
their metaphors" (p. 52, 5ff.). For the scholars, for whom it is ap
propriate to go into such matters, however, he will offer a brief,
systematic explanation of these metaphors. Concerning "the ascent"
(pp. 55ff.), al-GhazalI states that 'ascended' has to refer to a relation
ship ofGod to the Throne (the outermost heaven or sphere) and goes
through a traditional kind of analysis so as to eliminate a number of
possible interpretations in order to assert that here 'istiwii" must be
equivalent to 'istUii" (take possession/become master of), citing the
example of the expression's occurrence with regard to princes. This,
however, does no more than suggest a precise identification of the
metaphor by substituting a lexically less ambivalent word for the one
in question. It does not interpret the metaphor. The failure to in
terpret the metaphor is consistent with al-Ghazali's previously stated
intention not to go into questions of cosmologyP Concerning "the
descent" (pp. 58ff.), he offers two interpretations which he considers
acceptable, the first, that it refers metaphorically to an angel (p. 57),
and the second (pp. 57ff.), that it is a metaphor for God's goodness
and condescension (talattufand tawiitju') toward His creatures. The
second interpretation he explains at great length, while the first, since
it involves the operation of the cosmic system, he does not elaborate
at all.23

In al-GhazalI's discussion of these two theses we have an exem
plary manifestation of the complexity of Iqt4iid and of its ambiva
lence. The topics dealt with, al-fawqiyyab (God's "being above"), al
istiwii' (His "ascent"), and al-nuzul (His "descent"), were the focus of
heated debate and polemic in the AshCarites' conflict with the Karra
miyya and with the I:Ianbalites as well,24 This is unquestionably the
primary reason for treating them separately and at this point in the
book (cp., e.g., Irshiid, pp. 39ff.), and in part perhaps for the rela
tive length with which they are discussed. They are also, however,
ofgreat importance to al-GhazalI in that, by his interpretation, they
expressly involve God's relationship to the celestial world and His
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governance of the terrestrial world through celestial intermediaries
and so lend the authority of God and the Prophet to his theological
cosmology. It is common in the school tradition to offer multiple,
alternative interpretations ofthe canonically authoritative names and
descriptions ofGod that may be shown to be philologically justifiable
and as theologically compatible with the basic doctrine ofthe school
and therefore plausibly valid. Here, however, while traditional inter
pretations are presented in some detail, others are offered that point
to concepts, constructs, and a context which are altogether foreign
to the traditional AshCarite theology, and these latter are left without
elaboration or explanation. He is not trying to deceive the reader, but
rather, in a way that conforms to the convention of the traditional
manuals, to offer to each that which he is most apt to receive with
understanding. He says nothing which, as presented, is formally in
compatible with the more radical ta'wU ofhis "higher" theology, for
which there are ample indications for those who are attuned to it. The
remarks made following the introduction of the citation of Q20,S

that simple people should not be introduced to the formal interpre
tation of such verses is thus particularly pregnant in the context, as
he offers interpretations which he feels that traditionally minded reli
gious scholars may appropriatelyaccept and understand (p. S2, 7), but
withholds his own "higher" interpretation, with respect to which the
scholars are simple believers (min al-cawiimm).

The Human Power of Voluntary Actions

The most tortuous and difficult section ofIqt4iid is per
haps that in which he talks about (and round about) the question of
the human power of action (generally pp. 8off.). Since this question
was treated hastily and somewhat inadequately in Creation and the
Cosmic System, it will be well to look at it in a more orderly fashion
here. It must be kept in mind (a) that al-Ghazali: is here formally ad
dressing the MUCtazilite thesis that men originate the being of their
own acts autonomously out of the pure possibilty oftheir coming to

be or not coming to be, and (b) that he had decided at the outset
that he would not take up cosmology (i.e., the determination ofsub-
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lunary events through the efficient causality of celestial beings), and
(c) that he wishes, if not to hold closely to, at least to employ and
in some way validate, the traditional Ashcarite language concerning
human power and human actions. The arguments are labored and
insistent, for the doctrine ofthe creation of human voluntary actions
(khalq al-'ajCiil) had from the beginning been one of the principal,
identifying elements ofthe Ashcarite doctrine in its opposition to the
MuCtazila, and for al-Ghazali to reject or seriously to alter the tradi
tional conception ofthe thesis would overtly signal his abandonment
ofAshCarite orthodoxy. It is for the same reason that even in Mihakk,
where already he had made a point of distancing himself from the
traditional teaching of the AshCarite school in a number of matters,
he carefully sought not to give offense on the matter of human ac
tions, lest he irrevocably alienate the audience he most wanted to
attract. His own teaching is that certain sensations or cognitive states
act deterministically as motivations (dawiici) and thereby cause an
act of the will, which in turn activates the power ofvoluntary action
(al-qudrah) which necessarily produces the act.25

Throughout this section, al-Ghazili's language is very carefully
chosen. When he says, for example (p. 91, lIf.) that "when [God] cre
ates (khalaqa) the motion and creates with it the [act of the human]
power to do it, He is the one who autonomously creates (yastabiddu
bil-ikhtiriiC

) both the [act ofthe] power and its object," his use of'cre
ates' and 'creation' so restricts the focus to God's determinant power
that any question ofsecondary causes is formally set aside. One notes
that earlier in the discussion he had offered a general definition of
the power to act (al-qudrah) as "that through which the object comes
to actuality given the act of the will and the receptivity of the sub
ject" (mii yaJ,~ulu bihii l-maqduru cinda taJ,aqquqi l-'iriidati wa-qabuli
l-maJ,all) (p. 91, 2£; cpo p. 81, sf). This definition is correct accord
ing to the teaching of al-Ghazali, both with respect to human acts
and God's creation, but not according to that of the MUCtazila.26 In
his ensuing argument against the MuCtazilite thesis that the voluntary
actions of human agents are truly autonomous and are not determi
nately caused by the antecedent states ofthe agent, al-Ghazali returns
to the description ofthe power ofaction as that whose act creates the
event which is its object (p. 91, s£) and takes 'creates' in the formal
sense that it has for him within the context of his own deterministic
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system. Given that the MuCtazila, on valid lexicographical grounds,
allow the use of 'khalaqa, yakhluqu' (but not 'ikhtaraca, yakhtaricu')
with a human agent as subject, the dialectical move is doubly con
spicuous. (The imposition ofone's own conceptions onto the terms
of his opponents' formulations is a common maneuver in the dialec
tic of kalam.) Nor does al-Ghazali here address the question of the
role and function of the antecedent states of the agent. "In sum, the
one whose power is all encompassing (aJ-wiisicu l-qudrah) is the one
who has the power to create the [act of the human agent's] power
to act and its object simultaneously" (p. 92, I). Consistently, then,
the MUCtazilite concept that the human agent autonomously causes
the existence of his primary acts and their claim that as an equivalent
of 'qaddara, yuqaddiru' (to do purposefully and in intended measure)
'khalaqa, yakhluqu' can be used of human agents (cf., e.g., Mughni 7,
pp. 207 and 210, and 8, pp. 162f. and 283) are together rejected when
al-Ghazali goes on to identify the causation of existence with cre
ation: "Since the noun 'creator' (aJ-khiiliqu waJ-mukhtariC) is said of
one who causes something to exist through his own power (>awjada
l-shay'a bi-qudratihi) and both the [human agent's] power and its
object are through God's power and the object is not [created] by the
human agent's power ... [the latter] is not called a 'creator' and 'one
who creates'...." 27 The human voluntary acttherefore is described as
a performance (kasb), following the lexical usage ofthe Koran (p. 92,
2ff.). All ofthis sounds very much like traditional AshCarite teaching.
Had he said 'lam yaqiC' or 'lam yahs.ul bi-qudrati l-cabd', it might be
difficult to understand him to intend anything else, but, as it is, his
intention is not fully and explicitly stated. That is, he holds that the
human agent with all his faculties is created and that the acts of his
faculties are the results of a complex web of present conditions and
antecedent causes, interior and exterior, terrestrial and celestial, all
of which follow determinately from God's original act of creation.
The causal function of the faculty, however, and of its act as an ele
ment within the sequence of causes and conditions, is simply not
mentioned. In short, none of the statements al-Ghazili makes here
is inconsistent with the thesis that, contrary to traditional Ashcarite
teaching, God determines the necessity of the occurrence of every
event in the universe through sequences ofsecondary efficient causes
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and therefore is the primary, originating cause of the activation of
the human agent's power of acting and through it of, for example,
the motion of his hand. The sense ofwhat he says is particularly nu
anced ifhere, as sometimes in other passages, al-Ghazali distinguishes
'khalaqa, yakhluqu' from 'ikhtaraca, yakhtaricu', as he does, employ
ing the former as an equivalent of 'qaddara, yuqaddiru' to describe
God's eternal determination of the being of the universe in its every
detail as opposed to the act of creating the "universal and enduring
causes." The verse "To him belongs whatever is in the heavens and
the earth" (Q2,II6) implies that "from Him is the source ofall actions
and their point of reference" (al-'afiilu jamiCuhii minhu mas.daruhii
wa-marjicuhii) (Jawiihir, p. 45,14).

In the following section (p. 92, 8ff.) al-Ghazali takes up the
question of the act's "taking place" (aJ-wuquc, aJ-J,us.Ul) through the
agent's power, but again constructs the argument so as neither to
address the real issue nor to set forth his own position with regard
to it. What he does is focus on the notion of a faculty's "relation"
(tacalluq) to its object in such a way as to offer a dialectical refutation
ofthe claim that the agent's power is "related to its object as cause to
effect" (as thesabab is to its musabbab). His reasoning is that (I) cog
nition and volition are also related to their respective objects so that
a "relation" (al-tacalluq) does not as such and of itself entail that its
object come to be.28 He goes on then (2) to view the question on
the basis of the MUCtazilite thesis that the power to act exists in the
agent prior to his performing the act. If it is really prior to the act,
he says, then the relationship is not one of causing an effect, since
the power exists in the absence of the occurrence of its object (p. 93,

IIff.), and this will be true also if the power is redefined (p. 94, 3) as
"being ready for [commensurate to] the occurrence of its object"
(mutahayyi'atun li-wuquci l-maqdur).29 He concludes, then, by stat
ing (p. 94, 5ff.) that the MUCtazilite position is, in effect, that "the
[human agent's] power to act exists and is related to its object but the
object does not occur through it" (mawjUdatun mutacalliqatun bit
maqduri wal-maqdurughayru wiiqicin bi-hii), wherefore it must take
place through the power of God, and we are all in agreement! The
argument is essentially specious; he has not stated the MUCtazilite
thesis fully and correctly and has said only that under his own narrow
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restriction of the terms and elements of the question and under his
present construction of them, the human agent's power of acting is
not the originating cause ofthe occurrence ofthe act.

The ensuing argument (p. 94-, 12ff.) contributes nothing and here,
as in many another place, al-Ghazali concludes the subsection by say
ing (p. 95, 9): "This is as much of this question as belongs in this
short handbook." What follows on the topic runs in the same vein
of artful ambivalence. Much later, in an altogether different context
(p. 221, Iff.), he remarks that there are various kinds of matters to
take up which would involve a study ofthe essential natures ofthings
(haqii8qu l-'umur), knowledge ofwhich is not really necessary, since
they are not pertinent to the acquisition of the basic foundation of
orthodox belief (tahdhib al-ictiqiid). As included among such things
he mentions the question of"whether the human power ofvoluntary
action (al-qudratu l-muhdathah) has contraries as its objects or not
and has as its objects different kinds ofthings or not and whether the
human power to act may have as its object an action that lies outside
the locus ofthe power itself." These are precisely the questions which
earlier he had declined to take up seriously and direcdy.

There is, in sum, no unambiguous evidence in Iqt4iid that al
Ghazali subscribes to the traditional occasionalism of the AshCarite
school. Ifone will distinguish the two senses of 'qudrah', viz., (a) an
agent's power of acting as a faculty from (b) its act or activation in
producing the action which is its effect, then most of the difficulties
are done away with. God creates, through a complex of secondary
causes, celestial and terrestrial, the human individual with his various
faculties, including the power to act, and through another series of
causal events the activation ofthe power so as to cause the occurrence
of a particular action, and accordingly, in the strictest sense, creates
both the power with its act and the event which results from its
act. The conspicuous difference between the reasoning in the tradi
tional AshCarite manuals and the oblique arguments ofIqtifiid is that
through so lengthy a discussion the only thing al-Ghazali clearly com
mits himself to is the thesis that God creates every being and every
event, though exacdy what is meant here by 'creates' is never fully
and explicidy stated. As we have seen, he nowhere unambiguously
commits himself to the thesis ofal-Juwaym that the action "does not
take place through the created power of voluntary action, nor does
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[the power] have any effect on it, but is related to it as a cognition is
related to its object" (Ikhtifiir, fol. 157r, 13f.; cf. also ibid. foIl. 167V f.;
Shiimil [69], p. 182, 14-ff., where al-Ash'ari is cited; and al-Harasi, fol.
183V, 16ff.). Read by itself, the section would be most perplexing.
Within the broader context ofIqtifiid, however, where there are indi
cations that he recognizes the efficient operation ofsecondary causes,
his intention in this section begins to emerge.

In refuting the "Mu'tazilite" doctrine of tawallud, that is, of the
causation of a secondary act by a primary act (pp. 95f.), al-Ghazali
goes to great length to assert that God creates the displacement ofthe
water in order to allow for the movement which he also creates in the
hand, but he carefully avoids the question of whether perhaps God
uses the hand to move the water.30

God1s EsseHtial Attributes

Al-Ghazali's discussion of God's essential attributes
other than power in I qtifiid is, for the most part, hardly more straight
forward than that involving His power. What he has to say tends, on
the whole, to resemble that of the usual AshCarite manuals, though
the matter requires further, more detailed study against the broader
background of his other writings. The traditional understanding of
the essential attributes as distinct from God's essence and from one
another is important to al-Ghazali as, by so distinguishing power,
knowledge, and will, it furnishes the basis for his denial of the thesis
ofAvicenna and the falasifa that creation flows necessarily from God's
essence as such (bi-dhiitihi) and therefore eternally (cf., e.g., Tahiifut,
pp. 214-f. andMaq.fad, p. 14-5). Otherwise, however, al-Ghazali seems
to have had little interest in the matter and nowhere any desire to set
forth his own formal analysis and explanation ofthe relationships be
tween the commonly recognized basic attributes and their relation to
the divine essence. In an earlier context (p. 4-3, 3) he had said to prove
a point that God's being exists necessarily in its every aspect, but the
statement is not further elaborated, and when he comes to discuss the
essential attributes formally and as such he makes a point of saying
that they transcend human understanding, wherefore it is impossible
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to deal seriously with the matter here since to do so would require so
lengthy a discussion as to be beyond the scope of this book (p. 136,
8f. and cpo pp. 13If.). It will be sufficient for our present purposes to
give here only a few brief indications ofwhat he says in I qtifiid.

In describing God's eternal attributes as such, he employs the
traditional formula, saying that they are "distinguishable from His
essence and are eternal and are subsistent in His essence" (zii'idatun
calii I-dhiiti wa-qadimatun wa-qi¥imatun bil-dhiit),31 though in his ini
tial account ofthe ontology ofthese attributes (p. 131) he vehemently
rejects the analysis of al-Baqilhini and of al-Juwayni in Irshiid and
Shiimil, with its assertion ofontologically distinct "states," in favor of
the more common doctrine of the school and in language similar to
that presented in al-Juwayni'sR. al-Ni~iimiyyah (pp. 2+f.).32 He gives,
on the other hand, a definition ofspeech/speaking (p. 119, If.) which
is virtually equivalent to that given byal-Mutawalli (al-Mughni, p. 25,

21) and al-Juwayni (Irshiid, p. 10+, sff.), and his discussion of com
mand as an example ofa mode ofspeech (pp. 118ff.) is generally along
the lines of what one finds in the tradition. Only in arguing for the
eternity ofGod's speaking does he make a statement which could be
read as pointing to his later identification of it with God's knowledge
(cp.Iljiim, p. 69, +). So too, the very brief treatment ofthe attributes
of hearing and seeing (pp. 109f.) appears wholly traditional, and the
basic intention ofhis account ofhow Moses can be said to have heard
God's speaking directly (pp. 122ff.) and how it is valid to say that
the blessed shall see God in the next life (pp. 67f.) are fundamentally
compatible with what is found, for example, in ibn Fiirak'sMushkil. 33

Created BeiHgs, Material aHd Immaterial
Material Bodies

To what extent al-Ghazali's conception of the basic on
tology ofcreated beings followed the teaching ofthe AshCarite school
is by no means clear. The way he speaks of jawiihir in Iqtifiid (pp.
28ff.) would seem to indicate that he retains the school's traditional
atomism; and this would seem to be confirmed when he speaks,
for example, of "the individual jawhar" (al-jawhar alfard) and de
scribes a body as being two jawhars which are conjoined (pp. 2+,
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9ff., and 39, 7f:) 34 and when he follows the traditional ontology in
saying (p. 31, 8) that length (al-~ul) "is not an accident but rather
an expression for a multiplicity ofjawhars disposed in a single direc
tion." On the other hand, he closes the extended explanation of the
nature of accidents (pp. 26ff.) by offering length as his example, an
example which, he says, is sufficient to give a general idea of what
he means (muqarribun li-gharat/-inii 'ilii l-faham), even though it is
not properly speaking a genuine instance ofwhat he is talking about
(p. 31, 9f.). In cornmon parlance, this is a taqrib, that is, the presen
tation ofan approximate idea of a principle by means ofa superficial
analogy employed in elementary instruction-another indication of
the level of discourse intended in Iqtifiid. Al-Ghazali then proceeds
immediately (p. 31, IIf.) to apologize for the disproportionate detail
of his exposition on the grounds that "this going into detail and pre
cise explanation" (al-tadqiq wal-tal?qiq) was required because "what
has been said on the subject is neither satisfactory nor clear (ghayru

muqannicin wa-la shaf)." For reasons that we shall see shortly, one
of his aims here might well have been to eliminate the occupation of
space from the conception and definition ofthe jawhar as such, for he
says (p. 31, 3ff.), "the accident's being specifically characterized by its
substrate is not something distinct from the essence ofaccident as is
the jawhar's being characterized by its occupation ofspace and this is
for the reason we mentioned, sc., that the intellect knows the jawhar

alone and by itself and through it knows the occupation of space,
not that the intellect knows the jawhar through the occupation of
space." He doesn't tell us, however, exactly what it is about the tra
ditional conception of accidents that he finds unsatisfactory, though
it is clear from what he says in Mieyar (p. 177, sff.) that he does not
approve ofdescribing as "accidents" what the falasifa call "substantial
forms", e.g., ofdescribing air and water as "accidents".35 He intimates
clearly enough that the traditional conception of accidents needs to
be changed, qualified, or nuanced, but is unwilling to do this in plain
and unambiguous terms here in Iqtifiid, and instead offers the reader
several pages of somewhat inconclusive rigmarole. In the section of
Mil1akk devoted to the definition ofmotion (pp. 126ff.), on the other
hand, al-Ghazali speaks much more clearly and succinctly. He distin
guishes permanent, "concomitant" accidents from those that are not
permanent and gives a definition of accident as such (p. 127, 16) that
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superficially resembles those ofthe Ashcarite school: the accident is "a
contingent being whose existence requires a locus" (I?iidithun yastadH
wujUduhu maJ,allan). The usual AshCarite definitions and character
izations, however, normally speak of the accident's subsisting in a
jn:whar (e.g., Tamhid, pp. 18, 4ff., and 195, 14, and SharI? al-Irshiid, fol.
47V, 19) or in a body (I~ii.£ p. 17,4) or in "an entity that occupies
space" (dhiitun mutahayyizah) (Shiimil [69], p. 185, I8f.). Al-GhazaII's
purpose in using 'maJ,all' here may be to allow for entities that do not
occupy space, that is, for the rational soul.36 That he conceives acci
dents more along the lines of the falasifa than of the mutakallimiin
does not, however, alone and of itself, necessarily indicate that he
espoused Avicenna's conception of jawhar and carat! formally and
completely. In Mil?akk (p. 104, I2f.) he divides attributes into three
classes, essential, concomitant, and accidental (a1,-~ifatu l-dhiitiyyatu
wal-liizimatu wal-earat!iyyab). One notes, however, that neither in
MiJ,akk nor in the section devoted to logic inMustasfii, which closely
follows MiJ,akk, often verbatim, nor in Qistiis, does he present the
traditional Aristotelian list ofaccidents.

In the section of MiJ,akk concerning the definition of motion
(pp. I38ff.) al-GhazaIi seems to speak in traditional Ashcarite terms.
Here, he describes motion and rest as specifications of the jawhar to
a given location in space (ikhtifi4u l-jawhar bi-I?ayyiz) and gives an
account based on its being in the same or different spaces at one or
more moments in time (>aJ,wiil). Most notably, in this regard, he says
(p. 138, I6ff.) that one has here to recognize three things, the kawn,
and motion, and rest. With this he speaks ofthose who hold the true
doctrine ('ablu l-I?aqq, a common phrase used by the AshCarites to
describe themselves) and against al-Juwayni, prefers the teaching of
al-Baqillani and aba Isbaq al-Isfara'ini, who recognize a kawn (a being
in a specific location in space) distinctfrom motion and from rest
which characterizes the jawhar at the instant of its creation (cf., e.g.,
Shiimil [69], p. 433, 7ff.).

The subsequent discussion in Iqt4iid of how jawiihir and acci
dents cease to exist seems similarly to follow traditional teaching. The
jawiihir, he says (p. 37, I4f.), cease to exist in the event that neither
motion nor rest, which are the condition of their existence, are cre
ated in them. This is one ofseveral AshCarite positions regarding the
question.37 Again following traditional AshCarite tradition, he says
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(p. 37, sf.) that accidents "cease to exist of themselves (bi-'anfusihii)
and what we mean by 'of themselves' is that it is inconceivable that
their essences (dhawiituhii) have permanence of existence (baqii')."
Similarly, he says (p. 214, I) that "accidents in our view do not have
permanence ofexistence (Iii yabqii) ... and what exists in each hour
is another accident." The formulations plainly imitate the traditional
language of the AshCarite school, but what al-GhazaIi means by 'al~

baqii" is not altogether clear, nor is it clear just how, within the frame
work of his cosmology, it may come about that a material entity may
cease to be either in motion or at rest. Too, the use of 'in each hour'
(siicab) rather than the usual 'in each succeding instant' (I?iilan baeM
l?iiI, ft kulli waqt) is curious and seems to be a kind of hedge, for, as
we have noted, inMil?akk he says explicitly that the definition ofacci
dents as what does not continue to exist or as that whose continuance
in existence is impossible is inadequate (mukhtall), noting that con
comitant accidents endure as long as their subjects continue to exist
(p. 127, 2ff.; cf. also, e.g., ibid., pp. 25f. and Mustasfii I, p. 14, Iff.).

Al-GhazaIi seems to follow the traditional teaching of the school
also when he says (Iqt4iid, p. 24, 7£.), "by 'world' we mean every exis
tent other than God and by 'every existent other than God' we mean
all bodies and their accidents," and a few pages later (p. 26, 8), "we
mean here by 'the world' simply bodies and jawhars." The statement
that the created universe consists of "bodies and their accidents" ap
pears problematic initially, but since he has indicated that in Iqt4iid
he does not intend to take up the ontology of created beings for
mallyand subsequently states (p. 215) that it would be inappropriate
to discuss the soul in this work,38 it can be read as an abridged for
mulation. Even the short manuals seldom fail to mention the jawhar
as a distinct class of entities (e.g., Tamhid, pp. 17, 8f. and 22, 4f., al
Baghdadi, U#il, p. 33, I4f., F~ul, §I, 'Aqidah, p. 63, 4f., and Irshiid,
p. 17,6). Al-Baqillani says (Tamhid, p. 22, 4f.) that all classes ofcreated
beings fall under two principal categories, sc., accidents and atoms.
Atoms are not mentioned in al-Isfara'inI's catechetical eaqidah (§IV,
Iff.), however, and al-Ashcari in Thaghr (p. 65) speaks simply of "the
world and the bodies and accidents that are in it" (al-eiilamu bi-mii
fthi min 'ajsiimihi wa-'aeriitf,ihi, 39 and so also the dogmatic formula
tion ofal-l:Iallaj (Akhbiir no. 13, p. 31, 2f. = Ririilah I, pp. 45f.) speaks
only of bodies and accidents. Moreover, since in Iqt4iid al-GhazaIi
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excludes formal discussion of either the rational soul as such or the
immaterial entities that make up the celestial world, the statement
does, in a narrow kind ofway, reflect the orientation of his focus in
this work. Read within the context of traditional Ashcarite manuals,
which the formulations evoke, these statements would seem, in any
case, to be fairly plain and unambiguous. This is to assume, ofcourse,
that by 'jawhar' here he means atom as generally understood in the
school. And this would seem likely to be justified, as he says, for ex
ample (Iqt4iid, p. 77, 5), that "Jawhars form a single class and their
becomings, which are particular modes of being in places, belong to
a single class" (al-Jawahiru mutamathilatun wa->akwiinuhii I-tau hiya
kht4iifuhii bil->aJ,yiizi mutamiithilah).40

In Ihyii' and later works, however, al-Ghazili speaks of the celes
tial realm (al-malakut, Caliimu l-ghaybi wal-malakut) with its angelic
functionaries, each of which has its own "station" (e.g., Ihyii' 4-,

p. 119, 5ff.), as very different from the sublunary world (al-mulk,
ciilamu l-shahiidah), and he says (Mishkah, p. 65) that the two may
be described, respectively, as "spiritual" and "corporeal" (rnl?iini and
jismani), or as "intellectual" and "sensible" (Caqli and I?issi). He de
scribes the human soul (mind, intellect) as an individual locus of
intellectual cognition on which an angelic intellect impresses the
forms ofthe essential natures ofthings (Ihyii' 3, p. 3, IOff.). Is the an
gelic agent which gives the human intellect the true forms also a body
or a single Jawhar that occupies space? If all these beings, as crea
tures and so as constituents ofthe world, are ontologically bodies or
single Jawhars with their particular accidents and differ only by their
accidents, how specifically are they different as belonging to distinct
realms? One has to ask, therefore, (1) if al-GhazalI in fact conceives
the jawhar in exactly the same way as did the Ash<arite school, if,
that is, he conceives the Jawahir as forming a single class in the sense
that every jawhar is essentially the same as every other Jawhar, or if
(2) he recognizes several distinct subclasses, or if (3) he uses the term
equivocally (cf., e.g., Micyiir, pp. 176f. and cpo Ijudud, pp. 87f.). The
expression Cmutamathil' normally means "alike" or "the same" in the
sense of being identical in all essential properties and characteristics,
but when al-Ghazili employs the expression to describe the 'akwiin,
he plainly does not mean to assert that motion and rest are altogether
identical, but only to say that the >akwiin belong to one and the same
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class of accidents (tataJiinas) .41 His comments in Mi<yiir on the use
of <accident' by the mutakallimiin to describe what the falasifa would
call jawhars or essential forms (.fuwar) could be taken thus to indicate
that he recognizes more than one kind or class ofjawhar; or it may be
that he is simply acknowledging the presence ofdiverse sets offormal
expressions (cf. Mil?akk, p. 4-8, 12ff.) and the consequent equivocity
ofthe word.

In categorizing beings (Iqt4iid, p. 24-, 9f.) al-GhazalI says, "Every
existent either occupies space (muta!?ayyiz) or does not occupy space
and if there is no composition ('itiliif) in that which occupies space
we call it a single jawhar, while if it is joined in composition to
another we call it a body Uism)."42 Similarly, inMiI?akk he says:

When you describe body as what occupies space (nl-mutal,ayyiz) you find
it to be coextensive, neither more extensive nor less, since every body
occupies space and everything that occupies space is a body. This fol
lows the view ofthose who hold that whatever occupies space is divisible.
For our part, however, we ascribe occupying space to jawhars and hold
that 'what occupies space' is coextensive with [)"awhar'] (p. 24-, reading
nl-mutal,ayyiz for nl-tal,ayyuz in line 10).

Again, later in the same work (p. 106), having noted that in formal
usage 'existent' does not enter into essential definitions, he goes on
to say:

According to what we believe (naCtaqiduhu), however, )"awhar' does enter
into the quiddity, since we understand it as what occupies space, i.e., as
an essential reality (J,aqiqatun dhatiyyah), so that in our view the more
universal class is jawhar and is divided into body and non-body, i.e., the
single jawhar (nl-jawhar nl-fard). The logicians [i.e., the falasifa], how
ever, employ 'jawhar' to refer to what exists not in a substrate (mawtf,u C ),

but since existence does not belong to the essence it does not become
essential when 'not in a substrate' is added, since this is a pure negation,
so that their terminology is valid according to their understanding and
belief, though not according to our understanding and belief.43

One notes, however, that nowhere in Iqt4iid, or elsewhere that I
have noted, does al-GhazalI ~ay of the Jawhar that as such it has vol
ume (ltajm), as does al-JuwaynI, who holds that whatever occupies
space has volume (e.g., Irshiid, p. 17) and defines the jawhar as a vol-
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ume (J,ajm) (Shamil [81], p. 54, 20f.); and only once that I have noted
(MiJ,akk, p. 141, 9) does al-Ghazali employ the verb 'shaghala, yash

ghalu' so as to describe thejawhar as "filling a space," as is common
in the AshCarite manuals; nor does he say explicitly that it has surface
area.44 In the common usage of kalam, 'J,ayyiz' is used to mean a por
tion ofspace (e.g., Shamil [69], p. 156, 15ff.) and is associated with the
volume of a jawhar, and 'muta1?ayyiz' accordingly means "occupies
space" in the sense of filling a volume of space into which another
cannot intrude so long as what fills it remains there.45 Presumably,
this is what al-Ghazali understands by the term. The evidence would
seem to indicate, thus, that regarding the nature of material bodies,
al-Ghazali likely follows the basic atomism of the AshCarite school.
Confirmation ofthis may perhaps be found where, inMiJ,akk (p. 136;
translated on p. 60 below), the separate parts ('ajZi¥) ofthe pneuma
are described as 'arwti!? (pneumas)-if the argument there is not en
tirely dialectical, which it may well be. It is notable in any event that
al-Ghazali does not speak ofmatter and form in his own voice.

Returning to the formulation ofIqt4iid (p. 24) concerning bodies
and jawahir, one notes that it is not unlike what he says in MiCyar
(p. 171) concerning the usage of the mutakallimiin, that is, that "they
use 'jawhar' particularly for the single jawhar which occupies space
(muta1?ayyiz) and is indivisible, while that which is divisible they call a
body, not ajawhar. 46 It will, then, be the case according to al-Ghazali
that any being which is not an accident and which, as such (as an inde
pendent being-mem~;Udunqffimun bi-naftihi) is but a single jawhar,
is by definition not a body and so is, in the strict sense of the term,
incorporeal (ghayru jismani). The statement, then, that the created
universe is made up of "bodies and jawiihir" (Iqt4iid, p. 26, 8) and
his division ofthe universe into the terrestrial, which is the corporeal
in nature, and the celestial, which is spiritual (i.e., incorporeal), may
be read as consistent one with the other if the angelic intelligences
which he ascribes to the celestial realm are understood to consist each
of but a single jawhar. That is, the formulation "bodies and jawiihir"
is consistent with the traditional terminology, in that body is a di
visible entity and the single jawhar is not; and moreover, traditional
AshCarite doctrine holds, against the MuCtazila, that life, cognition,
and the powerofvoluntary action can exist in a singlejawhar (cf., e.g.,
Shamii [69], pp. 419f. and Ghunyah, foll. I02V, 18ff., and 154r, 12ff.;
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and cp. Mujarrad, p. 207, 10-17). Through all of this, however, al
Ghazali conspicuously avoids asserting the traditional thesis that cre
ated beings must eitheroccupy space or reside in subjects that occupy
space ('imma mutal,ayyizun 'aw-J,iilJun fthi), as does al-Juwayni, who
argues against the notion ofthe rational soul and the separated intel
ligences as beings that are not located in space (Ikht4ar, fol. 206r).
On the contrary, as we noted earlier, in Iqt4iid (p. ,I, ,ff.) he makes a
point ofeliminating 'occupies space' (mutal,ayyiz) from the definition
ofjawhar, though he avoids any discussion of immaterial beings.

The Rational Soul

In this connection one has, however, also to consider a
later passage of Iqt4iid where, discussing the resurrection and "the
punishment ofthe grave," al-GhazaJI makes a point ofdenying some
thing he had said in an earlier work with regard to the human soul.
Here (p. 215, Iff), he says:

We treated this question at length in TahajUt, where, in refuting their
doctrine, we proceeded by affirming that the soul, which, according to
them, does not occupy space (ghayru mutal,ayyizah), continues to exist
and by positing its return to the governance ofthe body, whether this be
the very same body or another. This argument, however, does not con
form to what we believe to be true, for that work was composed in order
to refute their doctrine, not in order to assert the true doctrine. Rather,
since they presume that what a man is he is with respect to the soul and
that his involvement in governing the body is like something that be
longs to him accidentally (kal-ciiri4i lahU) and the body is an instrument

for him eiiJatun lahii), we forced them to admit that, given their belief

that the soul does not die, they have to assert the resurrection, i.e., the
return of the soul to the governance ofa body.

That is, as the basis of the argument in TahafUt (pp. ,62ff) he ac
cepted their theses that (a) the soul does not die, that (b) its relation
to the body which it governs does not belong to it essentially but only
temporarily, but rather (c) it uses the body as an instrument, in order
to show that one must assert that the soul returns to govern a body
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(badanun mina l-'ahdan). He says that the premises of the argument
do not correspond to his own beliefconcerning what is true. Because
of the way the paragraph is cast, however, it is not immediately clear
exactly what element or elements ofthe premises ofthe argument or
its conclusion he may reject or accept. The ensuing discussion is van
ishingly briefand wholly unenlightening as he concludes the section
immediately by saying (p. 215,8-11):

To examine the substance of this matter at present would involve an in
vestigation ofthe pneuma and the soul and life and their essential natures
(haqii'iquhii), but [the restriction ofthe present work to] the basic tenets
doesn't allow for going to great length regarding intellectual matters. Ac
cordingly, what we have said gives sufficient clarity to the appropriate
mean of Muslim doctrine (al-iqt~iidft l-i<tiqiid) 47 for one to assert the
truth ofthe revelation.

In other words, his views concerning the nature of the human soul
are at variance with the common teaching of the school theologians,
and he does not wish to discuss the matter in Iqt4iid.

One could take his apology to indicate that al-Ghazali rejects one
or all ofthe major elements ofwhat he cites as the position ofthe fala
sifa. His apparent denial of the immateriality of the soul (i.e., that it
is ghayru mutahayyizah) certainly fits with his earlier statements that
the entire created universe consists of "bodies and their accidents."
Elsewhere, however, he says (Ihyii' +, p. +78, l+ff.):

Man, in the strict and proper sense (bil-haqiqah), is that (al-ma'nii) which
perceives cognitions and pains and pleasures; and this neither dies nor
ceases to exist. The meaning of death is the termination of his use of
the body and the body's ceasing to be an instrument for him. . . . The
essential reality of man is his soul and spirit and this continues to exist
permanently (haqiqatu l-'insiini nafiuhu wa-riihuhu wa-hiya baqiyah).48

The spirit or soul is distinct from the physical spirit or pneuma,
which is the subtle (i.e., invisible) vapor (aJ-bukhiir aJ-/afif) studied
by physicians (Ihyii' 3, p. 3, 2+ff., and +, p. 113, +ff. and 19ff.). The
pneuma is associated with the blood (ibid., p. 112,1£.).49 The rational
soul "is an invisible, holy (rahbiiniyyah), and spiritual entity which has
a connection with the bodily heart; this invisible entity is the essen
tial reality of the human individual; it is that which ofman perceives
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and has rational knowledge and spiritual insight" (tuka l-latifatu hiya
J,aqiqatu l-'insiini wa-hwa l-mudriku l-'iilimu l-iirifu mina l-'insiin)
(Ihyii' 3, p. 3, 16f.). The relationship ofthe intellectual soul to the cor
poreal heart "corresponds to the relationship of accidents to bodies
and ofattributes to the things they qualify (aJ-'a~iifu bil-~ufiit),

or to the relationship ofwhat uses an instrument to the instrument,
or to the relationship of what is in a place (al-mutamakkin) to the
place," but al-Ghazali refuses to detail his thought on this, saying that
it is a matter belonging properly to the higher speculative sciences
('ulumu I-muktishafah) while this is a work on practical (Sc., ethical)
sciences ('ulumu I-mu'iimalah) (p. 3, 18ff. ).50 Later, he remarks that
led by imagination and impressions formed on sense experience (al
takhayyul wal-wahm), people get confused when they try to think
about the intellectual soul in terms ofjawars and accidents; a special
kind ofenlightenment, one ofa higher level than ordinary intellectual
perception, is required in order to understand it (Ihyii' +, p. 112, 19ff.).
Death may occur through proximate causes that are either interior to
the body or exterior, but in either case it takes place "through causes
that are determined in God's knowledge and are ordered with respect
to one another" (bi-'asbiibin muqaddaratin ft'ilmi lliihi murattibatah)
(Ihyii' +, p. 112, 1Off.). "What is meant by 'death' is a man's being
taken away from his possessions and thrust into another world which
is not homologous with this world" ('iIii'iilamin 'iikhara Iii yuniisibu
hiidhii l-'iilam) (IJ,yii' +, +78, 21f.) The death ofa man is not the same
as that ofan animal. Concerning the former,he says (ibid., p. +77f.) ,

Some people think that by death he ceases to exist and so long as he
remains in the grave neither suffers pain through any punishment nor

experiences delight in any reward until he is brought back on the day of
the assembly. Others think that the spirit continues to exist (biiqiyah) and
does not pass out of existence through death and that it is spirits alone

which undergo reward and punishment, not bodies, as these are neither
raised up nor summoned together at all. These are all views which are
incorrect and deviate from the truth. On the contrary, what is testified to
by means oflogical reasoning (turuq al-i'tibiir) and by the verses ofScrip
tuee and the Prophetic Traditions is that the meaning ofdeath is simply

a change of state (taghayyuru hal) and that the spirit continues to exist
after its separation from the body.... The meaning of its being separated
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from the body is the termination of its use of the body by the body's
ceasing to be obedient to it.... The spirit has cognition of itselfwithout

any instrument (bi-nafiihii minghayri 'iilah) and for this reason it may of

itself suffer the pain of various kinds of misery, affiiction, and grief and
experience the pleasure of various kinds of delight and joy Nor is it

implausible that the spirit be returned to the body in the grave .

Al-Ghazali seems to consider the soul to be a single jawhar. In
speaking ofthe possibility ofthe reported "punishment ofthe grave,"
he says (IJ,yPl 4, p. 487, 9-12):

The intellect . . . has neither length nor breadth; indeed [this being]

which in itself is indivisible is what apprehends beings (al-mudriku til
'ashyii' ); ifa man's bodily members were all dispersed and there remained

only the perceptive particle which has no parts and is indivisible, man,
who is endowed with intellect (al-'insiin al-ciiqil), would yet subsist and

continue to exist in his entirety (bi-kamiilihi) and it is thus that he is after

death, for death does not reside in this particle nor does non-existence

befall it.

The terms he uses here to speak of the rational soul are those em
ployed traditionally in the Ash<arite school to speak of the atoms:
it is a particle that is not constituted of smaller particles and there
fore is indivisible (aJ-juz'u . . . al-ladhi layatajazza'u wa-Iayanqasim)
though one in which death (an accident in the traditional analysis)
does not reside or inhere (Ia yaJ,ulluhu). And the verb he uses in say
ing that nonexistence does not befall this particle, 'fara'a, yatra'u', is
commonly employed in traditional kalam to speak of one accident's
supplanting its contrary in the atom which is its subject or substrate
(cp. Mi1?akk, p. 107). So too, the soul seems to be spoken of as an
atom or particle inIJ,ya' (4, p. 299,27-28), where he says, "the heart
[i.e., the rational soul] is distin~t from all the other parts ofthe body
(mufiiriqun li-sa'iri 'ajzPli I-badan) by virtue ofan attribute by which
it apprehends (yudriku) meanings which are neither imaginable nor
perceptible, such as the apprehension of the creation of the world
or of its need for a creator...."51 What seems to be implied here
is stated explicitly in ]awahir (p. II), where al-Ghazili says that the
rational soul is one of the elemental parts that make up the totality
of the human individual (min jumlati 'ajzPli 1-'iidami).52 According
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to these descriptions, the rational soul will be incorporeal by defi
nition, in that it is a single jawhar, not a conglomerate of two or
more jawhan ('ajzPJ) that are joined through a formal bonding or
conjunction ('itilaj, m'lif). Nor is it so bound to any ofthe elemental
parts that make up formally and as such the body which it inhab
its. On the other hand, it is not immediately clear what al-Ghazali
means when he says (IJ,yPl 3, p. 3) that the relationship of the ratio
nal soul to the corporeal heart is analogous to that of "accidents to
bodies and of attributes to the things they qualify." He explicitly ac
knowledges the problematic nature of this characterization (IJ,yPl 4,

p. II2), however, and this description of the soul's relation to the
body would appear to be a kind ofelementary taqrib, as al-Mutawalli
(p. 57, 3f.), for example, speaks ofthe pneuma as "an attribute which
subsists in the body" (~ifatun taqumuft l-jismi), since it is the pneuma
which causes the body to be alive (mujibun lil-1?ayah) .53 Though, as
we have seen, he says that it governs the body through the brain, al
GhazalI nonetheless formally and explicitly associates the soul with
the heart, as he says in IJ,yPl (3, p. 3) that the soul has a connection
(tacaJluq) with the bodily heart and that it is "in the heart" (IJ,ya'
3, p. 3, andMishkah, p. 43), even though some of the operations of
its faculties may take place in other organs, as, for example, imagina
tion (aJ-takhayyul) resides in the brain (e.g., Mi1?akk, p. 27, 4ff., and
Mustasfii I, p. 34, 2ff.), as does the estimative facUlty as well (Mustasfii
I, p. 46, 15).54 We should note here a passage inMi1?akk (pp. 21£., re
peated inMustasfii I, p. 34) in which al-GhazalI says that in addition to
imagination and wahm, "there is a third, noble faculty here by which
man is distinguished from the animals, which is named 'intellect' and
whose locus (maJ,aJl) is either in the brain or the heart; those who
consider the soul to be an independent being that does not occupy
space (jawharun qa'imun bi-dhatihighayru mutaJ,ayyiz) say that the
locus (maJ,aJl) ofthe intellect is the soul." 55 The passage is somewhat
curious. The initial statement seems, on first reading, to be that of
the author, as he asserts, seemingly in his own voice, that the locus
of the intellect is either in the heart or the brain. The doctrine indi
cated is manifestly that of the mutakallimiin, for whom intellection
(aJ-caql) is an accident which subsists in a material subject. (Note,
however, that al-GhazalI here terms it a "power/faculty": quwwah.)
Later inMi1?akk, however, he makes his intention clear when he takes
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up the question of the nature of life and the pneuma and the soul
(pp. 132tf.), something he will decline to do in Iqt4iid, written only
a short time later. Here in MiI?akk he sets forth several views of the
ontology of life in the living human individual. The first is that God
creates sense, volition, the power to act, etc., in the body and, given
these attributes, it is said to be alive or, according to others, that God
creates in the body an attribute called life which is the condition of
the reception ofsensation, the power to act, etc. He does not bother
to say that these views are those ofvarious mutakallimiin, but notes
simply that they are inadequate. The second view, which follows the
doctrines of the physicians, is that in addition to the accident, life
there must be something else, namely, "the pneuma which is an in
visible body in the heart and the brain and which flows to the other
parts of the body through the arteries. As for 'soul', however, it has
no proper referent." The third view, held by some, is that in addi
tion to life and the pneuma there is something else, "an independent
entity (mawjudun qii'imun bi-naftihi) which does not occupy space."
Subsequently, he details this third view (pp. 136f.), stating that there
is a third party who recognize the existence of the pneuma, but go
on to say,

this pneuma, however, is in the body and there is here another entity,

referred to as the soul, which is such that it is an independent being

(qirimun bi-nnfiihi) that does not occupy space and whose relation to the

body is that ofGod to the world, neither within the world nor outside of

it. They point out that the pneuma is a divisible body and that its parts

resemble one another, so that if it were that which in man governs and

has mental perception, this would belong to each of the many individual

pneumas and it would be possible that there be in its parts ('ajzii>uhii)

both the knowledge of something <and ignorance of it> and it would

both know it and not know it. Accordingly, there must be something

that is throughout [the whole body] and is indivisible. But every body

is divisible. (They claim that a body which is not divisible into parts is

logically impossible.) Along with this they raise the question of how the

pneuma could go free and remain in place during sleep. If it were to

leave the body during sleep, [the body] would be dead, not alive. And,

since imaginings and knowledge that are not accessible by way of ordi

nary sight are true (~altil?ah), they claim that no body that is separable
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from the sleeper leaves him, for were it to return to him it would, since

bodies don't interpenetrate one another, enter some aperture and if the

sleeper's mouth and nose were held fast shut and then he were awakened,

he would wake up. In this connection, they take innumerable things into

consideration. They say also that if there were only the body and the

pneuma, the Prophet would have said so. An invisible body is something

that is readily understood (maJhUm); the only thing that is not readily

understood [po 137] is an entity (mawjud) that is neither inside the body

nor outside it. The first group [sc., the mutakallimiin] say this is logically

impossible, since the negation is the assertion of a contingent entity that

is neither inside nor outside the body, something that is logically impos

sible. This is the order of their reasoning. Ifyou ask what position is in

fact true in this matter, know that those who are asked concerning the

spirit 56 either don't know, in which case no clear answer is possible, or

they do know and so are not allowed to go into the matter, for the spirit

is God's mystery (sirr Allah), just as being eternal is God's mystery and

God's Apostle (prayer and peace be upon him) did not grant permission

to go into an explanation of it.... Anyone who is ignorant of the spirit

does not know himself,57 so how can he think that he knows God and

His angels and grasps the knowledge of the first people and the last, not

having come to know himself.

Here, as often elsewhere in Mihakk as well as in other works, al
Ghazali presents several distinct views on the topic, but this time,
though explicitly rejecting none of the three, he nonetheless gives a
fairly clear indication ofwhere his own preference lies. He knows but
is not free to divulge the truth ofthe matter explicitly. The soul does
not occupy space; it is an immaterial entity. Later, he will be more
explicit, in Mishkiih (p. +4), when he says that one cannot talk of
the soul as of bodies in terms of near and far, compares it to "God's
light," and cites the Tradition, "God created Adam in his own form
(calii~uratihi)."58 In this section ofMihiikk, al-Ghazali does not name
either the falasifa or those of the mutakallimiin who hold the other
two views that he mentions. (The physicians are named, but only as
those whose science is the origin of the position regarding life held
by the great majority of the orthodox school theologians. It is not
altogether implausible that al-Ghazali takes the trouble to name them
at all in order obliquely to call the attention of his readers to the fact
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that certain oftheir commonly accepted doctrines originate in pagan
antiquity (cp. Munqidh, pp. I02f.). In an earlier passage, however,
where he treats the question ofhow knowledge ofthe conclusion fol
lows from that of the premises (Mil?akk, pp. 76f. andMustasfii I, pp.
S2ft:), he explicitly associates the various positions mentioned with
those who hold them, namely, the MuCtazila, the AshCarites ("our
fellows"), and the faHisifa. The position of the latter, he says, is that
it takes place through "the mind's having been made ready through
the presence of the premises together with this understanding for
the emanation ofthe conclusion from the giver of intelligible forms,
which is the agent intellect."59 Here, the indication al-Ghazali gives
of his own position is somewhat less direct than in his discussion of
life and the soul. He notes that neither the theses of "our fellows" nor
that ofthe falasifa make the achievement ofthe knowledge ofthe con
clusion an effect caused directly by the human agent's own power of
acting, apparently thus rejecting the position ofthe MuCtazila, and he
concludes by telling the reader that h~ ought not to concern himself
with the usual and generally accepted doctrines but rather with those
that clearly convey the truth (ia yanbaghi 'an yakUna shaghiuka bil
kalami i-muCtiidi i-mashhur, bal bu-kaliimi i-muftdi i-mu/til?) (Mil?akk,
p. 77, sff. = Mustasfii I, pp. S3f.) .60

When al-Ghazali says that the soul of itself has cognition without
any instrument (taclamu i-'ashyira bi-naftiha minghayri. 'iilah) (Il?ya'
4, p. 478, s; cpo Mishkiih, p. 44, 3ff.), he obviously does not mean that
it has this knowledge per se, since its knowledge is received passively
from the angel which serves as the agent intellect.61 He means rather
that it is itselfthe immediate recipient and locus (maI?ali) ofthe intel
lectual perception that it is given. He does not speak of intellectual
perception (al-'idriik) or cognition (al-cum, al-macrifah) explicitly as
an "accident", but following his description of the soul as ajawhar,
this would not be inconsistent. Life, on the other hand, is the con
dition of cognition (e.g.,Il?ya' 4, p. 87, 4f.). AlcGhazali does not
say that life is present as an accident in the rational soul. The asser
tions that after the death ofthe body, the soul continues in existence
(tabqa) as a perceiving and knowing subject and does not die and
that death does not reside in it, do not necessarily imply that of and
in itself as such it has life and is immortal, but this is nevertheless
almost certainly what he means. When, following the usage of the
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AshCarite theologians, he says in Iqt4iid that accidents endure only
for a time, he is speaking specifically in terms ofthe body, not of the
soul. InMiI?akk (e.g., pp. 2sf. ),Mustasfii (e.g., I, p. 13), and elsewhere,
as we have seen, he speaks ofattributes (~i.fah) which, though not ele
ments of the essences of their subjects, belong to them, nonetheless,
as concomitant properties (lawiizim) and are, therefore, permanent
in them so long as they exist.62 It would seem likely that it is thus
that he considers life to be in the rational soul, though he may well
consider it an essential attribute.

When al-Ghazali speaks in his own voice (Il?yir 4, p. 478) of the
soul's using (t~arrafa) the body and says (Il?yir 3, p. 3) that it employs
(istacmala) the body as a tool or instrument ('iiJah) (ef. alsoMishkiih,
p. 79, Iff.), it is clear enough that he is in fundamental agreement
with the position presented as that of the falasifa in I~iid (p. 21S,
sf. ),63 wherefore one must ask exactly why in this passage he does not
merely refuse to go into the question of "the spirit and the soul and
life and their essential natures" but apologizes for having accepted
the doctrine of the faliisifa as the basis of an argument against them
in Tahafut.

We have, then, to look more closely at the whole discussion ofthe
possibility of the resurrection in Iqt4iid. He begins (p. 213) by say
ing that God has the power to create anew a being He once created
but which has ceased to exist as such. To a question as to whether
the jawhars and accidents are both re-created or only the accidents,
he says that in principle either is possible, but he examines only the
latter case. The body, he says, "continues to exist having the form
(~urah) ofdust, for example, while life, color, dampness, composition
(tarkib) and disposition (hay'ah) and a whole set of other accidents
cease to exist in it";64 and that what·is meant by creating anew (al
'icadah) is that either these very same accidents or accidents identical
to them are created, "for life in our view is an accident and accidents
do not have permanence of existence, but what exists in each hour
is another accident." In the resurrection, then, the individual lives
again with the restoration of life, and the other requisite accidents,
to the original material constituents ofthe earthly body. Concerning
the other alternative, i.e., that the original body, too, is created anew,
al-Ghazali draws out the distinction between creating an identically
similar body and creating anew the very same body, but says that it
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would take too long to go into the issue here. It is at this point that
he offers his apology for having adopted the position of the falasifa
in his counterargument in Tahaj'ut. One facet of the problem is clear
enough. Al-Ghazali here presents the traditional conception of the
question ofthe resurrection, according to which man is conceived as
a body having a particular structure and configuration (e.g., Mujar
rad, pp. 146, 4ff., and 291, 9ff., and Tamhid, §329) and the individual is
identified with the body (or more narrowly as every particle in which
there is life; e.g., Ghunya, fo1. Is6r, 17), wherefore it must be in some
way that the very same body comes to exist again at the last judgment
(e.g.,Mujarrad, p. 146, Isff.). Inlqt~iid, however, he is not concerned
to go into the complexities ofthis view. (The restoration ofthe "acci
dent" of life will involve the reintroduction of the pneuma, etc.) In
the traditional school theology, the naft is not the individual human
subject, the locus ofcognition, volition, experience, etc.,65 so that the
acceptance in Tahafut of the thesis that the soul continues to exist
as such and that the possibility of the resurrection is given with the
possibility of its being restored to "a body" (bada-nun mina l-'abdiin) ,
that is, to whatever body that can be appropriately governed by the
soul, is inconsistent and incompatible with traditional school doc
trine. That, given the doctrine ofthe immortality ofthe rational soul,
the question ofhaving or not having the exact same body becomes to
some extent, ifnot essentially, irrelevant is important in this context.
Moreover, the Neoplatonic view of the soul espoused by the falasifa
is attacked byal-An~ari in his Ghunyah (fo1. ISIV), and this, certainly, is
not irrelevant in the background and context of al-Ghazali's relation
to the school. The studied apology for the procedure of Tahafut and
his overtly distancing himself from a conception of the rational soul
which he in fact holds to be true would seem to indicate that there
had been some direct and explicit criticism of this part of Tahafut.
Criticism concerning what he said or may have implied concerning
the resurrection would be a particularly serious matter, because the
doctrine ofthe resurrection is one ofthe primary articles offaith (one
ofthe :>~Ulat-din) about which diversity of interpretation is, in prin
ciple, not allowed. In this connection one notes with what care he
formulates his conclusions concerning the punishment of the grave
inIJ,yii' (4, pp. 484f.), where he says:
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There are three levels of assent to things such as this. The first is the

most obvious and the soundestand the safest (al-'~haru wal-'~aJ,J,u wal

'as/am),66 namely that you assent to the proposition that [these snakes]

exist and bite the deceased. You can't really see this, however, because this

[bodily] eye cannot see the things of the immaterial world (al-'umur al

nudakutiyyah) and everything pertaining to the next life belongs to the

immaterial world (ciilamu l-nudakut) . ... The second is that you reflect

on the case ofone who is asleep and that during sleep he sometimes sees

a snake which bites him and because of this senses pain to the point that

you see his forehead sweat. . . . The third is that you know that snakes

themselves do not cause pain, but rather what you feel that is from them

is the poison and the poison, furthermore, is not the pain; your suffering

is, rather, the effect (al-'athar) which takes place in you as a result of the

poison. Ifthis effect were to take place without the actual presence ofthe

poison the suffering might even be greater. The fact is that it is impos

sible to make this sort of suffering known except by ascribing it to that

which customarily brings it about.... My advice is neither to do a lot of

speculation concerning the detail of this nor to preoccupy yourself with

knowing it; preoccupy yourself rather with avoiding the punishment in

whatever way it may occur.67

The circumspection of this statement is paralleled already at the be
ginning of111Jii' (I, pp. 20f.) where, speaking about knowledge of
the immaterial world, the means ofwhose attainment he intends to
present, he outlines various stages (maqamat) that people reach and
occupy with respect to their understanding and conception of the
nature of things such as the punishment of the grave, the next life,
etc., once they have assented to the basic truths of the revelation.
Here again, al-Ghazali goes on to say (p. 21, ISf.) that "the knowl
edge of these things (hiidhihi l-'ulum) is not written down in books
and those whom God has blessed with some part of it communi
cate it only to those who are worthy of it ('ahluhu)." That he speaks
of "three levels of assent" and implies that each of the three has its
own mode of validity is important. His treatment of this topic here
in 111Jii' may be a key to understanding his apparent denial in Iqt~iid

(p. 21S) ofsomething that manifestly he believes. He insists there on
bodily resurrection in the same body, but does he really mean this
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is to be taken in a strictly literal sense? To judge by how he treats
the punishment of the grave in the passage we have just examined,
one would suspect not. The statement made in Iqti.r,ad (p. 215) that
this is not the place to discuss "the pneuma and the soul and life and
their essential natures" might easily be taken as referring the reader
to the section ofMiJ,akk "Concerning the Definition of Life" (pp.
132ff.) where all three are discussed, particularly in view of the fact
that he has explicitly referred to MiJ,akk already in the fourth preface
ofIqtis.ad (p. 15).

To return to our original question, then, al-GhazalI plainly rec
ognizes several classes of jawhars, that is, of contingent indepen
dent entities, the most basic division being between those which are
material and occupy space and those which are immaterial and do
not occupy space. In MiJ,akk his description of the rational soul as
'.jawharun qi¥imun bi-nafiihighayrn mutaJ,ayyiz' is contextually pre
sented in such a way as to suggest that the language of the formula
tion may not be his own. Elsewhere, however, he seems to describe
the soul (or intellect) as a 'jawhar while speaking plainly in his own
voice (e.g., II?yi¥ 4-, p. +87; cited on p. 58 above). His tendency not to
employ '.jawhar so commonly as a general equivalent of 'mawjudun
qi¥imun bi-nafiiht may well be due to the fact that he wishes to avoid
gratuitous usage of the terminology of the falasifa. As we have seen,
al-Ghazall also employs 'macnii' ofthe rational soul, but this is a very
neutral expression having a very general sense of"thing" without any
direct connotation that its referent is an entity, strictly speaking.68 He
also refers to the soul by'cayn', a word which is often employed by
the AshCarites in the sense ofan individual existent entity69 and as an
equivalent of 'dhiit' and 'nafi' and by the falasifa as an equivalent of
'jawhar. Al-GhazalI several times describes the rational soul by '.juz"
(and '.juz'un Iii yatajazza,'), an expression which in traditional kalam
designates the material atom as such. Used of the soul byal-GhazalI,
however, '.juz" plainly means an indivisible entity which, as such, is
a discrete element of the living human composite. Al-Ghazalfs char
acterizations of bodies, on the other hand, consistently reflect the
Ashcarite usage and seem plausibly to indicate the traditional atom
ism. In presenting his own views in his own voice he does not speak
in the correlative terms of "matter" and "form." The statement in
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Micyiir (p. 171) that the mutakallimfin "use '.jawhar particularly for
the single jawhar that occupies space and is indivisible" could be read
as indicating that he recognizes the material atom and holds that
bodies are not infinitely divisible. This does not, however, seem to
have been a topic al-GhazalI considered to be of central importance
to his theology, and because of his tendency to employ traditional
language wherever convenient, the evidence remains to some extent
inconclusive. That he recognizes the existence of indivisible smallest
parts of material bodies does not necessarily mean that he will re
ject the use of '.jawhar to describe a composite body or the idea that
bodies (some bodies, at least) have natures (J,aqi¥iq or khaw~) or
"forms"?O 'Jawhar is equivocal.

The Rational Evidence of Prophecy

In Iqti.r,ad al-GhazalI says that the truth ofthe Prophet's
message is not self-evident but is manifest through miracles (p. 195,
2£), and he goes on (p. 198; cpo Qudriyyah, p. 92, §IO = II?yi¥ I, p. 113,

df.) to give the usual kalam arguments that the miracles worked on
~eh~ofprophets are distinguishable from magic and things merely
xmagmed. Elsewhere, however, he says (e.g., Qist;iis, pp. 66£ and
Munqidh, pp. 14-9f.) that the evidential value ofmiracles is ambivalent,
not to say inconclusive. He understands prophecy (al-nubuwwah) to
be a level or mode of understanding which transcends that of ordi
nary experience and ofconceptual reasoning, in which the soul comes
to know things knowledge ofwhich cannot be attained by any other
means.71 The fact ofprophecy, he says, is evidenced in the occurrence
of such phenomena as dreams in which remote or future events are
presented either as such or in symbolic form (Munqidh, pp. 14-5f.),
and, similarly, the original discovery of the particulars of medicine
and astrology must have been prophetic (Munqidh, pp. 14-6f. and
16If.). Miracles are analogous insofar as they are manifest and pub
licly witnessed phenomena. The fact and truth of all other proper
characteristics (khaw~) of prophecy, however, can be known only
through one's own interior experience (al-dhawq) that is had by fol
lowing the methods of the sufi way (Munqidh, p. 14-7, 16ff.). That is,
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given one's own experience of direct spiritual enlightenment, he is
able to recognize the presence ofsuch enlightenment in another, just
as one trained in medicine or law is able to recognize and distinguish
an expert from one who is not; such knowledge is given in direct
intuition (it is tlariiri) and is not subject to rational doubt (Qistiis,
pp. 66f. andMunqidh, pp. 147ff. and 16df.). It is only in this way, that
is, by being able to recognize the states ofthe soul ('al?wiiJ) which are
characteristic of prophecy, that one can be absolutely certain that a
given individual is truly a prophet; and in confirmation of his thesis,
al-GhazaIi cites a Tradition (Qistiis, p. 67, 3f.) according to which the
Prophet said, "you shall not know the truth through the man; know,
rather, the truth and you shall recognize the one who has it." This
al-GhazaIi does not bring up in Iqt4ad, since it would be alien to
the literary form and conventions of the kalfun manual and also be
cause the audience to which he considers such works to be properly
addressed neither possess nor seek such higher levels of spiritual or
intellectual perfection. What he says concerning prophecy here is of
considerable significance for our understanding of al-Ghazatrs the
ology in that it is an explicit acknowledgment of the particular kind
ofnonrational foundation that underlies his often pretentious claims
to rationally justified knowledge.

Al-Qudsiyyah

Regarding ai-Qudsiyyah, it is important to keep in mind
that when al-GhazaIi incorporates the work into the second book
of II?yii> 'ulum ai-din, he has notified the reader already in Book I
(e.g., pp. 20£ and 36f.) and again in Book II (p. 98, 28ff.) that higher
knowledge of the true meaning of the revelation concerning cre
ation, cosmology, the soul, etc., can be imparted only to those who
are spiritually and intellectually prepared to receive it, and presum
ably the reader is not so prepared until he has fully absorbed what
is contained in the first twenty books of the work, following which
he will be introduced to an understanding of basic theological truths
that is very different in form and conception from that set out in ai
Qudsiyyah. It should be recalled here that, as we saw earlier, al-GhazaIi
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makes a point ofdisparaging kalfun in a number ofplaces in Books I
and II ofII?yii> .

In reading R. ai-Qudsiyyah we find no such difficulties as we do in
Iqt4iid. The entire work is written in very traditional language, but
in such a way that there is no conflict with the psychological, cosmo
logical, and metaphysical doctrines that will follow it in II?yii>. The
discussion ofthe human agent's powerofacting and its relation to the
occurrence of his "performance" (kasb) is formulated in very tradi
tional terms (pp. 87ff. = II?yii> I, p. 110, 13ff.). God creates (ikhtara'a)
the action and also the act of the agent's power of voluntary action
(qudrah), the choice and the thing chosen, wherefore it is God's act in
its being created and is the human agent's performance in its coming
to be as the object ofhis power ofvoluntary action. The formulation
is that ofthe classical Ash'arite manuals and so expressly evokes their
doctrine. If, however, 'create' is understood in the formal sense in
which al-GhazaIi employs it later in II?yii>, then the thesis asserted is
altogether different from that intended by similarly formulated state
ments found in the traditional manuals.72 Later, in discussing how it
was that Mu1)ammad saw the angel Gabriel and heard his speaking
while his companions did not, al-GhazaIi says (p. 92, ult. = II?yii> I,

113,22; cpo Iqt4ad, p. 217), that they failed to perceive this "since God
did not create hearing and sight for them" ('i'dhii lam yakhluq lahumu
l-saMa wai-ru'yah). Given the language and tone of the tract, this
sounds very much as if he is speaking ofan occasionalistic alteration
ofthe usual course ofevents, but in view ofal-Ghazatrs formal use of
'khalaqa, yakhluqu' it need not, and should not, be so understood.73

When he comes to treat of the resurrection in Qudsiyyah (p. 89,
3ff. = II?yii> I, p. 113, 14ff.), the discussion is simple and apparently
straightforward. Nothing is said that might raise the question ofthe
immateriality ofthe soul or its continued existence after the death of
the body. He says simply that God has the power to restore some
thing after causing it to cease to exist (ba'da l-'ifnii'), without saying
what it is that ceases to exist or, indeed, saying whether the soul or
the pneuma do or do not in fact cease to exist. Following this he
takes up the dogma ofthe interrogation ofthe deceased by the angels
Munkar and Nakir, and presents essentially the same argument for
its possibility that he had inlqt4iid (p. 217). This is possible, he says,
"since the only thing that is required is that life be restored to one
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of the parts (juz'un mina l-'ajzii') in which there is understanding
of spoken discourse."74 In traditional AshCarite doctrine, life is an
accident whose presence in the subject is the condition of percep
tion. Al-Ghazali: does not say here, however, exactly what he means
by the restoration of life to one ofthe original particles. When, then,
he raises the question of the punishment of the grave for someone
the parts ofwhose body have been dispersed in the bellies ofpreda
tors and the craws of scavenging birds, he says (p. 93, 5f. = I/r.yii' I,

p. 114-, 4-f.), "That of animals which perceives pain are special par
ticles to which God has the power to restore perception" (>ajzii'un
makh~ii.ratun yaqdiru lltihu cala l-'i<iit/ati l-'idriiki 'ilayhii). It may be
that by specifying "of animals" rather than "ofmen" (mina l-'insiin)
al-Ghazali's aim is one of avoiding the question of the intellectual
soul as distinguishable from its lower faculties that may be associated
with the pneuma or animal spirit. Again, note that the argument of
Qudsiyyah does not formally assert that it is the pneuma of the indi
vidual which, as such, undergoes the punishment of the grave, but
only that God has the power to restore perception to some "part" (or
parts) ofthe individual after it has become altogether separated from
the body. The sole aim of the argument was to assert that it lies in
God's power to cause the deceased to undergo a kind of (corporal)
punishment.75 In the school tradition, the pneuma is a recognized
component of the living human organism as such, whence to focus
the argument on it raises no questions. More importantly, however,
one notes with regard to the context in whichQudsiyyah is to be read
and interpreted that later in I/r.yii' (4-, p. 4-87; cited on p. 56 above) al
Ghazali will refer to the intellect (i.e., the rational soul) as a "part" or
"particle" which is immortal; already in Book I (p. 54-, 24-; cited above,
chap. 3, n. 56) he describes it as something divine or holy (>iliihi) that
is more noble than visible bodies. So again, as earlier in Iqt4iid, al
Ghazali has seemingly upheld the traditional thesis without formally
and unambiguously committing himself to its usual interpretation.
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Summary

Al-Ghazali: composed Iqt4iid as a theological handbook,
and this within the tradition of the AshCarite school. This was the
theological tradition in which he as well as the majorityofthe scholars
who made up the better part of his prospective and intended audi
ence had been formed. In addition, however, the work was conceived
and written within the broader, implicit context of his higher the
ology with its cosmological determinism of secondary causes, prox
imate and remote. Accordingly, Iqt4iid is to be viewed as an attempt
to bring the traditional school theology somehow into harmony with
his own thinking-to recast it in such a way that it could be given a
legitimate place within the wider context of his own theology. It sets
forth, explains, and justifies the basic doctrines of Islam (al-caqii'id)
in a manner he deems to be appropriate for the schools, that is, in a
form similar to that in which the religious scholars and theologians
were trained and which is therefore accessible to them and adequate
to their needs and intellectual abilities. It is thus "the proper mean"
(al-iqtiriid) between the level on which doctrine should be presented
to ordinary people who are not scholars and that which is accessible
only to those who have reached the threshold ofthe highest religious
understanding and insight. The higher-level theoretical understand
ing ofwhat is discussed is taken into account and, in a sense, governs
the theology ofIqt4iid. Not only does al-Ghazali: say nothing which,
most formally and strictly interpreted, would be inconsistent with
this more advanced theology (though hairs here and there must be
split with a microtome), but the presence of elements of the latter
is hinted at more or less directly in several places, as we have seen.
Viewed on a superficial level, the traditional theses are retained and
set out against the usual collection of countertheses, while the lan
guage is, so to speak, updated by an admixture ofAristotelian and,
in some cases, expressly Avicennan terms and concepts, a procedure
justified on one level because of the growing interest in the teach
ing of the falasifa, whose influence is evident already in al-Juwayni's
R. al-Nit;iimiyyah. As we have seen, however, the matter is much more
complex than this. Traditional arguments are retained where conve
nient (where there is no serious difference between the traditional
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argument as commonly understood and al-Ghaza.Jfs understanding
of the argument and its implications concerning the thesis) and are
modified or nuanced or fudged where suitable or necessary.

In its basic conception and structure, the proof given in Iqti,fiid
for the contingency of the world and the existence ofGod is the tra
ditional one based on bodies and accidents, even though al-GhazaJi
considers it formally imperfect and inadequate. It is adequate, how
ever, and suitable within the intellectual context of the school tra
dition, where its ontological presuppositions are well known. Al
Ghazili expressly points the reader toward the Avicennan ontology,
which he considers the proper conceptual foundation for a truly de
monstrative proof, by inserting it at the end of the general state
ment of the argument (pp. 25£), before he sets out to prove the
several premises. Thus, at the end ofthe paragraph he says (p. 26, I),
"wa-naJ,nu la nuridu bil-sababi 3illa I-murajjiJl." Here, the language is
purely that ofAvicenna, and al-GhazaIi's own preference for it is evi
dent from the emphasis marked by 'naJ,nu' as the formal subject of
the sentence.76 He will, of course, have to go beyond this argument
for the contingency ofthe world in order to argue that the world has
existed for only a finite period oftime.

Similarly, al-Ghazili retains the traditional argument for the divine
origin and authority of the revelation on the basis of miracles, even
though he considers it to be imperfect, for miracles constitute the
only evidence that is formally appropriate to a tract of this kind and
intellectually accessible to its presumed audience. In the prooffor the
possibility of the resurrection, he offers, as we have seen, an apology
for the implied presuppositions of his earlier argument in Tahii./Ut,
but stops short of making clear his own thought on the subject,
although his mention of "the soul, the spirit, and life" not only indi
cates that there is something more to be considered but constitutes a
clear cross-reference to the discussion ofMiJ,akk (pp. I36f.), where his
views are more or less clearly indicated. The question of secondary
causes and the universality of God's action intimately involves that
of the cosmological role of celestial agents and their determination
of the activity of sublunary causes and discussion of these matters
he had expressly excluded at the outset when he stated (p. 4) that
he would here consider the world only as it is created by God (only
as "God's making": ~ancu lliih), with the result that in a number of
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places the discussion seems full ofearnest inconclusiveness. Concern
ing the ground of ethical judgments and the thesis that God is not
subject to ethical obligation, he offers definitions that as stated can
be superficially harmonized with traditional definitions, but whose
basic conception, since he holds that both God's acts and His com
mands can be fully rationalized, is not compatible with traditional
teaching. The overall incompatibility of al-GhazaIi's intention with
the traditional theology only becomes manifest, however, when set
within the broader context of his higher theology, and the reader to
whom Iqti,fiid is ostensibly addressed is not presumed to possess this
broader context, wherefore it is kept just beyond the explicit horizon
ofthe text.

As we have noted, religious scholars who were thoroughly ac
quainted with the traditions of the schools could hardly have failed
to perceive that Iqti,fiid is by no means an ordinary manual of tra
ditional AshCarite theology and that in a number of important re
spects al-Ghazili modifies or sets aside the traditional teaching of
the school either directly or indirectly. The direction of his thought
had to be altogether obvious to anyone who had read Micyiir and
MiJ,akk, to which the reader is referred at the outset (p. 15). In reply
to questions regarding the orthodoxy of his thought, he attaches as
an appendix to Iqti,fiid a chapter (pp. 246ff.) concerning the juridical
conditions under which accusations ofunbelief (kufr) may validly be
made. Here, he insists that assertions which do not in fact formally
reject the teaching ofthe Koran or ofthe Prophet cannot serve as the
basis for such an accusation, however they may be viewed by people
who do not fully understand them. Belief is assent to what is au
thenticallytaught in the Koran and in the prophetic Traditions, and
unbelief is the intentional rejection of it as false. One has, however,
here to distinguish the fundamental articles of faith (the 3~ul aI-din)
from secondary teachings (the ./UrnC

). The former are given plainly
and unambiguously in the Koran and the Traditions; to assent to
them is.Belief, and to assert the contrary ofany ofthem is unbelief. It
is for this reason that al-GhazaJi is so sensitive to criticism regarding
what he had previously said concerning the resurrection. The latter,
by contrast, are subject to dispute so that falsity of interpretation
does not entail unbelief, since there can be incomplete or erroneous
notions, learned or unlearned, ofthe ultimate sense ofwhat is taught
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that remain nonetheless compatible with the '~iil and so represent
assent to them (pp. 246f.). The elaborate and inconclusive discussion
ofthe human power ofvoluntary action and the patently tendentious
treatment of the question of tawallud are due to the fact that these
are passionately contested topics in the Ashearite opposition to the
Muetazila. Iqt4iid is composed as an Ashearite manual, and the refu
tation of these theses is formally required. Al-Ghazali does not seek
unnecessary conflict with the school, but rather, if possible, to lead
them in the direction of his own point ofview. That the I:Ianbalites
would accuse him ofunbeliefwas a foregone conclusion; they would
have done so even if he had written an altogether traditional hand
book, such as al-Juwaynfs Irshiid or al-Mutawallfs Mughni. Their
opposition can only have been of minor concern to him. The ap
pendix concerning takftr addresses doubtless not only opposition to
elements of Tahiifitt other than the argument concerning the resur
rection, but likely looks also to criticism, present or anticipated by
members of his own school whose agreement he plainly hoped to

gain, to things in Mil1akk and Mi'yiir as well as to things he intended
to say in IJr.yii>.

WithQudsiyyah we have a second summaryofapparently Ashearite
theology, though on a simpler and much more elementary scale than
Iqt4iid. Here, however, in conspicuous contrast to Iqt4iid, al-Ghazali
adheres closely to the traditional language and argumentation of the
school. Because the work is restricted to a very elementary level and
by virtue of the care with which all assertions are formulated, he is
able to carry this offwithout making any statements that are formally
inconsistent with his higher theology. What we have in Qudsiyyah is,
in effect, an elementary chatechism ofmanifestly Ashearite form. The
subsequent placement of Qudsiyyah as a doctrinal summary in the
second book ofIJr.yii>, then, can be seen from two angles which give
complementary views of its significance within the context. Qudsiy
yah is, as al-GhazaIi states in the immediately preceding context (IJr.yii>
1, pp. 91£.), basically a catechetical manual, suitable for young people
to protect them from the influence of heretical disputations. Accord
ingly, it stands as an element of Book II, at the beginning ofIJr.yii>, in
order to set forth the basic level of religious assent required to form
the ground starting from which the reader is to undertake the culti-
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vation ofthe religious duties and ascetical practices (muciimaliit), the
significance and value ofwhich will be presented in the following por
tions ofthe work. Already in Book I (p. 33, 30), well before the intro
duction ofQudsiyya, there is a reference to Book XXXV (K. at-Tawl1id
wat-tawakkul) where many elements of the higher theology will be
presented. By devotedly carrying out all the practices and exercises set
forth here, the reader will eventually come to be ready to receive the
highest religious knowledge and insight (macrifah, b~irah), and can
in fact do so without ever having to take up theformal study ofkalam.
Concomitantly, Qudsiyyah serves here to demonstrate to the reader
that the foundation on which the elaborate exposition which follows
is constructed is one of traditional orthodoxy and that the various
elements of his higher theology that will appear in the subsequent
books are intrinsically consistent and are also genuinely orthodox.77

The downplay of both Iqt4iid andQudsiyya as lower-level handbooks
for individuals whose religious and intellectual development reaches
but little beyond that ofsimple, uneducated people already points in
the same direction. And so too, the preceding polemic in Books I
and II concerning the generally low intellectual level of the tradi
tional school theology and the average mutakallim's lack of serious
religious insight not only reflects al-Ghazalfs opinion of the school
theologians, but also serves as a preparatory apologetic for the depar
tures from their common teaching that will follow later in the course
ofthe book.78



4. Open Conflict with the

Ash~arite School

Fay~al al-tafriqah and al-Munqidh min al-4alal

IJ,yii' was followed by Maq~ad and Mishkiih, in both
of which the formal teaching of traditional AshCarite kaliim is re
jected outright and the central elements, psychological, metaphysical,
and cosmological, of al-Ghazali's higher theology presented plainly
and without circumlocution. The traditional form and content of
Qudsiyya and its placement at the beginning of IJ,yii/ could hardly
have been expected to assure all of al-Ghazali's readers of his ortho
doxy and there ensued a strong reaction on the part ofsome against
his theological teaching because of its departure from the traditional
theology of the schools. This is made clear in the opening of Fay~al
(pp. 5£), where al-Ghazali speaks of"a party ofthose who are envious
of one of our books which treats of the essential truths concerning
religious duties and practices ('asriiru mucii:maliiti I-din) and who be
lieve that there are things in it which are contrary to the teaching
of the earlier fellows of the school and the professors of theology
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(al-'~J,iibal-mutaqaddimin wa-mashii'ikhi I-mutakallimin) and that to
deviate from the teaching ofal-AshcarI even by so much as a span is
unbelief." I

Al-Ghazali was very much stung by this condemnation, for there
follows (pp. 7fI) a vehement polemic in which, through the intro
duction ofa series ofverses from the Koran, he depicts his own situa
tion as he suffers the attacks of his opponents as equivalent to that
of the Prophet who had to face the opposition of the pagan unbe
lievers ofMecca. Their ~pposition is oppressive, but ifGod so willed
He would give all of them right guidance (Q6,3S). They will accept
no evidence of the truth of the message (QIS,IS, and 6,7) and even
were angels to be sent down to them and the dead to speak to them,
they will still not believe unless God wills; most of them are igno
rant of the truth (Q6,m). Indicating the formal topic of the book,
al-Ghazall goes on to say that the knowledge of the true nature of
unbelief (kufr) and belief ('iman) and of error and truth are not re
vealed to minds that are polluted by the quest for status and wealth,
but only to those that are purified by rigorous ascetic and intellectual
discipline so as to become like polished mirrors (cp. IJ,yii' 3, p. 12;
cited on p. 26 above) and to shine like the lamp mentioned in siirat
al-Niir (Q24,3S).2 "How, he asks, can the fundamental truths con
cerning the immaterial realm ('asriiral-malakiit) be revealed to people
who are inspired by their"lower appetites, whose idol (maCbiiduhum)

is their sultans, whose orientation for prayer is in the direction of
their dirhams and their dinars, whose sacred law is their own intellec
tual triviality, whose desire is their status ..." (pp. 9f.). The preface
concludes (p. 10) with a citation ofGod's address to the Prophet in
Q53.29£: "Keep your distance from those who turn away from our
reminder (dhikrunii) and desire only the goods of this world; this is
as far as their knowledge reaches; your Lord knows well who wan
ders astray from the path and He knows well those who follow the
way oftruth." 3

What al-Ghazall sets himself to do, then, is to return to the ques
tion of the formal criteria for determining the status of individuals
as believers or unbelievers-members of the Muslim community or
aliens-and this specifically with regard to the nonliteral interpre
tation (ta'wU) of descriptions of God presented in the Koran and
in canonically authentic Traditions. This is of particular importance,
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since al-Ghazali will confirm and legitimate his higher theology not
merely as a valid interpretation of the Koran and Tradition, but as
the intellectually most thorough and exact conceptual exposition of
their deeper meaning.4 Although he holds the discussion to a very
general plane-for he has no intention of explicitly taking up and
arguing the particular questions that provoked tqe controversy-the
ta~wilwith which he is chiefly concerned would appear to be that in
volving his conception of the operation of the cosmic system in the
determinate causation of events, including the voluntary actions of
human agents, in the sublunary world. This would seem to be indi
cated plainly enough at the outset by his remark to the effect that
scholars and theologians whose minds are concentrated primarily on
worldly status and wealth cannot know the hidden truths concern
ing the immaterial realm and to be confirmed where, in the discus
sion (pp. 37ff.) of interpretation and exegesis on the basis of the five
modes or levels of the presence of existence (darajat al-wujud),5 he
cites as examples of the "intellectual level" (al-wujud al-Caqli) the in
terpretation ofstatements that mention God's "hand" as referring to
"a spiritual and intellectual hand," which is to say, to the intermedi
ate agency of angels (p. 4-0, IOff.), just as the Tradition according to
which "the first thing God created was the intellect" is to be inter
preted as referring to "an angel which is called an intellect insofar
as it has intellectual cognition of things through its own being and
essence without any need to learn" (pp. 4-of.).6

Subsequently (pp. 4-6ff.), al-Ghazali insists that it is obvious, in
some cases even to the I:Ianbalites, that nonliteral interpretation is
absolutely necessary whenever the literal sense of the text makes no
rational sense and insists (pp. 4-9f.) that the validity of the logical
rules which he had presented in Qistiis cannot conceivably be denied
by anyone who understands them (cp. Iqt~ad, pp. 17£)7 Moreover,
since a valid charge of unbelief has to be based on a denial ofone of
the fundamental tenets of Islam to which every believer is obliged to
assent (al-~us.Ul), no one can be so accused on the basis of assertions
concerning secondary matters (fUm C

); disagreement is allowed, that
is t? say, co~cerning matters which are not elements of the primary
articles offatth (p. 56). Though he does not explicitly draw the con
clusion, al-Ghazali plainly means to imply that since he asserts that
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God wills and "creates" every contingent entity and every event that
occurs in the celestial and the sublunary worlds, his views concern
ing the operation ofsecondary causes, celestial and sublunary, cannot
constitute the basis of a juridically valid charge of unbelief, even on
the principles of scholars who are ignorant of the true conformity
of his theology with the revelation. Before going into further de
tail concerning the bases of valid charges of unbelief, he introduces
a ge~eralized polemic against the school theologians and their pre
tentiousness (pp. 67-72), repeating much ofwhat he had said in the
first and second books ofIJr.ya~. Here, however, he attacks the thesis
that some minimal level of speculative reflection (~r) is required
in order to ground a sound and stable assent to the truth ofthe reve
lation. The reasoning ofthe AshCarite masters who hold this thesis is
turned against them when al-Ghazali says (p. 71) that religious belief
founded in the reasoning and demonstrations ofthe mutakallimiin is
weak and readily subject to lapse when confronted by any counter
argument (shubhah). This is precisely the language employed by the
AshCarites to argue the necessity of at least some minimal level of
rational speculation as the foundation of sound religious assent and
therefore that speculative inquiry is a universal obligation.8

The question of accusations of unbelief is raised also in a discus
sion ofthe doctrine ofthe falasifa concerning the divine attributes in
Munqidh (pp. I07ff.), where, although Fay~al is cited, nothing is said
t?at would precisely identifY the particular grounds for such accusa
tions as he has in mind. In the ensuing discussion ofthe metaphysics
of. the falasifa (pp. II2ff.), he goes on to inveigh against those who
think that anything which is found in their works is to be rejected
out of hand, and remarks that "a party of those whose minds are
not solidly grounded in the sciences (lam tastaJ,kim ft l-'ulum) and
whose intellectual vision has not been opened to the ultimate limits
ofthe doctrines ofthe various schools (>aq~aghaytiti l-madhahib) have
c~allenged certain statements on the deeper truths of the religious
SCIences (>asraru culumi I-din) and they allege that these statements de-
. fi h . "9nve rom t e anCients. He goes on to say that some ofthese things

are products of [his own] intuition (muwalladtit al-khawa#r), while
others are found in Muslim religious books (al-kutub al-sharciyyah),
and most are to be found in the works ofthe sufis. The "deeper truths
ofthe religious sciences" would seem to point to IJr.ya' which was also
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alluded to in Fay~al, but the plural "our works" (t~anifima) would in
dicate that several works are involved, among them certainlyMaq~ad,
it would seem.

Iljam al-~awamm ~aH ~ilm al-kalam

Al-Ghazili's break with the school tradition-his isola
tion from scholars in the tradition in which he had been formed
seems to have preoccupied him, for Iljam, written at the very end of
his life, appears to be another response, albeit from a somewhat dif
ferent angle, to the challenge he had confronted in Fay~al. The work
is presented (pp. 5If.) as a reply to a request for guidance concerning
"Traditions that give the rabble and the ignorant amongst errant reli
gious simpletons (al-racacu wal-juhhiilu mina l-I?ashwiyyati 1-4ulliil)
the impression that the pious ancestors understood descriptions of
God which speak, for example, of His shape, His hand, His foot,
His descending, moving, sitting on the throne, etc., literally." In re
sponse, then, al-GhazalI proposes (p. 52) to do three things, (I) set
forth what was in fact the teaching of the pious ancestors (al-sataf)
with regard to what should be the conduct of simple believers with
regard to such Traditions, (2) to demonstrate the true correctness of
their teaching on this matter, and (3) to explain several other worth
while matters that are pertinent to the topic. It will be sufficient for
our present needs to look only at a few of the major themes, theses,
and arguments, without going into the polemical and often redun
dant detail ofal-Ghazalfs exposition.

Under the first heading, al-GhazalI says (pp. nff.) that the first
generations of Muslims held that in these matters simple believers
(al-cawamm) are to cultivate seven habits and attitudes. The first is
that they are to avoid literalism altogether, since all bodies that con
sist ofdifferent members are created entities and to worship a created
being is to reject the consensus of the first generations in favor of
idolatry (p. 55; see also pp. 77, IOoff. et alibi). They are to recog
nize that apparently anthropomorphic descriptions ofGod do have a
meaning that is compatible with the expressions employed and that
also befits God's glory and majesty, even ifone may not know what it
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is (p. 58). The second is that they must understand that these descrip
tions "are meant to address the understanding ofa unique audience,
namely, the saints and those who have profound religious knowl
edge and do in fact understand (tafhimu man huwa 'ahluhu wa-humu
l-'awliya'u wal-rasikhuna ft l-<ilm)" (p. 60).10 The third is that they
acknowledge that for their part they don't know the real meaning of
these descriptions (pp. 6Iff.). The fourth is that the simple believer
is to refrain from raising any questions about these Traditions, either
to himself alone or to another (pp. 63f.). The fifth is that he is to
let stand the wording of the text without attempting any exegetical
paraphrase (tafiir) or interpretation (ta'wt1) of the problematic ex
pressions (pp. 64ff.). The sixth is that he is not to attempt to think
these problems through for himselfand is to shun the formal reason
ing ofthe mutakallimiin and the cultivation ofscholastic disputation
as well (pp. 77ff.). The seventh is to "leave the matter in the hands
of those who really know" (al-taslimu li-'ahli l-macrifah), recogniz
ing that "the sense of these expressions and their deeper meaning
(macani hiidhihi l-~awahiri wa-'asraruha) were not hidden from the
Prophet and abfi Bakr, or from the leading Companions, nor from
the saints and those scholars who have profound religious knowledge
(al-rasikhunaft l-<ilm)" (p. 84, Iff.).

Under the second heading (pp. 871f.), al-GhazalI explains that the
ultimate good ofhuman action, since it involves the next life, cannot
be known either by experience or by reasoning, but only "by pro
phetic enlightenment (hi-nuri I-nubuwwah)." II The Prophet and the
Companions, moreover, though rejecting anthropomorphic concep
tions of God, did not recommend "inquiry, investigation, exegesis
and interpretation" (al-bal?thu wal-taftiShu wal-tafiiru wal-ta'wt1), but
rather the seven habits set out above (pp. 88£). For this reason, simple
believers are obliged to shun ta'wU, and the scholars are forbidden
to share it with them; for either of them to do so is a blameworthy
innovation (bidCatun madhmumah: pp. 90 and 93), and so also are the
various forms of scholastic disputation (mujiidalah), since they too
violate the authoritative teaching ofthe first generations (p. 9S).J2

In the third of the major sections of the book al-GhazalI returns
initially to the question ofthe metaphorical descriptions ofGod that
are found in the Koran and the Tradition. Here (pp. 971f.), his thesis
is that in speaking of God, the Prophet used metaphorical language
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but sparingly 13 and that when these metaphorical expressions are
viewed each in its full context, both verbal and historical, it is manifest
to any reasonable person that they are not to be taken literally. The
Prophet employed metaphors to say certain things because the Arabic
lexicon has no words by means ofwhich the meanings intended can
be represented directly (pp. 100f.). Moreover, he employed anthro
pomorphic metaphors, since to attempt to inform ordinary people
concerning the transcendent unity ofGod's being would have caused
misunderstandings which were even more difficult to counter (pp.
103f.). It is impossible that God have intended to mislead or to de
ceive; the problem is simply that some people are created obtuse
(pp.103ff.).

In the second section (pp. IOsff.) al-GhazaIi returns to the theme
that those who lack the privilege of higher knowledge must refrain
from raising questions concerning the meaning of problematic tra
ditions, but this time in order to take up the tradition according to
which the Koran is "eternal and uncreated." Here, for the sake of
his presumptive reader, "an insightful individual who asks the ques
tion for the purpose of gaining understanding of the true realities"
(dhakiyyun mustajhimun li-fahami l-!?aqa'iq), he treats the matter for
mallyand at some length (pp. 107fT.). What he does is to distinguish
four degrees of being and the presence of being (being in the entity
itself, being in the mind, being in speech, and being on the written
page) in order to give an ontological explanation and justification
of the traditional Ash<arite distinction between the recitation (al
qira'ah, al-tiliiwah) and what is recited (al-maqrU', al-matluw).14 Once
again, he insists (pp. nof.) that the pious ancestors of the first gen
erations knew all ofthis, but refrained from talking about it openly.

Finally, then, al-GhazaIi attacks the common Ash<arite thesis of
the universal obligation to undertake some elementary theological
inquiry in order to found religious assent to the basic doctrines, dis
tinguishing six levels of assent. Of these, only the highest is based
on properly justified knowledge; the beliefof the school theologians
is that of the second level, being based on impressionistic proofs
('adillatun wahmiyyah) that are accepted on the basis of publicly rec
ognized authority.

The attention of Iljam is, as stated in the introduction, directly
focused not so much on kalam as such as on a number of problem-
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atic traditions together with several Koran verses 15 and the role of
the school theologians in the conflicts regarding their interpretation
within the community of sunni scholars. It is from this perspective
that al-Ghazali aims his attacks on kalam and the mutakallimiin, for
the most part tangentially in the first major section of the book and
more explicitly in the last two. Iljiim, with its many redundancies
and often repetitious polemic, thus resumes the underlying prob
lem ofFa:nal, even though their specific topics are, strictly speaking,
formally different.J6 Given al-Ghazatrs reiterated condemnation of
tashbih, sc., of the literal interpretation of the traditions and verses
in question, and his explicit interpretation of "ascended the throne"
and his explanation of the meaning of "is eternal and uncreated" as
said of the Koran, one could take it that the work is directed, at
least in part, against the Karramiyya and the l:Ianbalites. It is plain,
however, that they lie only marginally within his line of fire. 17 Al
GhazaIi's principal aim is to distinguish those to whom it is given to
have knowledge of the divine things (macrifatu l-'umuri l-'iliihiyyah)
(p. 63) so as to understand the metaphorical descriptions of God,
sc., those who share his higher theology, from those to whom it is
not. Of the former, he would seem to identify two groups when he
speaks of «the saints and those who have profound [rational] knowl
edge" (p. 60), that is, ascetics and sufis on the one hand and on the
other himself and such scholars as may share his views. Although he
does say (p. 64) that the interpretation of these things should not
be preached from the pulpit and, in classifying the various sources
and foundations ofreligious assent at the end ofthe book, deals with
the status of the common people, it is clear that in speaking of those
who are incapable ofunderstanding them, his focus is chiefly on the
religious scholars. Lest there be any doubt regarding who is counted
among the simple people (al-cawamm), al-GhazaIi lists them: they are
«the men of letters (al-'adib), the grammarians, the traditionists, the
exegetes (al-mufassir), the jurists (al-faqih) and the mutakallimiin,"18
while those who are capable ofunderstanding are described as «those
whose sole occupation is to learn to swim in the seas of religious
gnosis (al-macrifah) and who have restricted their lives to this alone
and have turned their faces from this world and their appetites and
turned their backs on wealth and status and mankind and all plea
sures and are devoted wholly to God ..." (p. 67, nff., with which
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cpo p. 63, uff.; the image ofthe sea is repeated, p. 84, 13).19 It is worth
noting that when al-Ghazali says that the failure of some to see the
truth is an element of"[God's] custom (sunnah) which is inalterable"
(p. IOS, 4), he alludes in effect to Q 35,43 (Ian tajida li-sunnati lliihi
tabdilan), which he had cited earlier in his exposition of the deter
ministic governance ofthe world through the angel ofthe outermost
sphere (pp. 68£).

Al-Ghazali's main point in all this is that the religious scholars
have to acknowledge to themselves that they do not and cannot know
and understand the true (allegorical) meaning of these metaphors
and that they must therefore refrain altogether from questioning the
truth of the interpretation of them by those to whom such knowl
edge is given. Here, as elsewhere, he associates with "those who
have higher religious knowledge" and "those who are deeply rooted
in science" (al-rasikhuna ft l-Cilm) also the sufis (here, al-'awliyii'),
but his ta'wU of "ascends the throne" (pp. 68f.) and his explanation
of the degrees of being (pp. I07ff.) make it clear that it is not the
claims ofmystical experience that are in question, but rather his own
theoretical cosmology and ontology. The sciences ofexegesis (tafiir)
and law (fiqh) are not, properly and as such, concerned with meta
physics (al-'umural-'iliihiyyah) and ta'wU, and therefore it is with the
mutakallimiin as such that al-Ghazali has difficulties. Accordingly,
he insists that the reasoning and the arguments of the school the
ology are not truly rigorous and scientific, but on the contrary are
based on superficial sense impressions 20 in such a way as to "confuse
the minds of simple people" (tushawwishu quluba l-cawamm) (p. 79,

3f.), amongst whom he includes the traditionists, the exegetes, and
the jurists. The understanding of the truth of al-Ghazali's allegori
cal interpretations, is, therefore, beyond the capacities of the reli
gious scholars and he is not obliged to attempt to demonstrate its
validity to them.21 Since they do not and, in fact, cannot understand
his higher theology, he would have, in order to argue with them,
to descend to their level and to indulge in scholastic disputation.
Such matters, indeed, are formally excluded from the competence of
the mutakallimiin, since their science extends only to the basic dog
mas (cp. ]awiihir, p. 21). Accordingly, al-GhazaIi cites the authority
of Malik b. Anas against interpreting God's ascent of the Throne
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(pp. 60f. and IOS) and that of <Umar (pp. 63f.) against discussing
God's qadar. 22

Al-GhazaIi's claim that the meaning of the words used in these
traditions together with their inner meaning ('asriiruha)-which is
to say, his theological interpretation of them-was not hidden from
the Prophet and abii Bakr and the principal Companions and from
the saints and the learned who have truly profound knowledge (wa
cani l-'awliyii'i wal-culama'i l-riisikhin) (p. 84, Iff.) is somewhat ten
dentious, to say the very least, but his reiterated claim, the proof of
which occupies the second major section of the work, that having
such knowledge the Companions and the pious ancestors taught that
"simple people" (al-cawamm) were to recognize that knowledge of
such, things is given to "those who know" ('ahl al-macrifah) without
themselves either inquiring into their interpretation or doubting the
truth of it is of considerable importance. Evidently he did not feel
that the thesis set forth in Fay~al to the effect that according to the
revealed law it is forbidden to charge a Muslim with unbelief because
ofhis interpretation ofthe metaphorical descriptions ofGod that are
found in the Koran and the hadith was a sufficient response to his
critics, so he carries the juridical attack one step further in Iljiim. The
prophet, the Companions, and the authorities ofthe first generations
legislated the seven rules set out in the first part ofthe book: it is for
bidden by law that religious scholars who are not endowed with su
perior theological insight make any attempt to interpret such things
for themselves or under any circumstances question the interpreta
tion of them by those who possess superior insight. For al-GhazaIi
to attempt to explain and justifY his interpretation to his opponents
would itself be a violation of law.23
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Note
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5. Conclusions

The Rhetoric of HanHOHizatioH

Several things would seem clear enough. One, that there
is a basic, integrated theoretical system that underlies al-Ghazali's
logical and theological writings, orders them, and gives them con
sistency. In different works, various elements of the broader system
surface in different ways, here more, there less explicitly. In most
of his writings, primary elements are brought into clear conceptual
focus in at least a few places and in some works more or less regularly
throughout. In many places, however, one or another of them may
be deliberately suppressed or obscured or held scarcely discernible
just beneath the articulated surface of the text. This occurs some
times-most conspicuously in IJr.yir--even when the particular thesis
may be quite clearly presented elsewhere in the same work. The form,
cast, and scope ofthe particular work or passage determine in almost
all cases the language, formal or figurative, technical or religious, in
which any given theological thesis is presented, the mode and level,
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in short, in which al-Ghazali states or alludes to or hints at his under
standing of it or may simply dodge the issue altogether. Where he
presents his thought in unambiguous conceptual terms, the basic
character and structure ofthe system is clear to see and once grasped
is readily discerned as governing what is said and, occasionally, what
is not said when, though operatively present, it is not so presented.
One has to do here not with the esoteric doctrine ofany given school,
but with a diversity ofpresentations ofal-Ghazali's own thought and
ofapology against those religious scholars who came to oppose or to
condemn it. Although al-Ghazali came more and more to view the
schoolmen who became his opponents and detractors as belonging
to a religious and intellectual lowerclass who were incapable ofgrasp
ing the truth of his higher theology, one should not try to separate
his works (or parts ofhis works) into esoteric and exoteric, as ifsome
were addressed to the religious scholars at large and others, contain
ing his "real position," to some elite fraternity. His works are, rather,
to be viewed together as the essentially consistent, albeit rhetorically
modulated, address to his fellow Shaficites and to the 'ulamtr at large.
Though some of his writings, certainly-Qis!tif, for example-might
well be classed as "popular" works, it would be erroneous to suppose
thatMaq,rad andMishkah were aimed at an altogether different audi
ence than were Qudsiyyah and Iqtiriid. Where al-Ghazali speaks less
than forthrightly in expressing his views, his original and primary aim
was not so much to withhold his teaching from the religious scholars
as to lead the hesitant among them toward it. That one seek rhetori
cally to avoid needless antagonism and fruitless confrontation while
cultivating an audience is a quite different matter from his trying
simply to deceive them. l

It is clear as well that al-Ghazali's basic theological system is funda
mentally incompatible with the traditional teaching of the Ash'arite
school. His rejection of kalam as a simplistic discipline that is in
adequate either to the achievement of genuine intellectual under
standing or to the attainment of higher religious insight is obvious
from the outset. Already in Miltakk he makes his opinion of the
school theology ofthe mutakallimun clear. In their conceptualization
of dogmatic theses most of the mutakallimiin do no more than ac
cept the teaching of their masters uncritically (p. 56). Moreover, the
premises and the arguments they employ are accepted on the same
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basis of commonly accepted opinions (mashhuriit), and because of
this, al-Ghazali finds, "their syllogisms yield inconsistent conclusions
(natii?iju mutanaqif!,ah) about which they are themselves at a loss and
their minds are befuddled as they attempt to get them right" (pp.
66f.). Their writings are "stuffed" with lengthy discourse in language
that lacks precision and clarity, while true enlightenment (aJ-kashf)
is achieved only by the path that he, al-Ghazali, has chosen to take.
Exploiting the equivocities ofthe word 'aJ-kaliim', he therefore coun
sels the reader that he ought not to occupy himself with the usual
discourse (the usual teaching of the schools: aJ-kalam aJ-muCtiid)
but only with that which gives true benefit and insight (aJ-kaJamu
l-muftdu I-mUlti!?) (p. 77). The appendix on definitions (pp. n8ff.)
emends, corrects, and, in substance, rejects a number of basic tradi
tional conceptions. Such remarks are not altogether lacking even in
Iqt4iid, as he remarks (p. 31) that What the mutakallimiin have had to
say regarding accidents is neither adequate nor clear and later advises
the reader (p. 195) with regard to the origin of the moral obligation
to know God that what is usually said on the topic (aJ-kaliim al
muCtiid) can neither satisfy intellectual thirst nor eliminate ambiguity.
Following Mi!?akk, then, kaliim is much more explicitly rejected in
Jhyii>, as its many deficiencies and the intellectual shortcomings ofthe
mutakallimiin are set out at length in the first two books and, in the
classification ofthe religious sciences, it is initially set aside in Book II
and subsequently ignored altogether in Book XXI where he begins
to bring the structure and substance of his own theology more and
more to the fore.

Al-Ghazali's aim was to work out and to present a global theo
logical vision that in its higher metaphysics and ethics embraces all
the sciences, disciplines,· and practices proper to or recognized by
Islam-all levels of Muslim experience, knowledge, belief, and ac
tivity-within an integrated whole. To carry this off-and particu
larly if it were to gain broader acceptance among religious scholars
he had in some way to bring his own metaphysics and his essentially
Avicennan conception of the nature ofthe rational soul and its place
within the cosmic system into some kind ofpositive relationship with
the traditional teaching of the AshCarite school. Since the two are
fundamentally incompatible, one ofthe things he did was to attempt
a kind of harmonization at the level of language. Often, as we have
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seen, he succeeds in using (or misusing) characteristic Ash'arite ex
pressions and formulations without meaning to assert what they nor
mally mean in their own, proper contexts, but rather to express very
different intentions of his own. The most conspicuous examples of
this are his formally restricted uses of 'create' ('khaJaqa,yakhluqu' and
'ikhtaraca, yakhtaricu') and of 'the course ofGod's custom' (jarayiinu
l-ciidah). Similarly, there is a whole set ofKoran verses and Traditions
that he commonly employs as statements or confirmations ofhis own
teaching, as, for example, he cites the Tradition, "To your Lord in
the time allotted to your lives belong diffusions of His mercy; will
you not open yourselves to them?" (e.g.,Miziin, p. 19;Maq~ad, p. 83;
Munqidh, p. 87), as implying the action of the agent intellect on the
mind that is ready to receive its output. Nor ought we to imagine
that al-Ghazalfs using the Tradition in this way necessarily repre
sents a kind of sly and deliberate misappropriation of its "original
meaning," for under the assumptions of al-Ghazalfs conception of
the nature of the rational soul and its relation to the agency of the
celestial intelligences within the cosmic system, this is what (or one
aspect of what) this hadith obviously must mean. Clear indications
ofal-GhazaIfs doctrine are abundant enough that only the dullest of
his contemporaries would have mistaken his intention in using such
language. His usage is rhetorical, his aim to give a familiar and tra
ditional tone to what he says and so make it palatable to those who
would reject it outright were it set in other, more formal terms. He
commonly mixes vocabularies in order to avoid associating what he
has to say with anyone tradition or school.

Often al-GhazalI will avoid presenting his position, either fudg
ing the issue, sometimes in a fog oftraditional language, or dodging
it altogether as for one or another reason inappropriate to the im
mediate context or occasionally as not to be divulged. The several
questions concerning which he sometimes or usually avoids express
ing his views in unambivalent terms had not all the same importance
within the school, and this is often reflected in how he treats them.
Simple relationships of cause and effect in everyday events he ordi
narily asserts as self-evident, without hesitation or circumlocution.
When, however, the question of causal relationships is brought up
in association with the Ashcarites' denial of secondary causation, he
feels obliged to finesse the issue. We saw this, for example, in MiCyiir
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(p. 109), where he dodges the issue by giving a contextually am
bivalent reply: he makes an appropriate distinction, but in language
whose intention the reader is likely to misconstrue, and then drops
the matter without having made his position clear.2 Similarly, in the
later books of Ihyw and in Maq~ad, where his understanding of the
lawful necessity ofa number ofcausal sequences is set forth at length,
he sometimes recasts his assertions about efficient causes in terms of
"conditions", as if to qualifY them so as to show their conformity
with AshCarite usage and teaching. "Condition", however, proves on
examination to be but another term in his lexicon of harmonization,
its meaning adapted and adjusted to the rhetoric ofhis address to the
religious scholars.3 So too, because the word 'tawlid' located one of
the MuCtazilite theses the denial ofwhich was an identifYing criterion
oftraditional Ashcarite doctrine, al-Ghazali will sometimes deny that
one thing "produces" (wallada) another, even though elsewhere he
employs the verb in precisely this sense while asserting his own teach
ing in his own voice (e.g., Qistiis, pp. 21f. and 24-). The question of
the immediate efficient cause of human primary acts holds an analo
gous place in the disputes between the Ashcarites and the MUCtazila,
so that when the nature and efficacy of"the created power ofvolun
tary action" (al-qudratu l-J,adithah, qudratu l-'abd) is raised explic
itly, al-Ghazali tends to weasel, as in the inconclusive discussion of
MiJ,akk (pp. 88f.). When he is formally obliged to deal with the ques
tion in Iqt4ad, he buries the real issue under a cloud of dialectical
obfuscation. So too, while he speaks plainly of the human agent's
power of acting as the immediate cause of the occurrence of the vol
untary act in various places in IJ,yi¥, he occasionally retreats, in the
very same sections, into the ambivalence of 'qudrah' as naming both
the faculty and its act and into talking about the power ofvoluntary
action as a "condition" ofthe act's occurrence. Here, as in most other
places, al-Ghazalfs intention is clear enough. His condescension to
the Ashcarite school is on the level of language, not ofsubstance.

These questions, however important one's treatment ofthem may
be as a criterion oforthodoxy within the AshCarite school, are, strictly
speaking, secondary (fUrit C

) in that they involve matters deviant
opinions concerning which may be heresy (bidcah) but not unbelief
(kufr), at least according to most of al-Ghazalfs ShafiCite colleagues
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and fellows. By contrast, the question of the resurrection and the
next life, together with those ofthe punishment ofthe grave and the
interrogation by the angels, Munkar and Nakir, etc., involves basic
Muslim doctrine the denial of which formally constitutes unbelief.
How the truth of these dogmas is to be, or may be, consistently af
firmed is intimately connected to how one conceives the nature of
human life and for al-Ghazali, therefore, is directly associated with
the conception of the rational soul. We have seen how in several dif
ferent works he avoids expressing his own views plainly and outright
by listing a number of divergent opinions and either indicating his
own obliquely or simply leaving the reader to infer what it may be
from what he says or suggests in other contexts. His understanding
of the essential nature ofthe human soul, however, is never really in
doubt; it is more or less plainly suggested in MiJ,akk and is set forth
in detail in both Ihyi¥ and Mishkah. But this is not, in and of itself,
properly a matter of basic dogma either, wherefore his occasional
pretense of fudging his position is basically a rhetorical move. His
views concerning the resurrection and the next life, however, remain
problematic, for it could not be easily argued that this is a negotiable
question and there was a level ofconflict with the scholars which he
hoped to avoid. It is notable that the only instance we have seen in
which al-Ghazali seems manifestly to deny what he in fact believes
occurs in the discussion ofthe resurrection in Iqt4ad.

Al-Ghazalrs Relation to the Ash1arite School
as Reflected in the Chronological Sequence
of His Writings

It would be extremely difficult to discern any notable
theoretical development orevolution in al-Ghazali's theology-ifany,
indeed, there be-from Maqas.id to I/jam. This is due in part to the
great diversity of his works in form and focus alike, but most ofall it
is because of his language, which for all the polish and eloquence it
so often has, and sometimes because ofthem, tends in many places to
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be somewhat vague or noncommittal when fundamental theological
propositions are in play. The diversity of terminology and style-the
lexicon and rhetoric ofpresentation-allow the reader afair sense of
his meaning on one level but at the same time may mask it on another.
His language, in short, lacks--or fails anyhow to convey-precision
and distinctness regarding the finer (and sometimes crucial) detail of
the propositions that are apparently asserted. He tends to offer rhe
torically more than he is willing to serve up. Again, one and the same
basic topic is, in some cases, so differently treated from one context
to another that while the one passage may well confirm the general
meaning of another it adds little or no additional information. That
is to say, al-GhazaIi often states or hints at his understanding of a
problem or issue in a given place only partially, so that in order to
see his general sense of the particular question more clearly, one has
to look to other texts which supply elements that were omitted or
obscured in the first. Even then, however, where recourse to one pas
sage may bring the sense and implication of what is said in another
more clearly into view, the view often remains only that ofthe general
sense ofwhat he thinks, while important aspects ofthe matter remain
unexplained. As the basic thesis becomes clear, additional questions
arise, for many ofwhich no answer is offered anywhere. One has thus
the impression that the charges ofthe Andalusian scholar al-Turtiishi
(d. 520/II26) and others that al-GhazaIi had dabbled in matters he had
not fully mastered (cf. Ormsby, Theodicy in Islamic Thought, pp. 98ff.)
are not entirely without plausibility. As we remarked at the outset,
carefully read and considered, his formal treatment of a number of
topics is remarkably superficial; and this is as true of his presenta
tion of logic in MiCyiir and Mihakk as it is of the discussions ofsome
metaphysical and theological questions in the later works. In short,
one has the impression that so great was his conviction that he had
achieved a definitive grasp of"the true natures ofthings" he may have
followed the advice he gives his reader in IJ,ya' 4, p. 485 (translated
above in ch. 3, p. 65) not to indulge in a great deal ofspeculation, but
rather to pursue religious perfection.

Setting aside any question regarding the course of al-GhazaIi's
theology from the time he wroteMaq~iduntil his death (i.e., from
A.H. 486 to 505), a superficial examination ofthe sequence ofhis more
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important theological works in terms of his rejection of AshCarite
orthodoxy and his alienation from the school may prove interesting,
at least for the purposes ofthe present study.4

Formally, Maqi4id is a completely neutral work. Al-GhazaIi pre
sents it (I, p. 2) as a preface to Tahiifut: a general outline of the
teachings of the falasifa, some of whose errors he will subsequently
refute in the latter work. In the general presentation of their teach
ing, however, al-GhazaIi gives no indication as to what doctrines he
may agree with and which not. In Tahiifut, then, he twice (pp. 130f.
and 179ff.) goes to some length to insist that he intends here to assert
or defend the truth of no proposition, but only to refute the claims
of the falasifa to have demonstrated the truth of a number of their
theses, three ofwhich entail unbelief and the rest, heresy. One might
infer that the doctrine presented in Maq~id, purged of the twenty
theses refuted in Tahiifut, represents generally the valid teaching of
those whom al-GhazaIi will subsequently refer to (Miziin, p. 12, 8) as
"the falasifa who believe generally in God and the last day." No indi
cation is given in Tahiifitt, however, ofprecisely what other elements
oftheir teaching beyond the twenty theses al-GhazaIi may also reject
or may accept.5MiCyiir, then, is presented almost as a kind ofappendix
to Tahiifut. Though it contains a general introduction "to the meth
ods of reflection and speculative thinking . . . and syllogistic forms
and terminology (al-cibar)," al-GhazaIi says at the beginning that his
primary purpose in writing is to aid the reader's understanding of
Tahiifut by introducing him formally to the logic and the technical
lexicon (irtiliiJliit) of the falasifa. Accordingly, the long section on
definitions (pp. 150ff.) formally presents the definitions ofthe falasifa,
which in a number of places are explicitly contrasted with those of
the mutakallimlin. There is, thus, a certain ambivalence--or potential
of ambivalence-in various places inMiCyiir, as one cannot be every
where certain whether or not al-GhazaIi is speaking in his own voice
or whether, when he cites the falasifa explicitly or the mutakallimlin,
he agrees or disagrees with what he says they say. When, for example,
he says (p. 195, 4f.) that the being which is necessary in itself (al
wiijibu l-wujiidi bi-dhiitihi) has to be necessary in its every aspect (min
kuUi jihiitihi), is he reporting the doctrine of the falasifa or speaking
in his own voice? 6 He ends the book, however, by saying (p. 195) that
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it was not written in order to explain things in detail, but in order
to show "the way to come to the knowledge of the essential natures
of things and to explain the rules of systematic reasoning" (li-bayiini
fariqi taCarrufi haqi¥iqi l-'umuri wa-tamhidi qiinuni l-~r). What,
thus, at the outset was stated to be the primary purpose ofthe book
is ignored, as he seems to imply that most ofwhat he has presented
he agrees with. This impression is reinforced as he concludes by say
ing that since happiness in this life and the next is not to be attained
save by knowledge and action, he intends to compose a book on the
balance for weighing actions (miziin al-camal), just as he has here on
the measure for knowledge (miCyiir al-cum).

With Mihakk, written almost simultaneously withM;cyiir and on
materially the same subject, we encounter a significant shift in al
GhazalI's manner of address, for where in the latter work he had
presented the logical teaching of the falasifa as such and in their ter
minology, throughout Mihakk he speaks plainly in his own voice. In
order that the reader may better understand (i.e., accept) the univer
sal validity ofwhat he has to say, he has chosen to avoid the formal
terminology ofeither the fuqah:P or the mutakallimiin or the falasifa
and to make up (ikhtaraCa) a neutral vocabulary of his own (p. 48,
13ff.).7 And it is here that we encounter the first overt statements on
the intellectual inadequacy and inferiority of the traditional school
theology, along with the presentation, even if somewhat oblique, of
al-Ghazali's own views on, for example, the nature of the rational
soul (pp. 136ff.; cited on pp. 60f. above) and God's governance ofthe
universe through the agency of "a single celestial cause" by means
of a complex sequence of intermediary causes (p. 82, 12ff., cited in
chap. 3, n. 59 above). It is also in Mihakk that we first find al-Ghazali
saying that those who really know the truth about religious mat
ters are not permitted to talk openly about it (p. 137, cited on p. 61
above). Numerous examples taken from questions of law indicate
the audience to whom the book is primarily addressed, viz., his col
leagues, the religious scholars. Mihakk can thus be seen as marking
an important moment in al-Ghazali's career, as it represents a pub
lic manifestation of his sense of his own intellectual independence
from the school tradition and his determination to set forth on the
path of his own theology in his own terms. Seen within the institu-
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tional framework ofthe Ni+amiyya college and its relationship to the
AshCarite theological tradition, this is no trivial event.

Miziin seems to have been written shortly, ifnot immediately, be
fore al-Ghazali's retreat from the N~yya and Baghdad in 488/
1095.8 Though we cannot determine whether it was completed before
Iqt4iid or after, it will be more convenient to deal with it first, for rea
sons that will become apparent. The work is focused entirely on the
perfection ofthe rational soul and accordingly a number ofthe most
basic themes and elements that are to appear throughout al-Ghazall's
later works are presented quite explicitly. "The happiness of the soul
and its perfection consist in its being engraved with the essences of
the divine things (haqi¥iqu l-'umuri l-'uiihiyyah) and its becoming one
with them so that it seem to be they" (p. 26, 4ff.; cpo p. 12, 19ff. et
alibi). This "engraving" is received "from without, and the without
here is the Well Guarded Tablet and the souls of the angels, for [all]
essential knowledge (al-culum al-haqiqiyyah) is engraved upon them
in an engraving which is in act" (p. 29, 4ff.; cpo p. 17, I3ff., cited in
chap. 2, n. 37, above; also p. 24, 7fT.). The best way to achieve this "is
to be content with the way of the sufis, i.e., to persevere in worship
and to cut offworldly ties, because the search for rational knowledge
(al-bai?thu cani l-culumi l-knsbiyyah) in order to achieve a permanent
habitus in the soul is extremely difficult" (p. 29, 15ff.).9 If, however,
one's worldly ties are terminated, "mercy flows down upon him and
the hidden truth ofthe celestial world (sirru l-malakut) is revealed to
him and the essential natures· become manifest to him; he need only
be prepared" (p. 26, Isf.). "Ifone strives with his soul, he enters the
horizon of the angels" (p. 24, 14). Consistently with this, al-Ghazali
appears to agree with the thesis, here attributed to "the sufis and
the metaphysicians amongst the falasifa," that at death the soul be
comes permanently separated from the body: the pleasures and pains
ofthe next life are purely intellectual, those depicted in the revelation
being only images for what cannot be imagined (pp. 5f.; cpo Ihyi¥ 4,

pp. 484f., translated on p. 65 above). That al-Ghazali cites the falasifa
thus in Miziin is not surprising in that he associates their ethical
teaching with that of the sufis, from whom he claims it was taken
(Munqidh, p. 109). It is, moreover, consistent with the pattern of
Mieyiir, at the end ofwhich Miziin is anticipated and which is cited in
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it a number oftimes (e.g., pp. 17 and 33). His association ofteachings
of "the metaphysicians," "the fahisifa who believe generally in God
and the last day" (p. 12, 8f.), with those ofthe sufis is too transparent
a fiction, however, for even al-Ghazali to have expected it to legit
imize his obvious commitment to the psychology and metaphysics of
the faliisifa in the eyes of his fellow Shafi<ites.

At the very end ofMiZtin (pp. 124fT.) al-Ghazali raises the question
ofthe nature ofdoctrinal systems (madhiihib) and of how the diverse
systems ofthe sufis, of the AshCarite school, and ofcertain individual
mutakallimiin, cited in the course of the work, are related. Since
understanding seeks a single, integrated system, where lies the truth
in relation to these divergent systems? He replies that for most people
there is only one system, that which they were taught-AshCarite,
MuCtazilite, Karramite, or whatever-and to which they are totally
committed (p. 126, +fT.). For some, however, there are really three
systems (p. 12+, lIfT.): (I), that to which the individual gives his alle
giance in contests and disputations, (2) that which he imparts in
teaching and instruction, and (,) "that which he believes privately
concerning the theoretical matters that have been revealed to him"
(rna nkarhafa tabu mina l-nmtariyyiit). The first two derive from the
social and religious milieu in which he was raised and trained; he is an
Ashcarite or a MuCtazilite, a Shaficite or a I:Ianbalite. They represent
two levels of his activity as a fellow ofa particular school, the first in
his institutional interaction with fellows ofother schools and the fol
lowers ofother masters than his own, and the second in his routine
teaching of his students within the school. (You cannot tell simple
people that God is neither within the world nor outside it nor con
tiguous to it but must insist to them that God is on the Throne: p. 125,
lOfT.) 10 The third system is a private matter between the individual
and God, something to be divulged only to those who by nature and
disposition and by virtue of their advanced learning and insight are
capable ofreceiving it. The reader is advised to seek the truth through
systematic reflection (al-nm;ar) so as to become himself the master
of a system (s.aI?ibu madhhab). The first two of these belong to the
ordinary school discipline of kalfun, a science instituted to protect
the normative beliefs ofthe orthodox community against heresy and
unbelief; and the third is what in 11?ya,> he will call <ilm al-mukashafah,
a higher theoretical science which embraces the understanding of
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the grounds ofthe higher practical science, cum al-mu<amalah. Here,
thus, we find in MiZan the program of al-GhazaIrs later writing, as
it presents some of the most important elements of his theology and
at the same time informs us clearly of his attitude toward the school
traditions and how basically he understands and classifies the various
levels ofdiscourse and rhetoric that are employed in his writing.ll It
seems, however, that al-Ghazali may very well have felt that his es
pousal of the doctrines of the falasifa in Mizan had been somewhat
imprudent in being so openly presented as to provoke unnecessary
conflict, for he nowhere cites the work in any of his later writings. It
is for this reason that we have drawn but sparingly on Mizan in the
earlier sections of the present study.

Though completed only a year or so after Mi'yar and Mihakk,
shortly before his departure from Baghdad, IqtiS,iid may appear at
first glance to betoken a kind of retrogression in the direction of
traditional AshCarite teaching. Its manifest character and form are,
however, fully explained and justified in terms of the doctrine set
out at the end ofMizan concerning the simultaneous adherence to
three distinct "systems," each of which has its own proper function
and validity as employed by the religious and intellectual elite. IqtiS,iid
seems to be anticipated in Tahafut (p. 78), where he says that he in
tends to write a work entitled Qawa<id al-<aqii'id in which, instead
of merely refuting the errors of the falasifa, he will set out the true
doctrine (al-madhhab al-J,aqq). The matter is problematic, however,
since the announced title appears only later with the publication of
R. al-Qudsiyyahft qawii'id al-'aqii'id (for the title of which, see 11?ya>
I, p. 10+, 1+). On the other hand, he does say in 11?yii' (I, p. 98, ,f.)
that IqtiS,iid is devoted exclusively to the foundational tenets of Islam
(qawa<id al-'aqii'id).J2 It is thus contextually associated with Qudsiy
yah as belonging to that elementary or introductory level of belief
that is to be surpassed as the reader, continuing throughI1?yii', assimi
lates 'AJ"ii'ib al-qalb (Book XXI) and progresses through the rest ofthe
work. IqtiS,iid is, moreover, formally associated with Tahafut in that
later, inJawahiral-Qur>an (p. 21), al-Ghazalirefers to both along with
Musta~hiri as being kaliim works, without mentioning Qudsiyyah.
Taking these three together, then, one sees that the counterpositions
which were not normally treated in the traditional manuals (counter-
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positions which were topically of far greater importance at the time)
had been dealt with in Tahafut andMust~hir; and that in Iqt4tid we
have a third kalfun work, this time following the traditional form of
the manuals in setting forth the basic tenets of Islam as construed
and understood within the AshCarite school (madhhahu l-J,aqq for
disputation and for routine teaching) and defending them against the
countertheses ofthe school's traditional opponents.13 Against the tra
ditional adversaries, chiefly the MuCtazila, it was altogether fitting and
proper to employ something like the traditional dialectic, whereas in
writing against the falasifa and the Batiniyya, al-Ghazali had deemed
it appropriate to employ quite different terms and assumptions. In
any case, it is evident from the reference to Mieyar and MiJ,akk in the
preface to Iqt4tid (p. IS) that the latter is in no way to be read as a
repudiation ofwhat he had said in the former two works, but rather
as extending the context in which they are to be understood, that
is, as evidencing their compatibility, at least on one level, with the
general doctrine and practice ofthe AshCarite school. It is thus, so to
speak, a public gesture on al-Ghazili's part, i.e., a concrete acknowl
edgment of the place and function of the school theology within
the religious community. At the same time, however, he deplores
the theoretical wortWessness ofordinary kalfun-its inherent failure
to grasp the "true natures of things"-several times in very pointed
terms (e.g., pp. 136 and 19S); and together with this he seasons his
arguments with expressions taken from the lexicon ofthe falasifa and
unambiguously indicates his own adherence to at least some elements
of their psychology (e.g., pp. 4-S, 168ff., and 172f.). These things are
elements of the upgraded, intellectually higher level kalfun he claims
(Arbacin, p. 24-; cited on p. 31 above) to have presented here. But,
superior though it may be to the common kalfun of the schools, it
is still kalfun and so remains at a level on which it is inappropriate
to delve seriously into intellectual problems, something he is careful
to point out (e.g., pp. 136 and 2IS). In all of this al-Ghazali plainly is
telling the reader there is a higher level oftheological understanding,
ifnot urging him to move in that direction.

Whatever may have been the originally projected form of the
Qawa'id al-Caqa'id announced in Tahafut, it is not altogether unlikely
that Iqt4tid was ultimately composed with an eye to opposition that
al-Ghazali was encountering on the part of some of his colleagues.
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This would seem to be a part of the reason for his somewhat heavy
handed (though genuinely insightful) account (pp. 168ff.) of the
way in which the common run ofschool theologians-AshCarite and
MuCtazilite alike-are mindlessly committed to the teachings oftheir
masters and so unable to give any serious attention or consideration
to other views, however reasonable. And so also it would seem to be
the only plausible explanation for his abject repudiation of what he
says some had inferred to be implied by his argument concerning the
resurrection in Tahafut. The reference to Tahafut may, in fact, be a
rhetorical smoke screen, as he would not likely have wished to refer
to his discussion of life, the pneuma, and the soul in MiJ,akk, and
certainly not to Miztin either, if the latter had been published before
the completion ofIqt4tid or if the contents of its first chapters were
already known to some of his colleagues in the Ni+amiyya.14

In Iqt4tid, in sum, al-Ghazali"'s aim is to present what for him is
a first- or a second-level system, his "madhhah for scholastic disputa
tion" or his "madhhah for public teaching." It conforms at least super
ficially to the traditional AshCarite system, for this is the madhhah to
which he was in principle committed by virtue of his training under
al-Juwayni and by his position in the Ni+amiyya, just as his madh
hah in law was that ofal-Shafici. His association with the school-his
status as a recognized master ofShaficite law-was important to him.
For the sake of his own understanding of the completeness of his
religious and theological vision, he needed to demonstrate his formal
bond to the AshCarite school in terms that would not conflict with 
his private or interior madhhah. The presence ofvarious scattered in
dications that there is a higher-level madhhah that one may attain is
integral to the intended character ofthe book and its place within the
corpus of his writings. The appendix on the criteria for validating
charges ofunbelief can be seen to suit this context on several levels.

The task that lay before al-Ghazali following his nervous collapse
and departure from Baghdad, then, was to communicate his theology
more completely and in ways that would make it more readily accept
able to his fellows. As we have seen, he had already begun to move
in this direction in writingMiJ,akk. The more properly metaphysical
and theological elements of the system (including his Neoplatoniz
ing psychology) had now to be represented in language and in forms
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that were more integrally associated with the religious tradition as
such so as more easily to display it as an all-encompassing theoretical
vision of the underlying truths of the revelation. Given the circum
stances and the stress he had been under, it is not surprising that
al-GhazalI began with Qudsiyyah, an Ash<arite catechism. Following
this elementary exercise in traditional catechetics, however, he pro
duced his grand synthesis, I1?y~ <ulum al-din, 15 which was almost
immediately received with as great and as wide acclaim as he might
reasonably have hoped for. This done, he proceeded to set out many
of the most important elements of his theology more explicitly in
conceptual terms in al-Maq~ad al-asna, K. al-Arba<in, and Mishktit
al-anwar.

Al-GhazalI was evidently satisfied that with the publication ofthis
series of works he had presented the core of his theological teach
ing in appropriate form and in ample detail. With Qi4ii.s, then, he
returns to a more popular level work, at a time when most likely
he was already thinking about coming out of retirement. Nor is it
mere coincidence that Fa~al, an apologetic work in which he defends
the validity of his departures from traditional Ash<arite orthodoxy,
was written at the time of his return to teaching at Nishapur (499/

II06). And Fa~aJ is followed by his autobiography, al-Munqidh min
al-4alti/, itself an essentially apologetic work, in which, while taking
a somewhat conciliatory stance toward the mutakallimfm, he parades
his exceptional intellectual endowments and insists both on the pro
found sincerity of his quest for knowledge of "the essential natures
of things" and on his ultimate achievement, through the assiduous
practice of sufi asceticism, of a level of religious insight and cogni
tive certitude that cannot be communicated to ordinary scholars. The
subject of his last major work, Mustaifii, is the fundamental prin
ciples of religious law, but here too, one notes his general program
continues, as he intends, by the verbatim introduction of extensive
portions ofMiI,akk into its prefatory sections, to draw '~Ul aJ-fiqh
more fully and explicitly within the compass of his overall theologi
cal system. Conflicts with the school theologians, however, were not
to be resolved, and after his final retirement from teaching he gave
full vent to his animosity against the mutakallimfm in the polemic of
Iljam.

Al-GhazalI never composed a complete, systematic summary of
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his theology in formally conceptual terms. His theology is, in some
respects, at least, rather superficial; the general structure is there, but
in a number ofplaces seems incomplete. There are several quite basic
questions concerning which the texts offer us little or no clear indi
cation of what al-GhazaIi's views might have been. Whether he was
fully aware oftheir importance and had thought them through is, in
fact, questionable.16 These, however, are matters that need not con
cern us here, as the facts regarding the primary subject ofour present
study would seem to be clear enough. Al-GhazalI was an Ash<arite
in the sense that it was their school (madhhab) that he associated
himselfwith as regards teaching and instruction ofreligious doctrine
on a general or elementary level. This is unambiguously evidenced in
Qudsiyyah. There is no evidence, on the other hand, that he held the
traditional doctrine ofthe school as his own, personal madhhab, "the
theoretical matters that had been revealed to him and that as such
he privately believed" (Miztin, p. 124, 13f.). It is the dialectical inter
play ofthese several levels, in many works and in many ways, that has
caused difficulties for students of al-GhazaII's works and given some
the impression ofgross inconsistency.

The focus of our study has been narrow, and even within these
limits there are many things that remain to be clarified. The general
pattern;however, would seem to be well-enough substantiated on the
evidence ofthe texts to offer a useful basis for further investigation.



Notes

Preface

I. Publication ofthe acta ofthis meeting foundered on a shoal of inaction
and indifference. The contributions having to do with Islam were eventually
published in Revue des etutks islamiques 55-57 (1987-89), which appeared only
in the latter part of1992 and then without the contributors' ever having been
given an opportunity to read the proofs.

1. INtroductioN

1 The one, Ikht4iir, has been known for some time now; the other, con
tained in the untitled manuscript, Escorial no. 1610 (copied 552/1157), has not
hitherto been identified.

2 The work has been translated a number of times. The best (though not
altogether satisfactory) in English are those of W. M. Watt, Faith and Prac
tice ofGhazaJi (London, 1953), and R. McCarthy, Freedom and Fulfillment
(Boston, 1980).
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3 L. Gardet and M. M. Anawati, Introduction ala thiologie musulmane
(Paris, 1948), pp. II3ff. Similarly, Watt holds that throughout his life al
GhazalI adhered to the traditional teaching of the Ashearite school (Muslim
Intellectual [Edinburgh, 1963], p. 119), and while noting that there are con
spicuous differences between al-Juwayni's Irshiid and al-GhazaIi's Iqt4iid, he
concludes that they are essentially formal and not substantive (pp. 122f.).
Watt's book contains a number of interesting suggestions, but he has almost
no sense ofwhat philosophy and theology really are and so little understand
ing of the theoretical issues and problems discussed and argued in the texts.
Some more recent studies contribute little to the question, e.g., H. Atay,
"Mawqifal-Ghaza1I min eilm al-kalam," in GhazRli, la raifon et le miracle (Islam
d'hier et d'aujourd'hui, 30) (Paris, 1987), pp. 27-4-3, and George Makdisi,
"Al-GhazalI, disciple de ShafieI en droit et en theologie," Ghaziili, pp.4-5-55.

4- Herbert Davidson's conclusion, based on a careful examination of
Mifhkah, that al-GhazaIi's conception of intellectual beings and the celestial
world follows that of Avicenna (Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes on Intel
lect [Oxford, 1992], pp. 129-14-4- and 14-9ff.) corroborates the evidence we
shall present here and parallels our own conclusions concerning al-Ghazali's
cosmology, set out in Creation and the Cosmic System (Abhandlungen der
Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, philos.-hist. KI., 199211) (Hei
delberg, 1992). See also B. Abrahamov, "Al-GhazaIi's Theory of Causality,"
StudiaIslamica 67/68 (1988), pp. 75-89.

5 "Al-GhazalI, artisan de la fusion des systemes de pensee," Journal Asia
tique 278 (1991), pp. 223ff.

6 For a detailed discussion of these matters, see our "The Science of
Kalam,"Arahic Science and Philosophy 2 (1992), pp. 7ff., and "Knowledge and
Taqlid: The Foundations of Religious Belief in Classical Ashearism," JAOS
109 (1989), pp. 37ff.

7 Cf., e.g., Ishiirah, pp. 17ff., and Irshiid, p. 3. The thesis of Makdisi and
others that the leading masters of the Shafieite school were firmly opposed
to systematic theology and stayed clear of kalam as a matter of principle
is plainly no longer tenable, as has been pointed out by Joseph van Ess in
ZDMG 139 (1989), p. 24-2. Concerning the case of al-ShIrazI in particular,
see E. Chaumont, "Encore au sujet de I'Ashearisme d'abii Isi)aq ash-ShIrazI,"
Studia Islamica 74- (1991), pp. 167ff.; Chaumont quite correctly points to the
distinction between al-Shirazi's position concerning legal questions and that
concerning matters offundamental theology (>u.rUl al-din), and shows that he
followed al-ShafieI in the former and al-AshearI in the latter (pp. mf.). Note,
too, that one has within this context also to distinguish between legal inter
pretation of the language of the sacred texts and their theological exegesis,
as allegorical interpretation is allowed in the latter but not in the former.
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2. AI-Ghazali ON the Place of Kalam
AmONgst the Religious ScieNces

I Iqt4iid, p. I, 9ff.; so, also, paralleling the last phrase, we find inQudfiyya,
79, 5 (= Iilyii' I, p. 104-, 19), natii'ij al-CuqUl wa-qal/iiyiit al-sharc al-manqUl.
For a detailed discussion, see our"Al-Ghaza1I on Taqlid," ZGAIW 7 (1992),
pp.207ff.

2 Cf., e.g., Iqt4iid, pp. 1-3 and 108, 2; Iilyii' 3, p. 17, 2f. and cpo Qudfiyya,
p. 79, 4-ff. (= Iilyii' I, p. 104-, 19ff.).

3 I have preferred to leave 'jawhar' (pI. jawiihir) untranslated here and
in most places in what follows, since what al-GhazalI means by the word is
somewhat problematic, as we shall see. In the translation literature and in the
usage ofthe falasifa, it is employed as an equivalent ofGreek 'ovu£a' (though
the concept has a very different place in Avicenna's metaphysics from that

, which it holds in Aristotle's). In the lexicon ofclassical kalam it is a catego
rial term used to name or refer to the atom or indivisible particle (al-juz'),
which is an independent entity (qii'imun bi-riaftihf), as distinguished from
the "accident," which is not.

4- Makdisi translates a portion of this passage ofMustasfii ("The Juridical
Theology ofShaficI," StudiaIslamica 59 [1984-], pp. 33f.), but seems neither to
recognize the formal basis ofthe distinction al-GhazaII makes between kalam
and jurisprudence nor to take seriously the assertions he makes concerning
the nature of kalam as a religious science. See also the remarks in n. 8 below
concerningQifftif, p. 68, 5.

5 The section concerning God and His attributes in al-Juwayni's R. al
N~iimiyyah (pp. 20-4-2), for example, is ordered under these three topics.

6 Generally speaking, "necessary knowledge" (Cum 4ariirf) is defined as
any knowledge (true cognition) which is not and cannot be the direct re
sult of something we choose to do or choose not to do, i.e., which is not
the result of a rational inference, and which, therefore, we cannot choose
to call into question by questioning the premises on which it is based; cf.,
e.g., Mujarrad, p. 24-8, IOf., Shiimil (81), pp. 84-f. and Kiifiyah, §71, pp. 29f.
Included under al-Culum al-4ariiriyyah, therefore, are four ofthe five grounds
ofproperly justified knowledge mentioned inQifftif, p. 60 (on which see p. 17
below). Included also will be the insights which come about as the result of
asceticism; cf., e.g., 'Ajii'ib al-qalb (Iilyii', Book XXI). Concerning "acquired
knowledge" (Cum muktasab), see the references in chap. 2, n. 27.

7 As used here and in 'al-maeiirifal-diniyyah' (Qifftif, p. 68,4-), 'al-macrifah'
is a general term for religious knowledge, though with al-GhazalI, as with
the sufis, it very often has the connotation of higher, direct religious in
sight and so is often opposed to scientific or scholarly knowledge (al-cilm).
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(For the use of the word in various senses of religious knowledge, see our
"Knowledge and Taqlid," p. 47, n. 24, and p. 54, n. 38.) InMiIlakk, p. 77, and
Mustasjii I, p. II, al-Ghazali identifies macrifah with the cognitive grasp of
essences as such and distinguishes it thus from cum, which is the grasp oftrue
propositions; he does not, however, follow this distinction with any consis
tency at all, as his use of these words is very fluid and has specifically to be
understood within each particular context. With the expression 'RJ-macarif
RJ-'iliihiyyah', however, cpo 'RJ-culum RJ-ilahiyyah' in Munqidh, p. 105, 8, which
is somewhat ambivalent since it may, in the context, refer either to theologi
cal knowledge as such and in general or to the "theology" ofthe falasifa. (The
section concerning God and His attributes in Ni¢uniyyah is termed "Bah RJ~

'uiihiyyiU".) Al-Ghazali, later in the same chapter ofMunqidh (pp. 10M.), as
also in Il?ya' I, p. 23,8, uses the expression 'RJ-'iliihiyytit' specifically to refer
to the metaphysics ofthe falasifa as such. (Note, however, the occurrence of
'kalam' for metaphysics in the list ofsciences inQisfas, p. 68, cited in chap. 2,
n. 8.) Cf. also the expression 'falsajatu l->iliihiyyin' employed for metaphysics
in Munqidh, p. 156, 6; also note Mfztin, p. 12, 8, where he speaks of "the sufis
and those falasifa who believe generally in God and the last day," and ibid.,
p. 5, 8, where he mentions "baC4u l-'ilahiyyina l-'islamiyyina mina l-JalRsifah,"
and p. 6, 16, where he refers to "RJ-~fiyyatuwRJ-'iliihiyyina mina l-JalRsifah,"
with whose views he associates himself (see below, pp. 95-96). InMunqidh,
p. 123, he seems to restrict the use of logic to secondary matters which are
not plainly presented in the Koran and the Tradition, but this is because of
the particular context where he is speaking against the Bapniyya. Note that
logic is not the mere rules governing the use of the syllogistic forms, but,
for al-GhazaIi assumes the Aristotelian ontology and the valid acquisition of
justified premises. We shall return to this shortly.

8 Following Greek usage, one is inclined to consider whatever is juridical
to be conventional (belonging to "6f.Wc;) as such, since it has to do with the
stipulations ofthe lawgiver. Al-Ghazali, however, evidently considers the sci
ence ofthe fundamental principles of law (Cumu 'UfUli l-fiqh) , as distinct from
the science of the applications of the particular mandates of the law, to be a
theoretical science; the latter begins from merely probable premises (muqad
damat ~anniyyah) in order to seek conclusions that are merely probable (see
MiJ,akk, p. 54 and the references in n. 17 below). Thus, in MiCyar, p. 23, I, he
speaks of "RJ-culumu l-nar;;ariyyatu l-Caqliyyatu minha wRJ-fiqhiyyah," and so
too inQist;as, p. 68, 5, he lists as regulated by logic "the sciences ofarithmetic,
geometry, physics, law (fiqh), and kalam, and every one which is a real sci
ence and not merely conventional (kullu cumin J,aqiqiyyinghayri waqci)." The
occurrence of'RJ-fiqhiyyah" between 'RJ-faln""<iyyah" and 'RJ-kRJamiyyah" seems
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curious in any case; the order is notably different from that ofIl?ya' I, p. 23,
andMunqidh, pp. 105f. Al-Ghazalfs downgrading ofapplied fiqh as opposed
to 'UfUl RJ-fiqh caused a hostile reaction in some quarters; see Eric Ormsby,
Theodicy in Islamic Thought (Princeton, N.]., 1984), p. 99· InMunqidh, p. 163,
IIf., concerning the healing properties of devotional acts, al-Ghazali speaks
of "RJ-'awtJR,cu l-sharciyyah". What he means by this is that while the specific
characteristics (kh~) of devotional acts by virtue of which they are effi
cacious in promoting the soul's advancement in perfection derive from the
nature ofthe soul and its relation to the body; knowledge ofthis is originally
accessible only through prophetic revelation (see p. 67 below), where they
are presented in the form of legislative commands.

9 Cf. TahafUt, p. 12, and RJ-Qudsiyyah, p. 79 (= Ibya' I, p. 104, I8ff.), and
see our "Al-Ghazali on Taqlid," pp. 24Iff. What is for one's ultimate good is
known by revelation and so cannot be known through ordinary experience

, of the material world or through speculative reasoning (e.g., Munqidh, pp.

152 and I6Iff.,Must~I, pp. 6If.).
10 Il?ya' I, p. 23, I and I5ff., pp. 40f., and p. 97, I3ff.; ]awiihir, p. 21; and

Munqidh, p. 91, 4ff.
II Il?ya' I, p. 23, If. and I5ff., and p. 98, I7ff.; cpo ]awiihir, pp. 23 and 34; ef.

also Iqt4iid, p. 13; Munqidh, pp. 91f., and Fa~RJ, p. 71, 6f.
12 Makdisi ("Al-Ghazali, disciple d'al-Shafi'i en droit et en theologie," pp.

48f.) cites this example concerning al-Ghazalfs position with regard to ratio
nal theology and the validity ofnonliteral interpretation (m'wil), but, having
failed to see the radicality of al-Ghazalfs own theology and its ta'wil, mis
construes the evidence. The assertion (p. 48) that the Iqt4iid "ne represente
pas les croyances dogmatiques dont Ghazali fut convaincu" is simply gratu
itous in that no serious evidence is offered as to what al-Ghazalfs genuine
dogmatic beliefs might plausibly be. Statements such as that concerning the
inflexibility of the l;Ianbaiites (e.g., in Il?ya' I, p. 103, 4) are ignored, while
al-GhazaIfs consistent insistence (e.g., Il?ya' I, pp. IOIf. and p. 103, 8ff., and
in Fay~RJandIl/am, on which see pp. 76ff. below) on recognizing the presence
of metaphor (isticiirah, less ofren, majaz) in the formal analysis and inter
pretation of many descriptions of God found in the Koran and prophetic
Traditions is ignored along with the radically rationalizing ta'wil that he
often suggests and sometimes presents.

13 Note that while he never explicitly identifies himselfwith the AshCarite
school, he does speak (Iqt4iid, p. 156, I, andMiJ,akk, p. 76, 15, and p. 77, I) of
"our fellows" in contexts in which the Shafi'ite adherents of the school are
unambigously referred to, as also, while giving characteristic AshCarite for
mulations, he speaks (Iqt4iid, p. 106, I2ff., andMiJ,akk, p. 141,2) ofthose who
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hold the true doctrine eahl al-J,aqq). Cf. also "al-'~1?ab al-mutaqaddimin"
in Fay~al, pp. sf, discussed on pp. 76f below in connection with al-GhazaJ.fs
later conflict with the school.

14- E.g., IJ,yti,c I, p. 79, nff., where kaHim is identified with disputation (al
jadalu wal-mu~rah) and distinguished from science/knowledge (al-cilm).
Kalam is also identified with disputation inJawiihir, pp. 21 and 23. Note that
in this he includes the legal scholars too (IJ,yii' I, p. 30, I3ff., and Fa~al, p. 70,
sff.), though the disputational habits ofthe mutakallimiin are worse (IJ,yii' I,

p.4-O).

IS SulamI, p. 87, and lfilyah 8, p. 361; so also abii Bakr ibn abISa'dan
condemns disputation (al-mun~arah),SulamI, p. 4-22, 3f. Given al-GhazaJ.fs
generally low opinion of the religious scholars as a class, it is plain that his
general disapproval of scholastic dialectic is neither founded in nor directly
akin to the dogmatic views ofthe l:Ianbaiites.

16 Many ofthe mutakallimiin are prevented from attaining deeper insight
because of their taqltd to the opinions of their masters; ef., e.g., IJ,yii' 3,
p. 13, Isff., and generally our "Al-GhazaJ.I on Taqltd," pp. 23Iff. Concerning al
GhazaII's understanding ofwahm (Avicenna's "vis aestimativa"), ef. ibid., pp.
23Sff.; MiJ,akk, pp. 62ff. and 71; and Mustasfii I, pp. 4-6ff. and s9ff. In Fa~al

(pp. 69, 9f. and 70, 2ff.) andIljiim (p. 79, 3) al-GhazaII speaks contemptuously
of the arguments of the mutakallimiin as rusum. It would seem likely that in
al-GhazaJ.fs use of 'rasm' here and in analogous contexts, the word does not
have the formal sense that it carries in the logic of the falasifa but more that
which is found in sufi contexts in which it is opposed to '1?aqiqah' to describe
something as mere appearance rather than reality; cf., e.g., SulamI, p. IS8, 9,
and p. 182, 12. Elsewhere, however, he plainly uses 'rasmi' in the formal sense
it has for Avicenna, e.g., Mi1?akk, p. 103, IS.

17 This is true of the reasoning of fiqh too (cf., e.g., Mustasfii I, pp. 4-8f.
and MiJ,akk, pp. 61£), but in fiqh this is acceptable, since legal conclusions
are merely probable opinions (~ann; cf. ibid., pp. 43, 54-, and 67).

18 Cpo the list in Mt"yiir, pp. 108ff. Earlier <Qist;iis, p. 21), he had described
"primary knowledge that is not based on inference" as "acquired either from
sense and experience or the basic disposition ofthe mind" (>immii mina l-J,issi
wal-tajribati 'aw-gharizati l-Caql). In IJ,yii' 3 (p. 19, 6ff.), following a tradi
tional formula, he says that the primary sources of knowledge are two, viz.,
the senses and formal reasoning (al-1?awti¥. and al-ictibiir). The list of the
four kinds of primary knowledge, like that of the five sources, would seem
most likely derived from Avicenna (cf., e.g., Ishiiriit, pp. ssff., and Burhiin,
pp. 9Sff.). In Mi1?akk, pp. s7ff., and Mustaffii I, pp. 4-4-f.) he presents seven
sources of knowledge and judgment; here, direct perception is divided into
the immediate experiences ofone's interior states and external sensibles and
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two further kinds of judgment are added, namely, those based on impres
sions (al-wahmiyyiit) and those based on common opinion (al-mashhuriit).
The addition of these two sources of judgment is not merely for the sake of
completeness, but also no doubt in order to add justification and clarity to
his attacks on the intellectual weakness of the religious scholars in general
and the mutakallimiin in particular.

19 See Creation and the Cosmic System, pp. 12ff. Similarly, he rejects the
concept of "states" eaJ,wiil) held by al-BaqillanI and al-]uwaynI as confused
(Mi1?akk, pp. 29f.) and implausible (Mustaffii I, p. 3S, 9f.). Why, however, and
in exactly what respect the concept is confused, he does not say.

20 The passage is discussed by M. Marmura in "Ghazaii and Demonstra
tive Science,"JHP 3 (I96S), pp. I93ff., and in "Al-GhazalI's Attitude Toward
the Secular Sciences and Logic," in Essays on Islamic Philosophy and Science, ed.
G: F. Hourani (Albany, N.Y., I97S), pp. IOsf

21 Cf, e.g., IJ,yii' I, p. 17, 4-f, and Iljiim, p. 87, 6ff. Al-GhazaJ.I's position
here is plainly opposed to the common doctrine of the Ash'arite school and
of al-]uwaynI. It is to be noted that al-An~arI presents a lengthy attack on
the thesis of the causality of the Aristotelian elements, of natures, proper
accidents (al-carat! al-liizim), and essential properties (khti¥.iyyat al-dhiit) in
Ghunyah, foil. I4-9V ff. Al-GhazaII employs 'khi4~iyyah' often as a general term
for a thing's nature; cf., e.g., Mishkiih, p. 79, 12, where he speaks of the
khti¥.iyyah of the "perceptive spirit," which is a part ofthe soul, and Mustasfii
I, p. 32, 6f, where he says that the true nature (1?aqiqah) of each being is its
khi4~iyyah, which belongs to it and not to any other. It is in this sense that al
An~arI speaks of"khti¥.iyyatu [-'akwiin" (Ghunyah, fol. 38r, 22f.). Some earlier
Ash'arites too speak of the "properties" (khti¥.iyyah) or "natures" (tabi"':ah)
of bodies (e.g., al-BaqillanI, Hidiiyah, foil. 27V, Isf and I8r, If.), but exactly
how this is to be understood within the generally occasionalistic system is
not clear.

22 Cf also Mustasfii I, p. S2, 12f In IJ,yii' I, p. 30, Iff., al-GhazaJ.I speaks
of the astrologer's predictions based on astronomical observations and the
physician's prediction of the course of an illness from his observations of
the patient's symptoms as inferences founded on causes easbab) grounded in
the knowledge of "the usual courses ofGod's custom and habit" (macrifatun
bi-majiiri sunnati l-liihi wa-ciidatihi), which he holds to be invariant. Thus,
according to al-FarabI too, fire's causing combustion is something that hap
pens in most cases but not always and necessarily, since the state of the re
ceiving subject is a condition for the occurrence of the effect (Nukat, pp.
107f., §§ 8f.); the relation is what al-GhazaJ.I speaks of as a "conjunction"
(iqtiriin). The effect follows, given the usual circumstances.

23 Note that al-Kiya' al-HarasI, a fellow student of al-GhazaJ.fs under al-
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]uwayni, expressly denies that eating causes satiety (U~Ul al-din), foi. 201r,
translated in our "Moral Obligation in Classical Muslim Theology," Journal
ofReligiousEthics II (1983), p. 209. Against the notion ofthe concomitance of
causes and effects, cf. Mujarrad, p. 263, 9ff.

24 "That whose alteration is not in possibility" is that which cannot
conceivably be otherwise under any circumstances: what God could not
have willed to be otherwise. One notes, thus, that the opening sentence of
Book XVII of Tahiifut is ambivalent as al-Ghazali says, "The connection
between what is commonly believed to be a cause and what is commonly
believed to be an effect is not a necessary one (tJa,rori) in our opinion." If
one takes 'tJa,ron'" in the sense it has in this passage ofMi<yiir, then the state
ment is seen to have a very precise meaning and one, moreover, that is almost
banal in the context. This is even more true if one understands here rna al
~ufah rather than al-~ulah, so as to render "the connection between
some things that are commonly believed...." Al-GhazaIi's conception ofthe
necessary and the possible follows that ofAvicenna (cf., e.g.,Maq~ad, p. 137,
9ff, translated in Creation and the Cosmic System, p. 62). Concerning his con
ception ofthe possibles as essences that are unoriginated and given to God's
knowledge as such, see ibid., pp. 52ff.

25 This passage ofIIJiim is translated and discussed in Creation and the Cos
mic System, pp. 75f.· Note that not only is the concept of the soul found here
altogether alien to the AshCarite theology ('soul' "has no referent": Miltakk,
p. 133, translated below, chap. 3, p. 60), but the idea that something intrinsic
to man should govern the body so as to be the cause of any of its acts is
incompatible with their traditional occasionalism (cf., e.g., al-Isfara'ini, Fr.
no. 48, p. 155).

26 In Miltakk, p. 14-+ also, al-GhazaIi talks about decapitation and death
alongside eating and satiety, being struck a blow and suffering pain, and
drugs and healing, as causes and effects. Here, however, he omits decapita
tion and death when he comes to explain that the actual production of the
effect, since it may depend upon the state of the object, does not necessarily
follow the usual cause in every case. One should note also that in contrast
with the earlier context (p. 136) in which he had suggested that the soul
governs the body as God governs the universe, the larger context of the dis
cussion of "causes" at p. 14-+ is strictly one of law (fiqh), one, that is, which
belongs to the second category ofdoctrinal systems mentioned inMiziin (see
chap. 5, p. 96) wherefore any talk about the soul is formally precluded.

27 Miltakk, p. 61, 6f. (reading taCbir for t'yyr in line 7); cpo ibid., p. 80, 6;
cited on p. 18 above. The vocabulary here is not unique to al-GhazaIi, for
the AshCarites too commonly speak of the regularity or consistency (iftiriid,
istimriir) of "God's custom" (e.g~, lrshiid, p. 180, 9, and Shiimil [69], p. 284-,
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6f.) and of its stability (mustaqarr, e.g., Shiimil, pp. 489, I, and 491, 15f.),
but where they talk of interruptions or breaks in occasionalistically usual se
quences ofevents, al-GhazaIi leans heavily on the emphatic future of035, 42:
"you shall never find (Jan taJida) any substitution...."

28 In traditional usage and commonly with al-Ghazali, cilmun muktasab
(Cumu ktisiib, al-'um al-kasbi) is knowledge (any true cognition) that is based
on inference following reflection and reasoning (cf., e.g., MuJarrad, p.247,

19f., and Shiimu [81], pp. 60f.) and concerning which doubts may be raised
by calling into question one or both of the premises on which its justifica
tion is proposed. "llmu ktisiib' is, therefore, synonymous with 'um ~ri'

("speculative knowledge"); cf., e.g., Shirazi, 'Aqidllh, §15, p. 67, andMiziin,
p. 29, translated below, chap. 5, p. 95. 'Istidliil' and 'i<tibiir' are interchanged,
e.g., inlltyii' 3, p. 17, 29f. Though some scholars, misled perhaps by the ter
minology and mistrustful of kalam, have tended to find the expressions "um
muktasab' and "um 4aron'" (on which, see chap. 2, n. 6 above) unclear and
the meaning confused, the concepts are, in fact, quite straightforward and
the basic distinction is altogether sound.

29 On the background of these names for logic, see Dmitri Gutas, APi
cenna and theAristotelian Tradition (Leiden, 1988), pp. 281f.

30 Thus, for example, the degrees (rutab) or levels (tiaraJiit) of existence
and of the presence/presentation ofexistence, on which, see below, chap. 4,
p.78.

31 Earlier in the same work he insists that the use of logic is illustrated
and taught in the Koran (p. 8; cp. Munqidh, p. 123), and in arguing for the
validity of drawing a conclusion from two premises he cites Q6,83 as con
firming the use of logical reasoning by Abraham (e.g., pp. 18 and 27); this is
traditional within the school (cf., e.g., Lumac, §II, and Ishiirah, p. 18, 2-13).

32 One should keep in mind that the forward references in the first two
books ofIltyii' to the second halfofthe work are important for understanding
how the often traditional language of Books I and II is to be taken.

33'Al-muciimalah' is common among the sufis as a term for the fulfillment
ofmoral duties and devotional practices; al-Sulami, e.g. (p. 299), reports of
abii I-l;Iusayn al-Warraq that "kana ciiliman bi-culumi l-¢hiri wa-yatakallamu
fi tiaqii'iqi culumi I-muciimaliiti wa-cuyUbi l-'R:fiil"; see also ibid., pp. 158, 3f.,
316,7f. and 351, I2f. and 453, 15ft, and 437f. (Concerning al-GhazaIfs associa
tion of the ethics of the falasifa with the teaching of the sufis in Miziin and
Munqidh, see chap. 5, p. 95 below.) On the common use of the term in other
contexts, cf. Marie Bernard, art. "Mucamala," EI. 2

34 'Angels' here refers to separated celestial intelligences. The devils are
metaphorically explained in terms of the appetites and the lower powers of
the soul and the material mixture (maziij) ofthe individual's body (e.g., Iltyii'
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3, p. 25, I5ff.). (One should probably read J,ikmah [wisdom] in place ofJ,ukm
[judgment] at p. 20, 28.) It is interesting to note in connection with the in
terpretation of angels and devils here that inJawahir (p. 29) he interprets the
"two fingers" in the badIth, "The hearts of men are between two of God's
fingers . . ." as angels and devils, so that there will be two distinct levels of
ta'wU for this badIth, as one passes through a secondary metaphor in order
to come finally to the underlying sense. In al-Ghazali's use, 'the High Coun
cil' (the phrase is taken from <87,8 and 38,69) refers to the highest of the
separated intelligences, which is associated with the outermost sphere and
functions as the agent intellect (e.g.,Mizan, p. 49, I5f.). His use of titles and
descriptions taken from the Koran and from Traditions to refer to celestial
intellects ("angels") and to the highest in particular, varies, and from one
place to another seems to be based on rhetorical criteria, if not whim, and
not on any formal systematization of the terminology in terms of a specific
hierarchy. In some cases it is not entirely clear whether al-Ghazall attributes a
given function to the angel ofthe outermost sphere specifically as the direct
or proximate cause or remotely as the agent that governs the operation of
the whole. This seeming confusion may, however, reflect in some part a use
ofIsma'ill material; see H. Landholt, "Ghazall and 'Religionswissenschaft,'"
Asiatische Studien 74 (1991), pp. 19-'72.

35 He says (p. 23, lIfT.) that the physics (al-faln<:iyyeit) ofthe falasifa, where
it is not pure ignorance and so contrary to the revelation, resembles the
theories of the physicians (~al-'a#bba'); cp. Munqidh, p. 104. That he
does not mention psychology here is probably due to the fact that those as
pects of it which most interested him had been appended to metaphysics by
Avicenna; on this see Gutas,Avicenna and theAristotelian Tradition, pp. 254ff.

36 That this is the principal point of the introductory classification is not
made altogether clear in the discussion of Gardet and Anawati, Introduc
tion, pp. 113ff., where the analysis is more narrowly focused on the division,
ordering, and classification ofthe sciences as such.

37 The image of a mirror is important to him; it is employed in Mi'yiir,
p. 164, 9ff.; and in IJ,yii' 4, pp. 304, 6ff., and 489, Iff.; MiMn, p. 24, 7fT.; and
Jawiihir, p. 13; cpo al-NajS al-nfi#qah, p. 196, 19fT. Al-Razl (TajSir 2, p. 203,
2ff.), in fact, accuses al-GhazalI of making here an incompetent attempt to
explain the doctrine of the falasifa. (I am indebted to Anthony Street of the
Australian National University for this reference.) InMiMn (p. 12, 20f.) al
GhazalI employs the language of the falasifa in presenting the "sufi" thesis
that "the perfection peculiar to man is the grasp ofthe essential nature ofthe
intelligible beings as they really are ('idriiku J,aqiqati l-'aqliyyiiti 'alii ma hiya
'alayhi) apart from general impressions and sensible forms (al-mutawahhimiit
wal-J,issiyyeit) in which animals share". That as such, the intellect, as opposed
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to imagination, sense, etc., grasps pure abstracts, cf. also, e.g., Mustasfii I,

p. 35, andMishluih, p. 79,5.
38 Cpo Mi'yiir, p. 106, 9ff., where he says "when [the premises] are present

in the brain in a special order the soul is ready for the knowledge of the con
clusion to come to be in it from God" ('idhii J,tu/aratft l-dhihni 'alii tartibin
makh~u.rin ista'addati l-najiu li'an yaJ,dutha fthii l-'ilmu bil-natijati min 'indi
l/iih). Marmura ("Al-Ghazallon Demonstrative Science," p. 194) interprets
this as implying that God creates the knowledge of the conclusion in the
soul directly, not through the intermediate causality of an angel (a celestial
intelligence which functions as an agent intellect). He therefore reads 'yJ,dth'
as passive ofthe causative stem ofthe verb (yuJ,dath); this seems to me much
less likely than the active ofthe intransitive, given the "from God" (mina /lab)

th~t follows. There is, moreover, no question of any causal agency here in
Mi'yiir, but only ofthe soul's readiness (isti'diid) to receive the cognition (cp.
the 'injaltr ofIJ,yii', loc. cit.). Upon the achievement ofactuality ofproximate
aptitude, in any case, the knowledge is passively received, wherefore to read
the passive makes no difference to the proper sense of the statement, since
"from God" may not be read as expressing the agent, but as indicating the
source in God's original Ordainment ofthe universal system. InMiMn (p. 17,
13ff.) al-Ghazall speaks of knowledge that is received from "the angels that
are entrusted with human souls," and goes on to say that "this knowledge
occurs in them from God only through an intermediary ('innama yaJ,~ulu

fthii mina lliihi bi-wiisifah); He says, 'it is not man's that God speak to him save
by revelation or from behind a veil or by sending a messenger' (Q42,5I)." On
the operation of this, see also references in chap. 2, n. 41, below. In one re
spect this is not radically different from the conception of the Ash'arites, for
whom knowledge ('ilm) follows reasoning (al-~r) but is not mutawallid;
see also chap. 3, n. 60, below, and see the references in our "The Science of
Kalam," p. 10, n. 5. Concerning how the conclusion which is contained in the
premises "in potency" comes to actuality, al-Ghazall mentions in Mustasfii
(I, p. 53) the Mu'tazilite thesis alongside several Ash'arite theses and his own
(attributed to the falasifa), but concludes by saying that to go into the truth
of the matter "is not appropriate to our present context." In any event, for
the Ash'arites and al-Ghazall both, as well as for al-Farabl and Avicenna, the
agent intellect acts (JiJpa(}ev. One notes here that in contrast to the doctrine
ofAristotle and the Christian thinkers ofthe Latin West, none ofthe falasifa
holds that the rational soul or intellect is or possesses as an element or aspect
of its own being the active power of its own act; rather, the human intel
lect receives its proper actuality through the action of an external, celestial
agent. With Avicenna and al-Ghazall, however, the passivity of the rational
soul is absolute, since the internal acts which bring about the conditions for
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the soul's reception ofthe forms from the agent intellect are the determinate
effects, direct or indirect, ofexternal causes.

39 The image here is founded on the connotations of 'al-natijah' (the
conclusion of a syllogism), which is derived from the verb 'nataja, yantiju',
the base meaning ofwhich is to give birth, generally of animals. Al-GhazaIi
makes an elaborate play on the connotations of the word in Iljiim, pp. 68f.,
concerning which see Creation and the Cosmic System, p. 76, n. 150 .

40 The particular work or activity ('amal) of the scholars and the sages
is "to acquire the sciences as such and to impart them to the mind" (iktisiibu
nafti l-'ulumi wa1·tiliibuhii'ilii l-qalb) (IJryii' 3, pp. 20f.); note the use of
'iktisiib' here: as distinguished from the knowledge of the "saints," the meta
physical knowledge ofthe scholars and the sages is conceptual and is acquired
through rational inference. Note too that 'sages' (al-l,ukamii') is commonly
employed to designate the faliisifa.

41 See the remarks in our Creation and the Cosmic System, p. 45, and the
references there in n. 81 and concerning the Throne (identified with the Well
Guarded Tablet) as the first created intellect associated with the outermost
sphere; see also IJryii' 3, p. 20, 3ff., cited in chap. 4, n. 14, below. Al-Ghazalfs
usage of these expressions is not everywhere consistent, as often, follow
ing traditional understanding of the word, he takes 'Throne' to refer to the
outermost sphere as such. For the image ofengraving, ef., e.g.,Miziin, p. 26,
4ff., cited on p. 95 below. The agent intellect is referred to in IJryii' 3, p. 16,
IIf[, as a pen (qalam) with which God writes on the intellect, "one ofGod's
creations which He has made the cause of the actual engraving of true cog
nitions on human hearts" (khalqun min khalqi lliihi ja'alahu sababan li-~uli

naqshi l-'ulumi ft qulubi l-bashar). That the reception occurs automatically
once the human intellect is "ready" (musta'add) is plainly implied by Ihyii' 3,

p. 19, 27f.; cf. alsoMiziin, p. 18, sf[

42 On this cf. Creation and the Cosmic System, pp. 45f. and 75f. The angel
of the "Throne" is named an 'intellect' according to Fa~al (p. 41, where
it is also said to be referred to metaphorically in scriptural references to
God's "hand").

43 In Maq~adand elsewhere al-GhazaIi associates or identifies God's taq
dir (his original apportioning creation according to order and measure) with
His knowledge and will, His judgment (hukm), and His wisdom. With this,
note the wording of IJryii' 4, p. 112, 12 (translated in chap. 3, p. 57, below),
where he speaks of"'asbiibun muqadtJaratunft'ilmi /lab." God's Accomplish
ment (al-qat.!ii'), following the use of the verb in Q4I,I2, al-GhazaIi asso
ciates with His creating (ikhtirii') and bringing the universe (the primary,
"universal and permanent causes") to actual existence ('ijiid) and so with his
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general providence and liberality (e.g., Maq~ad, p. 98, and IJryii' 4, p. 94, 8f.
and cpo Najab, p. 302, I9f.).

3. Two "Ash'arite" Tracts

I This problem has been most sharply raised by Prof. Marmura in sev
eral articles. He understands al-GhazaIi to follow the basic doctrine of the
Ash'arite school against "[Avicenna's] concept ofa necessitating God" ("AI
GhazaIfs Attitude to the Secular Sciences and Logic," in Essays on Islamic
Philosophy and Science,. ed. G. F. Hourani [Albany, N.Y., 1975], p. 107), and
to hold, for example, that every occurrence in the world is "the direct cre
ation ofGod" ("GhazaIi and Demonstrative Science," p. 183) and accordingly
suggests that one should read "the causal language used in the Mi'yiir in
occasionalist terms" (ibid., p. 193). Later, while still asserting that according
to al-GhazaIi "divine power can intervene in the natural order" ("Al-GhazaIi
on Bodily Resurrection and Causality in Tahafut and the Iqtifad," Aligarh
Journal ofIslamic Thought 2 [1989], p. 47), and interpreting references to the
consistent order of natural events by expressions such as '[God's] causing
things to occur in consistent patterns' (,ijrii' al-'iidah) as implying that the
patterns are governed by no intrinsic principles or natural laws but occa
sionalistically by God's immediate activity (ibid., p. 53), he concludes (pp.
59ff.) to al-GhazaIfs putting forward a "modified Aristotelian theory" which
recognizes the presence in some things of natural properties by which they
are capable of specific kinds of action and passion, but one that is premised
on the Ash'arite notion that the divine act is voluntary and concludes that
this modified Aristotelian system is introduced into TahiifUt, not as a theory
which al-GhazaIi himself subscribes to, but simply for the sake of argument
(ibid., pp. 59 and 65). Abrahamov ("Al-GhazaIfs Theory ofCausality," p. 91)
takes it that al-GhazaIi is deliberately inconsistent "in order to conceal his
true doctrine."

2 Al-An~m follows the teaching of al-Juwayni for the most part very
closely; this is not entirely the case with al-Hariisi, whose U~Ulal-din deserves
serious study. One should note here that al-An~ari (Ghunyah, foIl. I20r and
I42V) accuses al-Juwayni of inconsistency because of the differences ofwhat
he had said regarding the creation of human acts in Ni¢miyyah and in his
major kalam works.

3 The Karramiyya are reported (e.g., Farq, p. 222, and Milal, p. 192) to
have held a position on this analogous to that of the MU'tazila. Only the
MU'tazila are mentioned, however, when the topic is taken up inMustasfii (I,
p.58ff).
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4- By 'being aroused' (inbi<iith), he means the response that, given the
prior psychological state of the subject, is caused deterministically by some
power of the soul either because of the act of another power or by some ex
terna� stimulus. The word is used in the same sense elsewhere in Iqt4iid, e.g.,
at p. 173, translated in chap. 3, p. 3S; cf. also the references and the discussion
in Creation and the Cosmic System, p. 26, n. 39, and generally pp. 22ff. His
use of 'thamarah' (fruit, product) in the present passage is to be understood
within the same context ofpsychological determinism in which he will speak
of human actions as the "products ofmoral character"; see Creation and the
Cosmic System, p. 76, n. 150.

5 References to nature are not infrequent in Iqt4iid: pp. S (cited on p. 32
above), 4-7, 6Sf., I7If., and 195 (cited on p. 3+ above).

6 A1-Ghazali's definition of the ethically obligatory or necessary super
ficially resembles one of the traditional definitions, e.g., that the ethically
obligatory is that for omission of which there is the threat of [God's] pun
ishment (for the definitions, cf. Kiifiyah, pp. 3Sff., cited in our "Moral Obli
gation," p. 20S, n. 15), bur in the context is differently understood; on this
cf Creation and the Cosmic System, pp. 6]£. A1-GhazaIfs analysis of other
ethical terms ('good', 'bad', 'pointless': Iqt4iid, pp. I6If., and see also Qudsiy
yah, p. 90, I5ff. = IJ,yii' I, p. 112, Iff., and generally Mustasfii I, p. 5Sff.) is
analogously rationalizing and, albeit squarely contrary to the intuitionist de
ontology of the MU'tazila, is nonetheless incompatible with the traditional
Ash'arite doctrine which grounds them exclusively in God's gratuitous com
mand and prohibition. For a1-GhazaIi (as also for the MU'tazila), the reason
(or cause) of an act's (or omission's) being good or bad or obligatory (nec
essary) has its foundation in the natural good of the agent, so that ethical
"causes" (cilal) can be fully rationalized, directly or indirectly, in terms of
the nature of the agent and the causal relationships which obtain between
actions and their results. He cannot, thus, consistently make the radical sepa
ration between juridical "causes" and the commonly observed sequences of
events as is stated, for example, by a1-Harasi (see our "Moral Obligation,"
pp. 209f.). A1-GhazaIi's revised conception ofmoral obligation and necessity
is presented already in MiJ,akk (pp. I+Iff.).

7 On this see our "A1-GhazaIi on Taqlid," pp. 23sff., and the references
there cited. Note also the appeal to natural disposition and nature in the
reply to the MuCtaziia in Iqt4iid, pp. mff.

8 Essentially, the same statement is made in MiCyiir (p. 195). There, one
might be inclined to discount it or not .to take it altogether literally on the
grounds that the stated purpose of the work is to set out the terminology
and logic of the falasifa. When it occurs in Iqt4iid, however, one has to take
more serious account of its implications for a1-GhazaIfs theology; that God's
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will to create this universe is included under this necessity is spelled out in
Iljiim (pp. 6Sf). The statement at the opening ofthis section (Iqt4iid, p. 174-,
II) is also to be noted, in that he says "yajuzu li-lliihi Can Iii yakhluqa l-khalq"
(it is permissible for God that he not create mankind), as it plainly addresses
the question ofethical necessity which is under discussion. He does not say
'yajUzu Can Iii yakhluqa lliihu .. .' which might be taken to assert or imply
that it is concretely possible that God not have created mankind. Though the
statement does not and is not meant to assert that God necessarily creates
from eternity, the theological significance of it is nonetheless considerable;
see Creation and the Cosmic System, §§4-.3f.

9 Maq~ad, p. 9S; cf Creation and the Cosmic System, p. 4-2, n. 72. The nature
of the human soul and its activities, however, belong (at least in part and in
this life) to the sublunary realm and so are alluded to in a number of places
in Iqt4iid, even though al-GhazaIi refuses to go into the matter as such (e.g.,
p. 215, discussed on p. 56 below).

10 Using the terms in this way, then, the one ('khalaqa, yakhluqu') is used
ofGod's "creation" in the sense ofthe original determination ofthe universe
in God's knowledge, wisdom, and will and the other of "creation" as the
original ordering of the universe in which all future events are determined.
On these terms and their association with God's attributes, see chap. 2, n. 4-3.

II Cf., e.g., IJ,ya' I, p. 52, 23 et alibi pass.; concerning the expression, which
occurs also in Avicenna (e.g., Iliihiyyiit, p. 4-, 16), see Creation and the Cosmic
System, p. IS, n. IS. The idea that one has to avoid being distracted by various
opportunities, advantages, and means of livelihood ('asbiib) in order to live
in the immediate presence of God, the one who presents them as such (al
musabbib), is not uncommon with the earlier sufis (cf., e.g., al-Sulami, pp.
294-, 353, 4-22f, and ++9, If.), but a1-Ghazali's intention in using the expression
is plainly that of Avicenna. Here again, we have an example of a1-GhazaIfs
taking a locution employed in religious contexts and adapting it to his own
formal system within the context ofwhich it takes on a quite different mean
ing. Cpo also the definition oftawilid cited from a1-Junayd (Risiilah 4-, p. 4-2):
"'an taclama 'anna qudrata lliihift l-'ashyii'i hi-Iii miziij wa-~ancahu lil-'ashya'i
hi-Iii Ciliij wa-cillata kulli shay'in ~ancuhu wa-lii Ciliata li-~ancihi. " Thus, in speak
ing of the proof of the existence of the necessary existent from the contin
gency ofthe world, a1-GhazaIi speaks (MiJ,akk, p. 93, If.) ofeffects' not being
validly attributable to contingent entities (cadamu ~iJ,ilati stiniidi l-ta'thiri'ilii
l-ilawiidith), but this is not the same as saying they have no effect or causality
whatsoever (Iii ta'thira /ahii), as do the traditional Ashcarites (e.g., Irshiid,
p. 210, 3f., and below, chap. 3, nn. 2S and 30).

12 There is a variant for bil-jabarUt here which reads bil-malakut, bur since
the latter in a1-GhazaIi's use is a synonym for the celestial realm and all sub-
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lunary events flow determinately from above, the sense remains essentially
the same.

13 So also he says that the soul uses (istacmaJa) the body; see chap. 2, n. 25,
above and the discussion of the soul below on pp. 55-63. For the use of
'sakhkhara, yusakhkhiru' (reflecting the wording ofQI3,2; 16, 14- et alibi pass. ),
cp., e.g., Avicenna,Aqsam, pp. 113f.

14- Note with regard to this passage that the relationships and interactions
between the faculties of the human agent and their physiological effects
(through the functioning of the pneuma) do not immediately involve the
cosmic system and so are more or less clearly alluded to in a number ofplaces
in Iqt4iid, as when he refers to nature in the passage immediately above.
Nor, since they are not subject to human volition, does allusion to them di
rectly raise the question of efficient causality in the voluntary acts of human
agents.

15 See, e.g., above, chap. 2, pp. 19-21, concerning al-Ghazalfs discussion
of empirically founded premises in Mi'yar, pp. 109f. and cf. Creation and
the Cosmic System, p. 59.

16 He similarly bows out ofstating his position clearly and completely in
a number ofplaces in Iqt4tid, as he does also in other works.

17 Thesis 6 (p. 4-0), that God is not an "accident," stands as an article nor
mally included here in the traditional manuals in order to exclude God from
both of the two most general classes ofcreated beings.

18 Cf. also IJ,ya' 3, p. 16, 23ff., andM~ I, pp. 4-5f., cited above in
chap. 2, p. 18, and chap. 2, n. 8.

19 This, like so much ofal-Ghazalfs usage, also reflects the elements oftra
ditional religious language, as, for example, the "storehouses of the spirits"
(khaza'in aJ-'arwiiJ?) are said to be in the sky also inMushkil, p. 198, 13f.; it is
only when such locutions are heard within the broader context ofal-Ghazalfs
thought that their formal implications surface.

20 With "both by nature and the revelation," cpo the "<aqlan wa-sharcan"
ofAvicenna's aJ-Nafs aJ-nafiqah, pp. 196, 17f. and p. 197, I.

21 Cited also in Iljam, pp. 60f. A rationalization of why, for the good of
simple people, the Prophet occasionally spoke in language that has to be in
terpreted metaphorically or allegorically is given in Iljam, pp. 97ff., on which
see chap. 4- below.

22 Most AshCarite authorities do not accept the equivalence of'istila" for
'istiwa". In Qudro/.Ya (p. 83, 18 = IJ,ya' I, p. 107, 14-) al-Ghazali offers cistilti"
as an interpretation also for expressions that speak of God's being on high.
Al-GhazalI's ta'wil ofthe metaphor will be presented without ambivalence in
Iljam (pp. 68f.) where he states that it refers to God's necessary governance
of the universe through the outermost sphere.

•
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23 Though both interpretations are to be found in Ash'arite exegesis (e.g.,
Mushkil, pp. 79f.), the angel is there interpreted as bringing "suggestions";
cpo Tacarruf, p. 62, and Ristilah 4-, p. 191, 32ff. Abu Yacla condemns the first
interpretation offered by al-GhazalI (aJ-Muctamad, p. 55, IIff., §90). It is inter
esting to compare al-Ghazali's interpretation of "ascends the Throne" with
that offered by al-~3.ri in Shar!? aJ-Irshiid (fol. 14-4-V, 17ff.), where he says,
"this has to refer either to height and majesty or to the meaning of 'master
ing' (at-qahr) or it intends some action and the reason it is particular with
respect to the Throne, is that [the Throne] is the most immense of created
beings; 'ascending the throne' may be an expression for the order (inti:;;am)
of the heavens and the earth and everything between them, for kings in our
world are able to ascend the throne only when the affairs ofthe kingdom are
subject to their ordering." This finds analogies in· al-Ghazatrs exegesis, but
does not mention the angel of the Throne or in any way suggest that it has
the role ofuniversal intellect ofthe falasifa.

24- He notes in Fay~aJ (pp. 33f.) that the l:Ianbalites accuse the Ash'arites
ofunbelief because oftheir interpretation oftexts which assert God's fawqiy
yah and His istiwa' (cp. aJ-Muctamad, p. 54-, 14-ff., §89 and p. 57, §93; the
thesis that 'istiwa" is equivalent to 'istila" is condemned as a Mu'tazilite in
terpretation in aJ-MuCtamad, p.54-, §89).

25 Cf., e.g.; IJ,ya' 4-, pp. 24-1-50, portions of which are translated and
discussed in Creation and the Cosmic System, pp. 23ff.

26 Al-Ghazali, as we have noted, holds that the act ofthe will is the prox
imate efficient cause of the activation of the power to act and so of the
occurrence ofthe act (e.g., IJ,ya' 4-, p. 24-8, 24-), the act ofthe will being itself
caused necessarily by the occurrence of the antecedent motivation, etc. Al
Ghazalfs formulation here in Iqt4iid somewhat resembles that of al-Ash'ari,
although his intention is altogether different. Al-Ash'ari (unlike the masters
ofthe following generations) consistently speaks ofthe human act as "occur
ring by virtue of" the human agent's power (yaqi'u mba) (see Lumac, p. 4-2,
I, Mujarrad, p. 92, 6ff. p. 94-, 7ff., and p. 119, 9ff.), and he often says that there
must be a concomitant act of the will (e.g., Mujarrad, p. 93, 17ff.); he speaks
also of the human agent's power as having an "effect" (ta'thir) on the event.
For al-Ash'ari, however, 'occur' (waqaca, yaqi'u) is an equivocal expression
(cf. Mujarrad, p. 92, 9f.). All the real properties and attributes ofthe human
act (jami'u 'aJ,ktimihi wa-~ifiitihi) are the immediate effects of God's causing
it to exist (Mujarrad, p.94-, 7ff.), and God does not cause the existence ofthe
event through or by means of the human agent's power (Mujarrad, p. 119,
9ff.). It is because of its correlation (tacalluq) to the individual instance ofcre
ated power that the given event is described as a human act or "performance"
(iktistib) (Mujarrad, p. 93, 14--15); i.e., it is because of the simult~eouspres-
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ence of the particular instance of the created power that the event occurs as
a performance of the human agent (ibid., p.92, 9f.). Since his power has no
real effect (cf. Shiimil [69], p. 182, 14ff.), i.e., no effect on the coming to be
(J,uduth) or existence of the event or on any of its real properties or charac
teristics, its only "effect" is on the status ofthe event in relation to the human
subject in which God creates it. This is what al-Baqillam accounts for as the
"state" (J,iiJ) ofthe act which is effected by the agent's power (cf., e.g., Ghun
yah, fo1. 155V, I2ff.) in a theory which al-Ghazali considers implausible and
confused (see chap. 2, n. 19). Al-Ash'ari's 'yaqiCu hihti is, thus, by no means
equivalent to the 'yaJ,~ulubihti of al-Ghazali, since he holds the definition in
which the phrase occurs as valid both for God's power and man's. Again, in
contrast to al-Ghazali's description of their doctrine, the MU'tazila hold that
volition is itself a free and autonomous act which takes place through the
agent's power to act by reason of a motivation; the motivation is necessary
insofar as it presents the agent with a reason for acting, but it is not the de
terminant cause of his acting; even strong motivation may occur without the
act's ensuing. Similarly, volition may occur without the ensuing occurrence
of the act; see our "The Autonomy of the Human Agent in the Teaching
of 'Abd al-Gabbar," Le Muston 95 (1982), pp. 323ff. It is important to keep
in mind that al-Ghazali employs 'al-qudrah' to name both the faculty (the
power to act) and the act of the faculty when it moves as he does 'al-'iriidah'
both for the will as a faculty and for the individual volition which is its act.
In the traditional analysis of the Ash'arites, one cannot properly speak of
faculties or powers at all in the usual sense, since will and qudrah are formally
conceived as "accidents" and so are occurrences that are created occasional
istically and cease to exist in the moment succeeding that of their creation.
Al-Ghazali, by contrast, speaks of "the powers of the soul" (quwii I-nnfi) in
Iqt~iid (p. 172, translated in chap. 2, p. 38, above) and describes the intellect
as a "noble power" (MiJ,akk, pp. 27£.), and so also will speak of will and
the power ofvoluntary action plainly as faculties (e.g., IJ,yii' 4, pp. 248f. and
p. 112, 15f.)

27 The text in the edition of <;ubuk«;u and Atay (p. 92, 3) reads simply
lam yakuni I-maqduru bi-qudrati I-'abd here; without mukhtara'an, and no
variant is reported. The word does occur, however, in the editions of Cairo
(1972), Beirut (1983), and Cairo (Mahmudi Commercial Press, n.d.), and
within the context is plainly to be understood. Note also that one has to read
wal-maqdur for w'lmqd'r at the beginning of line 3.

28 According to the MU'tazila, all volitions do not result in the occurrence
of an action. Al-Ghazali's statement here recalls the assertion found in many
Ash'arite manuals (e.g., Ishiirah, p. 37, 12ff.; al-Mutawalli, p. 37, 14; Irshiid,
p. 210, 3ff.; Shiimil [81], p. 93, 8f. and Ikht4iir, fo1. 157r, 13f.) that the power
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ofthe human agent has no effect on its object (Iii ta'thira /ahii, Iii tu'aththiru
fthi) but is related to it as cognition is related to its object; in other words,
as related to (muta'alliq bi-) its object, the human power ofvoluntary action
has no effect on it (Ikht~iir, foIl. 127V, 14f. and 129r, 2Iff.). Nowhere, how
ever, d~es he unambivalently state such a thesis, much less assert it. Later in
Iqt4iid (pp. 181f.), using language that he employs in setting forth his own
teaching in IJ,yii', al-Ghazali says that according to the MU'tazila volition is,
along with other things, a condition for the activation of the power to act.
The statement is not correct, at least not for the leading masters of the Bas
rian school of the MU'tazila, and it may be that al-Ghazali did not rightly
understand the thesis, but on the other hand it is not implausible that he
found it more convenient to misrepresent it and so have to deal only with a
straw man.

29 Note that al-Ghazalfs phrasing here has 'Ii-wuqu" rather than 'Ii-'iqii"
(to cause it to occur). The expression 'tahayya'a li-' is somewhat ambivalent
in the present context. Al-Ghazali had earlier in the discussion used it of the
action with respect to the agent: "'al-qudrah' in ordinary language is an ex
pression for the attribute by virtue ofwhich the act is suitable or ready for the
agent (bihii yatahayya'u l-ji'lu lil-ft,citu) and through which it occurs" (p. 81,
5f.). It can be used also ofGod's knowledge with respect to its objects as fully
capable ofapprehending them (e.g., Ghunya, fo1. 67C, II) so that the broader
interpretation which al-Ghazali puts on 'ta'al/uq' is to be understood with
'tahayyu" too.

30 Subsequently (p. 98, 4ff.), he indulges in a rather silly cavil; by taking
the verb in its primitive sense in ordinary Arabic as to generate or produce,
he says that it is absurd to think that one act issues from within another.
In contrast to the dialectical arguments of this section ofIqt~iid, al-Ghazali
in fact employs the verb in precisely the same sense as the MU'tazila, e.g.,
Maq~ad, p. IOI, 5.

31 E.g., Iqt4iid, p. 5, 4f. and cpo pp. 158, 3, and 121, 7. That he scarcely
discusses the attribute of life at all is conspicuous.

32 For his rejection of the analysis of al-Baqillani and al-Juwayni, cf. also
MiJ,akk, p. 29f. andMustasfii I, p. 35, 9, cited in chap. 2, n. 19. The statement
(Iqt4iid, p. 139, 3f.) that God's essential attributes may be said to be other
than His essence, just as an accident is other than the jawhar which is its
subject, seems bizarre, to say the least; the qualification that what is meant is
that the essence can be conceived without the attributes may be intended to
render the statement harmless, but it can hardly be thought to succeed. The
statement may perhaps reflect al-Ghazalfs contempt for the traditional kalam
of the Ash'arites, who employ 'qii'imun hi-' both in speaking of accidents as
"subsisting" in their substrates and ofGod's eternal attributes as "subsisting"
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in His essence, though they are always careful to insist that God's existence
or essence (nafs/dhiit = wujud) without His eternal attributes is inconceiv
able (though not identical to His essence, they may not be said to be "other
than He") and would never say that they are, or are analogous to, "accidents"
(>a<riitj), though 'ma<ni% is used of both. One would think that given his
tendency to espouse the logic and ontology of Avicenna, al-Ghazali would
somewhere feel constrained to make a number ofdistinctions and to discuss
the subject seriously, even ifnot in detail. He doesn't.

33 So also in the discussion inQudsiyyah (pp. 83f. = IJ,yiP I, p. 107, 34-ff.)
he says that this seeing is "a kind of unveiling and knowing, only clearer
than [the usual kind] ofknowing" (naw<u kashftn wa-<ilmin >ilIa>aw4aJlu mina
l-<ilm); cf. alsoIJ,ya> 4, p. 314, and generally pp. 304ff.

34- Essentially, the same definition is given in Qudsiyyah (p. 81, IOff. =
ll!ya> I, p. 106, 17ff.); inMihakk, pp. 45f. and 117, ult., and in Mustasfti I, pp.
39f., he gives ta>lif(composition; being composed) as the proper character
istic of bodies. Concerning this definition in traditional Ash<arite teaching,
see our "Bodies and Atoms: The Ash<arite Analysis," in Islamic Theolo/fyand
Philosophy: Studies in Honor ofGeorge F. Hourani, ed. M. Marmura (Albany,
N.y., 1984), pp. 45ff. (where note that "are formally strict" was dropped by
the printer following "predicates" in the second line of p. 49).

35 For the traditional description ofwater and air, see, e.g., Hidayah, fo1.
33v, 9ff. The remarks of al-An~an in Ghunyah, fo1. 14V, 19ff., look as if they
may be intended to respond to al-Ghazalfs concern. Note, in any case, that
in traditional Ash<arite doctrine one may speak ofwater's having accidents;
see, e.g., Mujarrad, p. 132, 14ff., and Ghunyah, fo1. 18v, 22£

36 Al-Ghazali never that I have noted speaks of the individual instance of
an accident as a "particle" (juz», as do the mutakalliml1n (e.g., Shamil [69],
p. 152,7, and Ghunyah> fo1. 9V, dE).

37 See, e.g., Irshiui, p. 140. Differences of opinion on this question are
in large part based on whether or not one holds, with al-Ash<ari and al
Isfara->ini, that, since 'continues to exist' is not implied by 'exists' or 'is an
x', perdurance or permanence ofexistence (al-baqa') must be a distinct acci
dent created by God (thus, e.g., al-Isfara'ini, 'Aqidah, §IV, 36, p. 14-0, and Fr.
20, p. 1+8 = Shamil [69], pp. 573f.) or, with al-Juwayni and most authorities
after al-Baqillaru, that it is simply that what exists continue to exist (istimrar
al-wujUd). Al-Ash<arfs position is, thus, that the atom ceases to exist when
continuation ofexistence (baqa') is not created in it (e.g.,Mujarrad> pp. 24-1£
and generally SharI! al-Irshad, fo1. 130r, 18ff.). Al-Ghazali cites two Ash<arite
positions in TahajUt, pp. 88£; for detail on the question, seelkht4ar, foil. 72V
fE, and SharI! al-Irshad, foil. 124-r ff.

38 The focus on the elements oftraditional dogma against the usual oppo-
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nents of traditional manuals likewise excludes any mention or discussion of
imrnateri~beings; see p. 56 below.

39 Reading 'ajsamihi with the edition published in Darul Funiin Ilahiyat
FakiiltesiMecmuas, 8 (1928), p. 93, IOf., for the plainly erroneous >ajniisihi of
the Cairo edition.

40 Again here, he seems to state traditional Ash<arite teaching, but
whether by "akwan' he means the whole traditional set (i.e., including conti
guity, conjunction, etc.) or only rest and motion and the kawn that is unique
to the jawhar in the first moment it is created, as would seem most likely, is
not clear from the evidence of the texts. If he includes only the latter three,
then he need not be committed to the traditional atomism in its every detail.
The 'akwan will, in any case, entail having position in space.

41 Motions are said to be mutamiithilah inQudsiyyah, p. 87, 23f. = IJ,ya' I,

p. 110, 8f. For the usual use of the word, c£, e.g., Mujarrad, pp. 209f.
42 He goes on to say that as such the accident does not occupy space but

requires a locus. God neither occupies space nor requires a locus: Iqt4iui,
p. 24-; cpo Mil!akk, p. 40, 1£

4-3 Reading mawqu< for mawqi' in lines 12f. Note that by 'al-jins al-'a<amm'
in line 10, he does not mean the most universal ofall classes, but only a more
universal class; he employs 'jinsu l-'ajniis' of body on the previous page and
ofjawhar inMustasfii I, p. 14, II. (Note that al-Ghazali normally follows the
usage of kalam, employing 'jim' for 'class' in general rather than following
the usage of the falasifa and distinguishing 'naw" and 'jim' as 'genus' and
'species'. See, however, Mihakk, p. 105, where he explains the use of 'jins
al-'ajniis'.

++ Cp., e.g., Tamhfd, p. 78, IOf. and Shiimil (69), p. 141, 8, and p. 159, 13ff.
Some Ash<arites defined the atom in terms ofshaghlu l-I!ayyiz (Shamil, p.142,
13ff.), while al-Baqillani defined it in terms ofmisahah (Shiimil [69],142,18£;
cpo Ghunyah, foIl. 14r, 11£, and 18r, 19); some surface area is a property of
whatever occupies space and has volume ( . . . lahu misahatun wa-hadha
hukmu kulli mutahayyizi dhi juththatin wa-J,ujm) (Ghunyah, fol. 14r, 11£).
Thus, "the atom occupies the place (yashghalu l-maluin) in which it resides"
(e.g., Mujarrad, p. 207, 12) and may be said to fill a place as such and of itself
(yamla'u bi-dhatihi maluinan) (Ghunyah, fol. 9V, Iff.); the essential character
istic (khiiWyyah) ofthejawhar is to be a volume (al-J,ajmiyyah) (Ghunyah fo1.
62V, 13). Whatever the differences among the masters, it is taken as axiom
atic that every existentjawhar is mutaJ,ayyiz (e.g., Shiimil [69], pp. 149, 5ff.).
According to the traditional conception, thus, J,ayyiz is characteristic of the
jawhar as opposed to the accident (Shamil [69], p. 185, 18f.), as the latter has
locus (mahall) but not position in space (jihah) (Ghunyah, fol. 3IV, 21).

45 This is the normal sense of the word; d., e.g., Shiimil (69), p. 14I. Al-
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GhazaIi does speak of "occupying locations in space" (ai-shaghlu lil-'aJ,yiiz)
in Tahafut (p. 63, 8ff.), where he asks whether or not God could reduce the
dimensions ofthe universe and whether, if He were to do so, the ponion of
the whole (ai-mila') "and the occupation of spaces" that no longer existed
would be greater with two cubits missing than with only one. Here, how
ever, he is not talking about the jawahir but of the Whole, the dimensions
and volume of the universe. In Qudsiyyah (p. 83, II = ll?ya' I, p. 107, 4) he
seems to employ 'position' (jihah) as an equivalent of'J,ayyiz' (cp. p. 79, 13 =

lJ,ya' I, p. 104, 25, with p. 82, 4 = I, p. 106, 13) and says that to have a par
ticular position (mukhtR¥.un bi-jihah) is to have a panicular location in space
(J,ayyiz), as does ajawhar. He intends 'position', more narrowly elsewhere,
however, (ibid., pp. 82f. = ll?ya' I, pp. 10M.), when he takes it as a location
in space relative to a human observer, as above, below, etc.

46 That he speaks of divisibility here and not of "composition" (>itiliif,
ta'li[) follows the lexical program ofMfyar. It is not inconsistent, however,
with the conception of body as essentially mwallaf. Previously in the same
chapter (p. 170) al-Ghazali had defined body as "a finite continuum which is
measurable in three dimensions" (mutta.ri/un maJ,dudun mamsiiJ,unji'abcadin
thalathah), a definition which would seem to have its immediate source in
Avicenna (cf.lfudUd, p. 87; note the contrasting definition ofllahiyyat, p. 61,
where, against the mutakallimOn, Avicenna defines body, saying that it is "a
single, continuous substance and it is not composed of indivisible pans").
Al-Ghazali does not explicitly raise the question ofwhether bodies are or are
not infinitely divisible in Mfyar (or, for that matter, elsewhere that I have
noted), but his speaking of panicles ('ajza') in some passages would seem
to indicate that they are not, so that one could take the two definitions as
equivalent insofar as the being conjoined (mwtalif) of the former is under
stood as equivalent to the being continuous or contiguous (mu~il) of the
latter. In Qudsiyyah (p. 82, I2f. = ll?ya' I, p. 106, 19f.), al-Ghazali says that
bodies always have perceptible characteristics and dimensions (hay'ah and
miqdar).

47 This is, of course, the title of the book, but in the context it stands as
al-Ghazali's description of the elements of Muslim onhodoxy as presented
in the school (madhhab) with which he associates himself (cf. Mtztin, pp.
124ff., discussed below, pp. 96-97); cpo the occurrence of the phrase in
Qudsiyyah, p. 88,6 (= ll?ya' I, p. 110,19). Note that it is not immediately clear
in the present context whether the word 'rU/f is employed, as often in al
GhazaIi's writing (see, e.g., n. 48 immediately below), as a redundant term
equivalent to 'soul' or whether he means by it the physical pneuma. That it is
the pneuma he means here is, however, clear, from the discussion in MiJ,akk,
pp. 132ff., on which see pp. 59-61 below.

1
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48 Here 'soul' and 'spirit' do not designate two distinct beings or compo
nents or aspects of the essential reality ofman but are merely two synonyms
for the same being, as is clear from the singular subject and predicate of the
following phrase. If the soul/spirit is ajawhar, and alljawhars are located in
space, then it could cease to exist only ifGod withdrew the 'akwtin which are
the condition of its existence; cf. lqrifiid, pp. 36, IfE, and 37, 14f. InJawahir
(p. 16, I) he describes the body metaphorically as the soul's ship.

49 On the operation ofthe pneuma, see lJ,ya' 4, pp. mf. and more gener
ally concerning the related physiology v. ibid., pp. 109ff.; also cpo MiJ,akk, pp.
133f. It is plain that here in lJ,ya' (as he does more explicitly, e.g., in MiJ,akk,
p. 113, andMustasfii I, p. 34, discussed below, p. 59) al-Ghazali wishes to assen
the existence of another spirit distinct from that recognized by the Ashearite
mutakallimOn, namely, from the "subtle bodies" (i.e., invisible fluid) asso
ciated with corporeal life. According to the traditional doctrine ofthe school,
life is, strictly speaking, an accident which is created in the atoms or particles
that make up the pneuma. The life ofthe visible body (the jasad) is associated
with the presence of the pneuma which circulates in it. Interpretations of
their relationship vary somewhat; cf., e.g., Mujarrad, pp. 257; al-Mutawalli,
pp. 56f.; Ristila 2, p. 106; Lafa'if4, p. 39 (ad QI7,85); lrshtid, p. 377; and
generally Ghunya, foIl. 127r ff. and cpo al-MuCtamad, pp. 94ff. Some thus
identify life with the pneuma (e.g., al-BaqilHini, cited in Ghunya, loco cit.);
life belongs to the pneuma (to each of its individual particles or atoms) as an
accident, and by its presence in the body the pneuma causes (mujib) the body
to be alive (al-Mutawalli, p. 57, where omit the waw in front of>idha in line
2). That is, the pneuma is the living component in a material composite that
is described by 'alive'. Angels and jinns are also spoken of as having invisible
bodies (al-Mutawalli, p. 57).

50 P. 3, 14ff.; see, generally, al-Mutawalli, pp. 3f. and cp., e.g., "ft qalbi 1
'insani Caynun hiidhihi #fatu kamalihi wa-hiya l-/atiyucabbaru canha tarratan
bil-Caqli wa-tarratan bil-rUhi wa-tarratan bil-nafii l-'insani) (Mishkah, p. 43,
15f.; cf. also ibid., p. 77, 6f. Regarding the various terms al-Ghazali employs
to refer to the "heart" or rational soul, cf. also lJ,ya' 4, p. 299, 24ff., where
he says that it is variously called "the divine light" and "the intellect" and
"interior insight" (ai-b~iratu l-bti(inah) and "the light of belief and ceni
tude" (nuru l-'imani wai-yaqin), and goes on to say that one should not be
concerned about names since formal terms (4filaJ,at) vary.

51 'Mufiiriq', which I have rendered "distinct", might equally be translated
"separable" or "separate".

52 This statement would seem to exclude one's reading 'sa'ir' in the pre
vious passage simply as "all" and to confirm its having its proper and more
common meaning as we have rendered it. In the formal vocabulary of kalam,
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'juz" normally designates a part as a discrete element in a set of parts, all
of which are identical, while 'bacrf is used of a pan which is one of a set
of disparate parts. (Cp. Avicenna's use where he speaks of the 'ajza' of the
brain: deAnima, p. 267, I.) Al-Ghazali uses 'juz" elsewhere, however, simply
in the sense of "part" or "component" (e.g.,MiJlakk, p. 38, 1and ult.). Con
cerning the use of the verb "adraka, yudriku' here, cpo lilyii'> 4, p. 303, 21ff.,
where al-GhazaIi divides the "perceptibles" (al-mudrakat) into those which
can be objects of imagination, such as colored bodies, and those which can
not, "such as God's being and whatever is not corporeal, such as cognition,
the power to act, volition, etc."

53 Note that he says that it subsists "ft I-jism," not "bil-jism"; it does not,
that is, subsist in the body in the way that an accident subsists in its substrate.

54 Here too he follows the tradition ofthe falasifa. Avicenna says that the
first or primary connection (>awwalu tacalluq) of the soul is to the hean (de

Anima, pp. 263f.), while the acts of some of its faculties (e.g., al-~awwur
and al-takhayyul) are carried out in the brain (pp. 266f.).

55 Note that it is the intellect whose maltall is the soul; the soul is an in
dependent entity (ajawhar) and does not reside in a subject. Thus Avicenna
insists (al-Nafi al-nii{iqah, p. 198, 9f.) that the body is not the locus (maJ,all)
of the soul but rather something that receives it (qiibil). Al-GhazaII makes
his conception of the rational soul clear enough in Mi'ztin, but for reasons
that we shall present later we have preferred to make but limited use of the
evidence of that work in our present analysis.

56 He uses 'spirit' (al-roll) here instead of 'soul' in order to allude to
QI7,85: "They will ask you about the roll; say, 'the rUJ, is a matter of my
Lord's and you have been given but little knowledge'" (cp. the discussion of
the rational soul in Miziin, p. 14, 12ff., where the same verse is cited along
with QI5,29 = 38,72). There are a number of ways to read (and render) the
verse; some exegetes, e.g., al-Qushayri, an Ash'arite, understand the refer
ence to be to the pneuma (cf. Latii'if, ad loc.). That by 'rolf here al-GhazaIi
does not mean the pneuma but rather the soul is clear from the context and
also from the discussion oflilyii' 1, p. 54, 20ff., where the verse is quoted and
the spirit/hean is described as "something divine" (>amrun 'iliihi); cpo also
Mi'ztin, p. 14, 12ff.

57 Here, playing on the expression 'naft', hearing both "self" and "soul".
With the assenion that those who know are not allowed to divulge their
knowledge publicly, cpo IJ,yii' I, p. 21, 15ff. (cited below, p. 65), pp. 36f., p. 99,
28ff., et alibi. We may note here that parallel to the doctrines contrasted
in this passage, he notes in MiCyiir, p. 164, that whereas the mutakallimiin
hold angels to be "subtle bodies," the falasifa say that they are immaterial
(ghayr mutaJ,ayyizah), but goes on to say that since the correct interpreta-
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tion of this dispute requires rigorous, that is to say, logical demonstration
(al-fariq al-burhiini), he cannot go into the matter here.

58 In Miziin (p. 125) he offers the thesis that God "is not in any place,
neither in the world nor outside it nor contiguous to it" as something that

most people would misunderstand and refuse to accept.. " .
59 Regarding the ultimate "giver of forms/agent mtellect (which

al-GhazaIi often refers to as "the Throne," "the Well Guarded Tablet," etc.),
note that he says a few pages later in MiJlakk (p. 82) that it is not implau
sible that in the marvels ofGod's creation there be a single celestial cause (ft
l-'asbiibi l-samiiwiyyati sababun wiiJ,id) which through the determinate opera
tion of God's custom is "the cause of life in the members and organs of
animals and of their various configurations and of the causes of the multi
plicity of clouds and of the causes of the mutual enmities between men,
which are the causes of battles, which are the causes of bloodshed. The only
people who reject such knowledge are the ignorant who have no knowledge
at all of the marvels of God's creating and the scope of His power." (The
last sentence here-where note again the formal sense of'creates'-refers to
examples ofdrawing correct conclusions regarding the characteristics ofani
mals and men on the basis ofphysiognomy, whose causal implications elicit

the final statement regarding "a single celestial cause".)
60 That is to say, the act of combining the terms of the syllogism and

understanding their formal relation is the cause ofthe knowledge ofthe con
clusion. In Qisfiis (pp. 2If. 23) al-GhazaIi states that the conclusion is "muta

wallid," but he does not mean what the MuCtazila mean in using the same
expression. For al-GhazaIi, rather, the act ofcombining the terms and under
standing their formal relation is the occasion given which the knowledge of
the conclusion becomes available and is imparted by an extrinsic agent intel
lect. It should also be noted that al-GhazaIi's former schoolmate, al-An~ari,

attacks the doctrine of the falasifa concerning the role of the agent intellect

in his Ghunyah (fo1. I5IV, 14ff.).
61 The angelic intelligence of the outermost sphere, however, knows

through its own being and essence (bi-jawharihi wa-dhiitihi) (Fanal, p. 41, 4;

cf. alsoMiziin, p. 24, 12ff.).
62 Note that, following Avicenna, al-GhazaIi considers existence to be an

accident; cf. MiCyiir, p. 57, andMiJlakk, pp. I05f.
63 So, too, the phrase "kal-ciirif# lahii" in his presentation of the position

of the falasifa in 1qt4iid, p. 215, precisely reflects al-GhazaIfs own position;
its relation to the body is like an accident. For the sense of the ciirilj as an
enduring property or accident which is apparently permanent in its subject
but without which the subject can exist, cf., e.g., MiJlakk, p. 26, 9ff., and

Mustasfi 1, pp. 13f.
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64- With this, cpo Ghunyah, foi. ISOV, 8tI
6S The soul (naft, pI. most often nufUs, as opposed to the "self" or essence:

naft, pI. 'anjUs), is not a formal element of the conception of man in classical
kalam; cf, e.g., Mushkil, pp. ISIf and al-BayhaqI,Asma', p. 286, 2fT., and the
thesis mentioned by al-GhazalI in MiJ,akk (p. 133), according to which 'soul'
has no distinct, proper referent. 'Naft' is sometimes used to name the seat
of the emotions (cf, e.g., Hidayah, foIl. 116v, 2-4, and 138v, 16f and IJ,yii' 3,
p. 4-, 2fT.). In traditional religious language the "heart" is the locus ofmental
acts, and following QI2,IS bad thoughts and actions are often attributed to
the na:fi, while good thoughts and actions are attributed to the riiJ, (e.g., al
SulamI, p. 4-08, IItI; Risiilnh 2, pp. 103fT., and Lafii'ij4-,39, ad Q17, 8s, and 6,
p. II, ad Q4-9,I2). (The language here originates in Christian usage; cp., e.g.,
the use of 'lfroXtK6..' and '1r1J8VJLaTtK6..' in I Cor. 2:13-IS). In some sufi con
texts it is often unclear whether 'naft' is used in this sense or whether the self
is meant; cf., e.g., al-SulamI, p. 3SI, 6 and 14-.

66 The terms here are wonderfully ambivalent, as one might easily hear
"the most literal and the most true and the most Muslim" as well as a number
of more nuanced readings of the separate expressions and the combination
ofthe three. With "al-'aslam" here, cpo "hiidhii l-~ariqu 'aqrabu 'ilii l-saliimah,"
al-MutawallI, p. 13, 21.

67 An analogous set ofthree positions is presented concerning the beati
tude of the next life in Miziin, pp. sf, and concluding with the same advice
(pp. 7fT.; cpo Mi<yar, p. 14-8, 21-23), though there al-GhazalI indicates some
what clearly his preference for the third alternative, which he attributes to
"the sufis and the metaphysicians among the falasifa" (i.e., "those falasifa
who believe in God and the last day": p. 12, 8f).

68 The word is employed by the Ash<arites in a formal sense to refer to
God's attributes as distinct from his essence (dhiit) and to refer to the acci
dents of corporeal beings, but it is clear that it is not so used by al-GhazalI
here (Illyii' 4-, p. 4-78, translated above, p. S6).

69 '<Ayn' properly designates "al-shayu l-mawjiidu l-thiibitu l-ka'in"
(Ghunyah, foi. I2r, 14-f; cpo Farq, p. 332, S) and as such is employed also of
God (e.g., Mushkil, pp. 116tI).

70 It would be fanciful, however, to suggest that because of al-GhazalI's
recognition of the equivocity of 'jawhar', what he really means when, for
example, he defines a body as "a composite of two jawhars which occupy
space" (Iqtis,ad, p. 39) is a composite of matter and form. By ''jawharayn
mutal,ayyizayn" he clearly means two independent, contingent entities ("sub
stances," ifyou wish), each ofwhich occupies space.

71 Cf., e.g., Munqidh, pp. 14-7 and 16If., and concerning the levels ofcon
sciousness or intuition, cpo Mishkiih, pp. 80f True visions (al-ru'yii l-~aJ,iJlah)
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are given as one of the "forty-six parts ofprophecy":]awiihir, p. 29, I, citing
a badIth reported by ibn I:Ianbal and al-BukharI and transmitted also by abu

<All al-Thaqafi, according to al-SulamI (pp. 36If.).
72 Al-GhazalI's discussion of human acts in MiJlakk, pp. 88f, is similarly

inconclusive.
73 Al-GhazalI will no doubt explain this along the same lines as does Avi-

cenna (e.g., in Ishiiriit, pp. 214-f.), "ja'inna li-dhiilika ft madhiihibi l-~aht-.:at;
'asbiiban ma<lamah" (ibid., p. 209, 14-f.; see, generally, pp. 209fT.). For the
traditional Ash<arite view, cf, e.g., Mujarmd, p. 263, 9fT.

74- P. 92, 18fT. = IJ,yii' I, p. II3, 17fT.; a similar statement is made in Iqti.s.iid,
p. 217. Note that he does not suggest here whether this involves merely t.he
restoration of the pneuma to a part of the body or the presence of the ratio
nal soul. The question here difTers from that of the following section of the
work, since the body is presumed to be present so that "life" (in the context,
presumably the pneuma) can be present in at least some part of the body at
the time of the interrogation. Again, the only assertion al-GhazalI formally
claims to make is that it is theoretically possible that this take place under
these circumstances. He in no way commits himself regarding how he con
ceives the interrogation in fact to take place. The notion of the restoration of
the pneuma for the interrogation is traditional; cf., e.g., al-BarbahiirI, cited

in Tabaqiit al-IJaniibilah 2, p. 26.
7S Note that, although for obvious reasons he does not do so here,

al-GhaziilI elsewhere carefully distinguishes what lies absolutely in God's
power and is therefore hypothetically possible from what is concretely pos
sible given the essential natures of things and God's wisdom and liberality;

d. chap. 2, n. 24-.
76 In this connection, note too, for example, the use of the expressions

"in act" and "in potency" in speaking ofGod (p. 61, 3)· That al-GhazalI views
the traditional proof for the existence of God as unsatisfactory, see Iljiim,
pp. 78f., where it is described as rasmiyyah. Al-GhaziilI does not say explic
itly that a fully adequate demonstration of the existence ofGod must follow
that given, e.g., in lliihiyyiit, pp. 29ff., and Ishiiriit, pp. 138ff., but that this is
his position is indicated in Q~iis, pp. 24-f., and its basic terms are formally

presented inMaq~ad, p. 137 (cited in chap. 2, n. 24-).
77 Cpo the dogmatic introductions to al-QushayrI's Risiilnh and al

KaliibiidhI's Ta<an-uf, which likewise serve as a kind of preliminary apolo

getic.
78 So, too, his accusation against the scholars and theologians as being

more often interested in higWy endowed and prestigious chairs is contextu
ally appropriate in that these "impediments to knowledge" violate the canons
of the perfection of religious action that he will lay down as the foundation
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of higher religious insight ("~iilu Cum al-I?aqa'iq, al-macrifatu bi-lltih). He
w~ll say over and again that "this ain't a book on higher speculative theology
(Cum al-mukashafah) . ..."

4. Ope" Co"/lictwith the Ash'arite School

1 Later (p. 67), he speaks ofthe ignorance of "those who hasten to charge
anyone who disagrees with al-Ashcari or someone else with unbelief." Al
Ghazalfs intimation that his opponents are moved by envy of his Illya' is
basically polemical and need not be taken as evidence that it was Illya' alone
w?ich provoked the accusations against him. (Hostile reaction to Illyi;,>, cer
talOly, was ample, as it was condemned in Spain during al-GhazaIi's lifetime,
th~u~h the ~ecdoteofal-Jaza'irI concerningIllya', quoted by Ormsby, The
odtcy tn Islamte Thought, p. 133, would seem likely to be based on Fanal. For
a list of early opponents to Illya', see Ormsby, Theodicy in Islamic Thought,
p. 93). In his detailed study, The Medieval Islamic Controversy Between Phi
losophy and OrthoiWXJ (Leiden, 1989), Isa Bello failed to see that al-GhazalI
composed Fay~al primarily as an apologetic for his own theology and its
ta'~..Al-Gh~I did write a work in which he responded more directly to
obJ.ections agalOst what he says in Illya', namely, al-Im/a' ft ishka/.tit al-Illyii'.
ThIS, however, has not been available to me; concerning the contents of the
work and the state of the text, see Ormsby, Theodicy in Islamic Thought, pp.
75-81. It might be appropriate to suggest here that in view ofal-GhazaIi's as
surance of the superiority of his own theological insight and so of the status
of his ta'wU, it would seem likely that the title of his work on the divine
names should be voweled maq~id rather than the usual maq~ad, i.e., it is the
place one aims to reach, not the aiming at it.

2 In Munqidh (p. 134, 7f.) al-GhazalI speaks, in connection with his own
case, of"turning away from status and wealth and [worldly] distractions and
attachments." This claim may, however, be a trifle disingenuous; see Joseph
van Ess, "Quelques remarques sur Ie Munqidh min atf,-t/aliil," in Ghaziili, la
raison et Ie miracle, pp. 57-68.

3 The rhetoric ofthis passage is remarkable; note, e.g., the use of"Inspire"
('alhama). The reference to the sultans and other men of power who en
dowed and Controlled the schools is a mark of al-GhazalI's alienation from
~is ~rstw~ile ~ol.leagues. Note too, the resonant connotations acquired by
dhtkruna WIthin the context. In Munqidh (pp. 135f.) al-GhazaII says that

he came finally to examine his worldly attachments and realized that he was
more devoted to status and fame than to God and was called to break these
connections. It is clear from the opening ofFay~al, however, as also from a
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number ofother works written after his crisis, that modesty was not one of
the virtues he came to cultivate.

+ Concerning this, recall that in the section ofIqtiriid (pp. +1-60) in which
he treats the anthropomorphic descriptions of God, al-GhazalI presents the
traditional interpretations at relativelydisproportionate length while offering
only oblique allusions to his own exegesis ofthem.

5 The five levels (presented pp. 34ff.) are the essential (al-dhtiti), the sen
sible (al-iJissi), the imaginary (al-khayiili), the intellectual (al-Caqli), and the
symbolic or figurative (al-shibhi). Elsewhere, al-GhazaII offers somewhat
variant lists of the "degrees ofexistence"; see chap. +, n. 1+.

6 The implications ofthis exegesis within the context of al-GhazaIi's the
ology is spelled out, e.g., in Illyii' +, p. 2+6, 8ff. Also see our Creation and
the Cosmic System, p. +5; the same Tradition is cited in Mustasfii I, p. 83, 6ff.,
and in al-Naft al-ntifiqah, p. 189. Al-GhazaIi's interpretation of God's 'hand'
here is conspicuously different from the traditional AshCarite interpretations;
cf., e.g.,Mushkil, pp. 153ff. and 22+, 5ff.; Ta'wU, foil. n8r f. and I+or f.; Ikhtirar,
foJ. I25r f.; also al-BayhaqI, Asmii', p. 319, and Mujarrad, p. 21+, IIf. (Note
that abu Yacla [al-MuCtamad, p. 52, 13ff., §86] condemns two of the common
AshCarite interpretations, but not that according to which 'hand' refers to
God's Selfor essence; cf., e.g., Mushkil and al-Bayhaqi, locc. citt.). Al-GhazalI
associates God's hand with the angel ofthe first sphere inIllyii' +, p. 2+6, 8ff.

7 It is noteworthy that in this apologetic context he citesQist:iis, a work in
which he had presented Aristotelian logic in a form and language so adapted
as to make it acceptable to the culamii', and notMiCyiir, in which he presented
it using the lexicon ofthe falasifa, and Mil?akk, in which the elements are pre
sented in his own language but in a way that is openly critical of the school
tradition.

8 For the language, cf., e.g., al-Isfara'Ini's, Caqidah, pp. 135f., translated
in our "Knowledge and Taqlid," pp. 50f. Al-GhazaII will claim, however, to
speak from a superior vantage point, since he holds (Munqidh, pp. 9+f.) that
the mutakallimun are incapable ofpresenting an adequate apologetic against
the falasifa (and this may be one reason that he offers none in Iqtiriid). Note
also, however, that his polemic ignores the basic position of the school, in
that for them the reasoning presented in the Koran and Tradition are suffi
cient for most ordinary people.

9 Concerning "the deeper truths of the religious sciences" and "the ulti
mate limits of doctrinal systems," see Miztin, pp. 12+ff., discussed on pp.
96-97 below. The phrase "whose minds are not solidly grounded in the
sciences" is clearly a paraphrasis for "those who are not riisikhUnaft l-cilm."

10 There are in the Koran symbolic metaphors (isti'artit ramtiyyah) for
those who are able to see them: Jawtihir, p. 28.
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II "Nur al-nubuwwah" means a special kind of direct inspiration by the
agent intellect. In a later context (p. 102, I) this prophetic light is distin
guished from the intellectual light (nur al_caql) which comes about after long
years of intellectual research (baJ,th). InMishkah (pp. 51£ and 77) the former
is termed "the holy, prophetic spirit" (al-riiJlu l-qudsiyyu l-nabawi) and the
latter "the intellectual spirit" (al-ritltu l-caqli).

12 He makes an exception (p. 95) for disputation (al-mun~arah)as a form
of research in juridical matters, citing Qawti'id al-'aqii,>id. Does his constant
condemnation of academic disputation on theological matters indicate per
haps that al-GhazaII had suffered some unpleasant experiences in this regard?

13 InJawiihir, where he had no apologetic aims, al-GhazaII says (pp. 29f.)
that there are many rumuz in the Koran and the Traditions and (p. 32)
that the truth is presented in the Koran "in the form of imaginative meta
phors" (ft qiilabi 1-'amthiiJi l-khiyiiJiyyah); the interpretation of such figures
(al-ta'wil) is analogous to dream interpretation (ibid., p. 31, I~3).

14 The same four degrees of being are presented also in Mustasfii I, pp.
21£; the first three are mentioned also inMi'yar (pp. 38f.) and briefly again in
Maq~ad (p. 18), where the same expressions are used (al-wujUdft /->aCyan ~ al
wujudft /->tuihhtin , al-wujUdft l-listin); later in the same work (pp. 1I5£) he
speaks of the various rumh or darajtit of beings as ranks or levels of beings
(mawjUdat), specifically ofthe sensible and intelligible, with implicit allusion
to Q40,I5. In IJ,ya' 3, p. 20, 3ff., he distinguishes four levels or modes of
existence earbacu darajtitin ft l-wujUd) belonging to the universe; according
to this classification, the highest level is contained in the Well Guarded Tab
let, the first created intellect. Differences in the lists presented are due to the
aims and requirements ofthe various contexts. Al-GhazalI's intention here in
I/jam would appear to be, in part at least, to escape the l:Ianbalite condem
nation of the distinction between al-qirii'ah and al-maqrit' as traditionally it
was formulated (cf., e.g., al-Muctamad, pp. 88£ and 192, Iff.). InIqt~ad (pp.

I26f.), as is to be expected in view ofthe context, he simply presents the usual
distinction in its usual terms.

15 He mentions, thus, God's "form" (pp. 56 and 98), His "hand(s)" (pp. 55
and 105), "the descent" (pp. 57£.), His "being above" (pp. 58 and 68), and "as
cending the Throne" (pp. 65, 68f. and 75), though he offers his interpretation
only of the last (pp. 68£).

16 Note, however, that the attack on the obligation to rational inquiry
and a presentation of the different levels of religious assent do occur also in
Fa:Aal (pp. 67ff.).

17 The argument concerning "is eternal and uncreated" certainly avoids
the reasoning of abu Yacla against the traditional Ash'arite distinction
(Muctamad, §I56, pp. 88£), but this is secondary to al-GhazaII's purpose of
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setting the distinction within the context of a broader ontology than that
current in the schools. So too, the remarks about collecting such Traditions
(p. 75f.; cpo p. 97, I4ff.) may, as the editor suggests, be directed against ibn
Khuzayma. He and al-SibghI are explicitly attacked by ibn Furak (Mushkil,
pp. 181fT., I89ff., and 2I6ff.). Abu Yacla condemns the distinction between al
qira'ah and al-maqri? (al-tiltiwah and al-matluw) (al-MuCtamad, pp. 88 and
192, 4ff.), identifying those who hold it as "al-/aftiyyah" (p. 267,8) and call
ing them unbelievers. "The /aftiyyah" is an old epithet originally applied by
the Hanbalites and some other traditionalists to those who held that the
voici~g (/aft) ofthe Koran in recitation was something created and therefore
distinct from God's eternal speaking; it continued in use as a pejorative for
any who made the equivalent distinction, whatever the terminology. See our
"Elements in the Development ofthe Teaching ofal-Ash'ari," LeMuseon 104

(1991), pp. 175 and 179£ and the references there cited.
18 Cf. also the passage in which he says that, if need be, in order to take

one's mind off the question ofwhat these metaphors mean, one should take
up reading the Koran or the study of lexicography or ofgrammar or calligra
phy or medicine or religious law (fiqh), and goes on to say that it is better to
distract one's self even with play and fun than to attempt to interpret them

(p.77).
19 Cp.IJ,ya' I, p. 99, 3ff., where he says that kalam is good for apologetic,

"but there is no key for ending difficulties and for the disclosure ofthe essen
tial realities and the knowledge ofthings as they really are and the perception
of the primary truths which are presented in translation in the literal sense
of the expressions of the Muslim creed (al-'asriiru l-latiyatarjimuha ~iru
'al~i hadhihi 1-'aqidah) except rigorous campaigning, the suppression ofthe
appetites . . . and holding fast to thought that is free of the contaminations
ofdisputation...." On turning "the face towards God," ef. p. 60, translated

in Landholt, "al-GhazaII," p. 61.
20 They are rasmiyyah (pp. 79, 3, and 1I6, 2) and wahmiyyah (p. 112, 8).

The reasoning of the mutakallimiin, like that of the fuqaha', employs prem
ises that are founded simply in commonly accepted opinions (mashhurtit):
MiJ,akk, p. 56, and Mustasfii I, p. +8 ult.; cpo Fay~al, pp. 69,9£,70, 2ff.; see

chap. 2, n. 18, above.
21 Some people on hearing the ta'wi/ of "spiritual meanings involving

the immaterial realm (al-ma'iini l-riiJ,aniyyatu l-malakutiyyah) set forth in
ordinary language become so confused that their basic assent to the truth
is corrupted; they do not believe the elementary truth and not only fail to
gain spiritual insight but lose even simple beliefeimanu l_cawiimm) (Jawiihir,

p.36).
22 As we have seen, 'al-istiwii" for al-GhazalI designates God's governance
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of the universe through the outermost sphere; al-qadar he associates with
the determinant occurrence of sublunary events through the operation of
the "universal, enduring causes," celestial and terrestrial; cf. IJ,yii' +, p. 9+,8;
Maq~ad, p. 98, I+ff.; andArba'in, p. II.

23 Much ofwhat al-GhazaIi says in all ofthis is paralleled in Iliihiyyiit, pp.
442f. (= Najiih, p. 305).

5. COHdusioHS

I The sufis' habitual caution in speaking about their experience, which al
GhazaIi occasionally claims as a precedent for his own rather frequent refusal
to state his position forthrightly, is really somewhat different in that theirs
has to do with the individual's claim to have achieved union with the divine
essence, while al-GhazaIfs has to do with his claims for theological truth and
insight into the ultimate nature ofthings and the order of the universe.

2 The ambivalence of the passage when the work was first published
would have been extremely misleading, for, while anyone who has read IJ,yii',
Maq~ad, andMishkiih, for example, will know at once exactly what al-Ghazali
means by "the usual course of God's custom," the works published before
Mi'yiir supply no such clear context of interpretation.

3 Cf., e.g., IJ,yii' +, pp. 86f. and 2+9f. (translated in our Creation and the
Cosmic System, pp. 25f.). The statements are subtly nuanced, as he insists that
~con~tions"do not "cause existence," where "cause existence" (al->ijiid) is
IdentIfied with "create" (al-ikhtiriiC), whose formal sense in al-GhazaIfs usage
has been noted on p. 37 and chap. 2, n. +3.

4 Concerning the chronology ofhis works, see G. F. Hourani, "A Revised
Chronology ofal-GhazaIfs Writings,"JAOS IO+ (198+), pp. 28lff.

5 That there are other theses that he rejects as in some way subordinate to
those he refutes, cf., e.g., Munqidh, pp. I05f.

6 See chap. 3, n. 8, above; for the formulation, cpo Iliihiyyiit, p. 403, I+f.
(= Najiih, p. 275,2).

7 Earlier (e.g., pp. 16 andI8ff.), where he claimed to "make up" his own
formal terms, one finds that they are the same as those ofAvicenna!

8 For the ?ate of the work, see W. Madelung, "Ar-Ragib al-I~fahani und
die Ethik al-Gazalis," in IslamwissenschnftlicheAbhandlungen Fritz Meier zum
~echzigstenGeburtstag, ed. R. Gramlich (Wiesbaden, 197+), pp. I53f. (reprinted
m W. Madelung, Religious Schools and Sects inMedieval Islam [London, 1958]),

an~ ~o~~ani, "~ ~ev~sed Chronology," pp. 29+f. Relative to the dating of
Mtzan, It IS not mSlgnificant perhaps that in it al-GhazaIi speaks several times
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ofthe necessity ofterminating all worldly connections (e.g., p. 26); cpo Mun
qidh, p. 134, cited in chap. 4, n. 2, above.

9 By "a permanent habitus in the soul" (malakatun thiibitatunfi l-nn:fi) al
GhazaIi apparently means a state in which one's certitude concerning God's
creation and governance of the world no longer requires that he constantly
avert to the demonstration and its terms. This is a different level ofcertitude
from that which is not separable from the demonstration and is different
in kind from the certitude derived from contemplative vision. It is analo
gous to the "<ayn al-yaqin" of the sufis (cf., e.g., Risiilah 2, pp. 99f.). See our
"Al-GhazaIi on Taqlid, " pp. 217f. and the references there cited.

IO It is interesting to note that the thesis that God is neither within the
world nor outside it is a standard thesis with the Ash'arites; cf., e.g., al
Isfara'ini, Fr. 29, pp. 150f.

II The three levels ofassent to the traditional descriptions ofthe "punish
ment of the grave" put forth in IJ,yii' +, pp. +84f. are basically analogous to
the three levels ofdiscourse presented in Mfziin.

12 The title of the second book of IJ,yii' is also Qawii'id al-Caqii'id, but
it seems altogether implausible that this have been the work envisioned in
TahiifUt.

13 MusttM;hiri, written against the claims of the Batiniyya concerning the
necessity ofan infallible imam, was evidently composed berweenMiCyiir and
Iqt4iid; see Hourani, "A Revised Chronology," p. 293.

1+ It may be that al-GhazaIi came later to feel that he might have gone
a bit too far in what he had implied (or seemed to imply) concerning the
resurrection in MiJ,akk and Mfziin, for he seems later to back off somewhat
in the general direction of a more traditional position; cf., e.g., Munqidh,
pp. 106f. along with IJ,yii' +, pp. +77£ and +8+£., cited above, pp. 57f. and 65f.
Did he, in fact, ever come to a definitive conclusion on the matter?

15 It is to be noted that IJ,yii/ can be seen as taking up, in a vastly ex
tended marmer, the topic ofMfziin, as he states over and again throughout
the work that it is properly and most strictly concerned with "the sciences
of action" (Culum al-muciimalah). Again, where earlier MiCyiir and Mi!?akk
had served, so to speak, as the logical propaedeutic to Mfziin, logic is men
tioned in Book II of IJ,yii' as a science common to falsafa and kalam, and
with them is summarily set aside to be taken up more substantially only later
in Book XXI in connection with the "science ofthe states ofthe sou~"where
its importance is argued rhetorically through metaphor and in strongly reli
gious language. Logic, thus, is viewed as the key for the soul's initial access
to the immaterial world and the perception of the true realities or essences
of things (!?aqii>iq al-'ashyii'). It is worth remarking that although it was
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extremely common for the leading scholars to produce short manuals ofele
mentary doctrine (e.g., the 'aqidJIh of al-Isfara'mi;the FUfiil of al-Qushayri,
the Luma' of al-]uwayni), Qudsiyyah takes on a peculiar interest of its own
because of its placement within the larger context ofIJ,yii'.

16 One ofthe most important of these is that ofthe ontological origin of
the "essential natures of things." He must have been aware of the problem,
since it is dealt with, even if only superficially, by the earlier Ashearites (see
our Creation and the Cosmic System, pp. 52ff.); he says nothing on the topic,
however, not even to acknowledge that there may be such a question.
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Angel(s), 23, 26-27,40-41,52,54,61,

78, 84, 95, 113 n. 38, 125 n. 49, 126
n. 57. See also World: celestial

Argument(s) eadillah), 16-17, 30, 71,
84. See also Demonstration(s)

Ash'arites, 3, 14, 17, 29-32,35,40
46, 50-52, 58, 62-63, 66, 69, 71,
73-76, 79, 87-90, 95, 98-99, 113

n. 38, 116 n. 6, 117 n. II, 118 n. 22,
119 n. 23 and n. 24, 120 n. 28, 125
n. 49, 135 n. 10, 136 n. 16

Atom, 48-55, 58, 66

BaPniyya., II, 98, 106 n. 7, 135 n. 13
Being(s): celestial (see Intellect(s):

agent; Intellect(s): celestial;
World: celestial); immaterial,
55-56, 59, 66 (see also Angels;
World: celestial); material, 54, 66;

spiritual, 54
Body: human, 19-20, 39, 55-66, III

n. 34, 126 n. 55, 127 n. 63; material,
50-53, 128 n. 70

Brain, 19-20, 59-60

Cause(s), 72; secondary, 18-21, 36
40, 44, 47, 57, 72, 79, 89, 94;
universal, enduring, 36-38, 45



Celestial world. See World: celestial
Companions (of the Prophet),

23-24-, 81, 85
Composition (ta'lif, 'ititaf), 53, 59,

122 n. 34, 124- n. 46
Condition(s): of cause and effect,

20-21,27, ++, 90, 13+ n. 3; of
God's acts, 21, 27

Cosmology, 23, 36, 41, 68, 8+, 104

ll·4

Creation (ikhririic
, khalq), 37-38,

43-++, 46, 69, 79, 89, 114 n. 43;
creation anew ('iciidR.h), 63, 70

Custom: God's (ciidR.h, sunnah), 19

21,38,8+,89,109 n. 22, 110 n. 27,
U5 n. I

Death, 55-58, 62-66, 95. See also
Punishment of the grave

Demonstration(s), 8, 17, 79, 82, 127
ll. 57. See also Argument(s)

Dialectic, 13-17, 21, 25, 98. See also
Disputation

Disputation, 10, 13-16, 81, 8+, 108
ll. 15, 124- n. 47, 132 n. 12, 133 n. 19

Doctrinal system(s) (madhhab), 79,

96,97,99

Effect, 18, 40, 47, 65, 117 n. II, 119
n. 26, 121 n. 28

Essence(s) (ltaqiqah), 16, 17, 24-, 26
27,35, +6, 52-53, 56-57, 67, 82,
94-95,98,107 n. 16,112 n. 37,133
n. 19, 135 n. 15, 136 n. 16

Ethical obligation, 5-6, 32-36, 73,

79,82
Ethics. See Science(s): ethical
Existence: continuance of (baqir),

51,56-57,62,122 n. 37; degrees of,
78, 82, 8+, III n. 30

Experience, 17-18, 68, 81

Faith (religious). See Religious
assent
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Falasifa, 2, 10, 12, 14, 17, 20-21,33,
47,50,53-56,61-64,66,71,79,93,
94-99,105 n. 5, 106 n. 7, III n. 33,
112 n. 35, 113 n. 38, 126 n. 57, 127
n. 60, 128 n. 67

Faqih, 9, 83, 94. See also Scholars
Fiqh. See Law

God: action(s) of, 9 (see also Condi
tion(s): of God's acts); anthropo
morphic descriptions of, 40-41,
78-85,114 n. 42; essence of, 36, 47,
93, 122 n. 32; essential attributes
of, 47-+8; power of, 43-45;
speaking of, +8; will of, 19, 20, 117
n.8

l:Iadith(s). See Tradition(s): of the
Prophet

l:Ianbalites, 5, 41, 74, 78, 83, 96, 107
n. 12, 108 n°. 15, 119 n. 24-, 132 n. 14

Heart: corporeal, 57-60; meaning
'soul/spirit' (see Soul)

Immaterial World. See World: celes
tial

Impression(s) (wahm), 16, 35-38,57,
8+, 109 n. 18, 112 n. 37, 133 n. 20

Inspiration ('Uhiim), 26

Intellect(s): agent, 27, 62, 89, 112
n. 3+, 113 n. 38, 114 n. 41, 127 n. 60;
celestial, 78, 89, 112 n. 3+, 114 n. 41
and n. 42, 127 n. 61; human, 24
27,32,3+,39,58,59,120 n. 26;
readiness to receive intelligible
forms, 25-27, 62, 89, 95

Interpretation: non-literal (ta'wi1),
9-10, 14, 41-42, 77-78, 81, 84, 104
n. 7, 107 n. 12,112 n. 34,118 n. 21,
132 n. 13

Isma'iliyya. See Ba~niyya

Kalam, 3, 5-29, 31, 34, 69, 75, 87-88,
96, 98, 112 n. 65

Karrarniyya, 39, 41, 83, 96, 115 n. 3

,
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Knowledge: immediate (see cilm
<.tariin [Arabic word]); inferen
tial (see cilm muktasab [Arabic
word]); sources of, 17,30

Koran, 10, 16, 57, 73, 77-'78, 81, 85, III

n. 31, 126 n. 56, 131 n. 10

~yyalI, 133 n. 17
Law (fiqh), 8-9, 22-24-, 8+, 104 n. 7,

106 n. 8
Life, 56-60, 62-66, 69, 125 n. 49. See

also Afterlife
Light: prophetic, 81, 132 n. II; ofthe

soul/intellect, 10, 23, 27, 61, 125

n·50
Locus. See Ma1).all [Arabic word]
Logic, 10-11, 17, 21-26, 28, 78, 93

94, 106 n. 7 and n. 8, III n. 31, 127
n. 60, 135 n. 15

Malikites,6
Medical science, 61, 109 n. 22
Metaphor, 41, 81-82
Metaphysics, 5, 9-10, 23, 79, 84, 106;

higher, 22-24-
Mind. See Intellect(s); 'aql [Ara-

bicword]
Miracles, 67
Motion, 50
Motivation(s), 40, 43, 120 n. 26
Mutakallimiin, 95. See also Ash'arites;

Kalam; Scholars
Mu<tazila,14, 32, 35-36, 42-47,54,

62, 74, 90, 96-99, 113 n. 38, 116
n. 6, 120 n. 26 and n. 28

Nature(s): as cause, 32, 3+, 38,
40, 109 n. 21; essential (see
Essence(s) ); human (ftfrah,

jibillah), 19, 32-33
Ni~yya College, I, 2, 95, 99

Opinion(s): commonly received
(mmhhUrat), 16-17, 88, 109 n. 18,

I33 n. 20; probable (~ann), 106

n.8
Ordainment: God's. See Taqdir

[Arabic word]

Part/particle. See Juz' [Arabic word]
Performance(s) (kasb). See Action(s):

human
Philosophers. See Fal1i.sifa
Physicians. See Medical science.
Physics, 106 n. 8, 112 n. 35
Pneuma, 5+, 56, 66, 69, 118 n. 14, 126

n. 56, 129 n. 74
Possibility, 18-21, 36-37
Power: ofvoluntary action

(qudrah), 42-47, 69, 74, 90. See
also God: power of

Prophecy, 67-68, 129 n. 71
Prophet(s), 10, 61, 67-68, 73, 77,

81,85
Punishment ofthe grave, 55, 58, 65,

69-'70,91

Rational science, 5, 11-12, 24
Reason, 7, 11-12, 21, 81
Relation. See ta<allaqa [Arabic word]
Religious assent: levels of, 65, 82
Religious doctrine(s): fundamental,

5-6, 9, 64, 73-'74, 78, 91, 104 n. 7;
secondary, 73, 78, 90

Religious scholars. See Scholars
Religious sciences. See Science(s):

religious
Resurrection. See Afterlife
Revealed law. See Law; Revelation
Revelation, 7, 11-12, 23-24-, 32-36,

40. See also Koran

Scholars, 2, 23-26, 30-31, 42, 71, 78,
83-8+,87,99,109 n. 18, 133 n. 20

School doctrines. See Doctrinal
systems

Science(s): ethical, 22, 57, 97; reli
gious, 8--9, 13, 22-27; speculative,



Science(s): (continued)
5, 8-II, 21, 57, 79, 94, 96; ofthe
states ofthe soul, 22-24-

Sense data, 17, 30
Shafi'ites, xi, 6, 87, 96, 99, 107 n. 13
Shari'ah. See Revelation
Soul, 2, 19, 22-25, 33, 39, 40, 52, 55

57,69, 89, 91, 94-95, 107 n. 8, III
n. 3+, II3 n. 38, II8 n. 13; faculties
of, 38, 59, II6 n. 4, II8 n. 13, 120
n. 26; immortality of, 55-67; sci
ence of (see Science(s): ethical;
Science(s): of the soul)

Space: occupy, 49-50, 53-54, 59-61,
66; volume of (see Volume)

Spirit, 24-, 56-58, 61, 126 n. 56. See also
Pneuma; Soul

Spiritual beings. See Angels; Beings:
spiritual; Soul; World: celestial

Substrate. See Mahall [Arabic word]
Sufi(s), x, 16,26,67,79,8+,95,105

n. 7, 128 n. 67, 134 n. 1,135 n. 9
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Throne: God's, 37,40-41,96, II4
n. 41, 127 n. 59

Tradition(s): ofthe Prophet, 10, 16,
40,57,61,73,77-'78,80-85,89,112

n·34

Universe. See World

Vis aestirnativa. See Aestimatio
Vision(s), 128 n. 71
Volition. See Will
Volume: ofspace, 53-54

Well Guarded T~blet, 26, 95, II4
n. 42, 127 n. 58, 132 n. 14

Will, 43, 45
World, 51; celestial/spiritual, II, 19,

22,40-42,52,54,65,77,95,133
n. 21 (see also Angels; Throne);
material, II, 22, 42, 52

Index ofArabic Words

'ThR: 'aththara, YU'aththiru, 39-40.
See also Effect

'~L: al-'~l, al-'~: of knowledge,
17,25, 30-31; 'u~iil ai-din (see Reli
gious doctrine(s): fundamental)

'LF: 'allafa, yu'allifu and'italafa,
ya'talifu. See Composition

'LH: al-'ilahiyyat, 10, 106, n. 7; al
'umiir al-'ilahiyyah, 83-8+, 95, 126
n. 56; al-ma'arif al-'ilahiyyah, II;
al-'ilahiyyiin min al-falasifah, 106

n·7
'WL: al-ta'wil. See Interpretation:

non-literal
B'Th: inba'atha, yanba'ithu, 28, 32
BQY: baqiya, yabqa. See Existence:

continuance of
]BL: al-jibillah, 32-33, 59
JZ': al-juz', al-'ajza', 54, 58, 60, 66,

70, 105 n. 5, 122 n. 36, 124- n. +6

JSM: jismani, 54
JRY: 'ijra' al-'adah. See Custom:

God's
JNS: jins al-'ajnas, 123, n. 43
JWHR: al-jawhar, 39, +8-55, 57-59,

62-63, 66-67. See also Atom
WM: al-bajm (see Vol~e); al

bajmiyyah, 123 n. +4
~QQ: al-baqiqah, al-baqa'iq. See

Essence(s)
HLL: balla, yahullu, 58; al-mahall,

al-mahall, 24-, 43, 50, 59,.123 n. +4,

126 n. 55
~Z: tahayyazu, yatahayyazu. See

Space: occupy
~: al-bal, al-'a!Jwal, 109 n. 19,

120n.26
Khr': ikhtara'a, yakhtari'u, 37-38,

+4, 69, 89, 114 n. 43



Kh$$: al-kh~iyyah,al-khawa~,18,
26,40,67,107 n. 8

KhLQ: khalaqa, yakhluqu, 37,44,
69, 89; al-khalq, 27, 37

DhHb: al-madhhab, al-madhahib.
See Doctrinal system(s)

R'Y: al-ru'ya, 128 n. 71
RSM: al-rasm, al-rusfun, 107 n. 16,

132 n. 13, 133 n. 20
RWH: al-riil), al-'arwal). See

Pneuma; Spirit
SBB: al-sabab, al-'asbab (see

Cause(s); musabbib al-'asbab, 37;
musabbab, 18, 45

SKhR: sakhkhara, yusakhkhiru, 38
SWY: istawa, yastawI, 40-41
ShRT: al-shal1, al-shurut. See Con-

dition(s)
ShHR: al-mashhurat. See Opin

ion(s): commonly received
-VRR: <;lanirI, 18. See also 'ilm <;lanirI
TH': ai-tab' and al-tabi'ah. See

Nature(s)
'Rl): 'ari<;l, 55, 127 n. 63; al-'ara<;l,

al-'a'ra<;l (see Accident); ~iIat

'ara<;liyyah,50
'RF: al-ma'rifah, al-ma'arif, II, 16,

23, 31, 75, 81, 83, 105 n. 7
'QL: al-'aql, 10,17,24-27,30-33,59,

108 n. 18, 125 n. 50, 132 n. II

'LQ: ta'allaqa, yata'allaqu, 45, 59, 119
n. 26, 126 n. 54

'LM: 'ilm <;larfuI, 10, 68; 'ilm kasbil
muktasab, 10, 95; 'alarn al-mulk
(see World: material); 'alarn al
malakut (see World: celestial);
al-'alarn al-riil)ani (see World:
celestial)

'MM: al-'awanun, 40, 42, 80-85, 133
n.21

'ML: al-'arnal (see Action(s):
human); al-mu'amalah, 76, III

n. 33; 'ilm al-mu'amalah (see
Science(s): ethical)
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'NY: al-ma'na, al-ma'anI, 56, 66
CWO: al-'adah. See Custom: God's
FTR.: al-fitrah, 25-26; fitri, 6, 10, 25
FVVQ:al-fawqiyyah,40
QDR: qaddara, yuqaddiru, 37,44;

al-taqarr, 113 n. 38, 114 n. 43; al
qudrah (see Power); al-qadar, 85

QRN: al-iqtiran, 109 n. 22
Q-VY: al-qa<;la', 27, 37, 114 n. 43
QLB: al-qalb, 24; as synonym for

'nafs' and 'riil),' 24. See also Soul
QWM: qa'imun bil-nafs/bil-dhat,

54, 59, 60, 66, 105 n. 5
KSB: al-kasb, al-iktisab, 21, 44, 69,

119 n. 26. See also 'ilm kasbI
KShF: Kashafa, yakshifu, 16, 122

n. 33; al-mukashafah, 21, 22-24,
57, 96; inkashafa, yankashifu,
23,96

KWN: al-kawn, al-'akwan, 50, 52
LZM: al-Iazim, al-Iawazim, 63;

talazama, yatalazamu, 18
LWI;I: al-Iaw4 al-ma4~. See Well

Guarded Tablet
MThL: tamathala, yatarnathalu, 52
MKN: tI I-'imkan, 18-21
ML': al-mila', 124 n. 45
MLK: 'alarn al-mulk (see World:

material); 'alarn al-malakut (see
World: celestial)

N~R: al-n<l¥lr, 10, 32; 'ilm al
n<l¥lr,1O

NFS: al-nafs, al-nufiis, 32-33, 64. See
also Soul

HY': tahayya'a, yatahayya'u, 45;
al-hay'ah, 63, 124 n. 46

WJB: al-miijib, 18, 34, 59; al
miijab,18

W}H: al-jihah, 123 n. 44, 124 n. 45
WI;ID: al-taw4Id, II, 21, 23,37,117

n.1I

w.v': wa<;l'I, II

WQ': waqa'a, yaqi'u, 45, 119 n. 26,
121 n. 29
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WLD: wallada, yuwallidu, 90;
tawallada, yatawalladu, 47, 74, 113
n. 38, 127 n. 60

WLY: istawla, yastawlI, 40-41

WHM: al-wahm, al-'awham and
wahmI. See Aestimatio; Impres
sion(s)
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